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NOTE OF TRANSMIT'T'AL
This report is prepared for the Office of
Applications, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under Statement of Work on Contract NASW-2558 which represents
an evaluation of the improvement in worldwide wheat crop inform-
ation promised by a LANDSAT-type Earth Resources Survey (ERS)
System.
The results reported herein are based on the best
public data available on world wheat crop information. The
economic approach used for this study represents significant
innovations In the valuation of improved information on agri-
cultural crops. in addition to this report, a separate volume
providing an overview of this study is transmitted. In the
Overview, the issues, assumptions and results of the study are
summarized. To our knowledge, this is the first empirical
assessment of the economic value of a LANDSAT system in provid-
ing information on the worldwide wheat crop.
Other than the study director, the principal
participants in this study effort were Francis Sand, Andrew
Seidel, Dennis Warner, Neil Sheflin, Ran Dhattacharyya and
John Andre%.s, each of whom made important contributions to this
study.
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ABSTRACT
The Earth Resources Survey (ERS) and the LANDSAT
Program of NASA in particular, face some important decisions
over the next 12 to 18 months that will affect the future of
remote sensing by satellite in civilian applications for
decades to come. To provide an economic basis for the dis-
cussion of these issues, ECON, Inc. completed an overview
evaluation of a LANDSAT -type Earth Resources Survey system
in 1974*. Potentially large bereiits to be obtained in agri-
culture from a continuity of LANDSAT data services when
applied to the United States.were identified and measured.
This report is an extension in breadth and depth of
these ECON agricultural case study efforts. The value of
worldwide information improvements on wheat crops, promised by
LANDSAT, is measured in the context of world wheat markets.
These benefits are based on current LANDSAT technical goals
and assume that information is made available to all -- United
States and other countries ---- at the same time.
The benefits to the United States of such public
LANDSAT information on wheat crops are, on the average, 174
million dollars a year. About 287 million dollars accrue
*ECON, Inc., The Economic Value of Remote Sensing of Earth
Resources from Space: An ERTS Overview and the Value of
Continuity of Service, 10 Volumes, Princeton, New Jersey,
December 1974.
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directly to United States consumers in the form of lower
average wheat prices; $280 million are production efficiency
gains in providing for domestic and foreign demand. These
benefits are those of a LANDSAT system with possibly as many
as three operating spacecraft. The benefits from improved
wheat crop information compare favorably with the annual
system's cost of about $62 million.
A detailed empirical sample demonstration of the
effect of improved information is given; the history of wheat
commodity prices for 1971-72 is reconstructed and the price
changes from improved vs. historical information are compared.
These results reaffirm the conclusions reached by
ECDN in its December, 1974 report in the most important area:
LANDSAT promises substantial benefits from improved information
in agriculture if present technical goals and expectations are
met. The improved crop forecasting from a LANDSAT system as-
sumed in this study are: wheat crop estimates of 90 percent
accuracy for each major wheat producing region, at a 90 percent
•i
confidence level through the wheat harvest period. This trans-
lates roughly into a 1.8 percent error in December wheat crop
production estimates for the United States and 5.0 percent for
the rest of the world.
The technical performance and capabilities of a
LANDSAT system are still being developed by NASA; our estimate
iv	 ,
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ton technical capabilities of a LANDSAT system are based on a
considered interpretation and extension of LANDSAT investiga-
tions to date, and were given to us by NASA.
In conclusion, accurate, objective worldwide wheat
crop information using space systems may have a very stabil-
izing influence on world commodity markets, in part making
possible the establishment of long-term, stable trade rela-
tionships.
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1. THE VALUE OF CROP FORECASTING:
METHODS AND RESULTS
1.1
	
Introduction
In this age of overabundant demands for agricultural
supplies, official organizations and technological systems have
been called o r. to perform as sorcerers and talesmen to whom
the economic community can turn for information about the
future. To many, these agencies and systems only prove the
folly of forecasting the future and trying to defy fate. At
best, official organizations and their technological systems
may only grant what society can reasonably ask for, a "state-
of-the-art" estimate, and not what society often demands or
thinks it has asked for, the unambiguous truth.
It is unfortunate, but true, that official wizards
of economic phenomena only can provide a clouded picture of
future events. , Nevertheless, it would be ill--advised to throw
these "services" into the fire as long as their forecasts offer
information that result in net benefits to society. This cri-
terion, of course, presupposes that information and information
systems in general can be evaluated.
The objective of this study is an attempt to measure
the value of improved crop forecasting information. in this
sense, this study -- and related work by ECON --- is breaking
new ground in economics. The first step in this task must be
to set forth the analytical foundations from which to make that
assessment. We discuss here the role of-information in the
a
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market process. We then discuss the measurement of the most
important attributes of crop forecasts and the statistical
methods for analyzing them. The meaning of the terms "forecast"
and "estimate" are defined as used in this study. Finally, we
set forth the analytical foundations from which the economic
losses owing to misinformation and the economic gains from in-
formation improvement will be measured.
1.2	 Information and the Market Process
We should fix in our minds precisely what is implied
in the statement that a resource has been misallocated in a
market system. Let us consider a unit of a particular resource
that has been employed, together with quantities of other pro-
ductive factors, in the production of a particular product.
The use of this resource to this end has deprived others of the
productive contributions it might have rendered in some alter-
native employment. On the other hand, consumers under the
existing arrangement can enjoy the productive contribution
that the unit of resource is making in its present employment.
In a market system, there is a market value placed upon each
of the various foregone productive contributions that might
have been rendered elsewhere by the unit of resource and there
also is a 'market  value placed upon the productive contribution
that the unit of resource actually does render. In a "free
market" economy, "usefulness" is measured by market value or
prices.
NL	 !	 I	 I	 i	 t
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Following Kirzner [693, a natural meaning of the
term "misallocated resource" in the above context would be the
use of a resource in an endeavor that does not command the price
of one or more foregone alternative uses. This is not to say
that a resource is "misallocated" if it is in the "wrong" place
in terms of actual market prices and with respect to a state
of the economy as it is. We speak of waste or loss here in a
normative context, i.e., what should be, because under the
current conditions of the market, a resource is being used in
an employment that a market declares to be less important than
an alternative available employment. Our task now is to deter-
mine what gives cause to waste.
Although many special theories and particular ex-
amples can be given of how waste can appear in an economy, as
Kirzner [691 and Harberger [393 point out, there is in fact
only one way a resource may be misallocated: as a direct result
of the imperfection of the knowledge of market participants.
If knowledge of all relevant data were possessed by all partic-
ipants, no perverse discrepancy could exist between the market
value of the productive contribution of a factor in its actual
employment and the value of its potential contribution else-
where. With perfect knowledge, the price of the unit of the
factor would be the same in all areas of the mark, ; differences
in the technological efficiency of the factor in different uses
and differences in the desirability to consumers of the different
rr
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products would be fully reflected in the prices and output
volumes of the various products. No room would be left for a
perverse difference between the market values of actual and
potential productive contributions.
Now, if we consider a situation where all the avail-
able information initially is inaccurate and/or widely scattered
in the form of scraps of knowledge possessed by individual par-
ticipants, then resources would be misallocated owing to this
imperfect knowledge. ,A, resource may be employed in a less im-
portant manner because the e;xtrepreneur is unaware of the more
important possible employments 4nd does not know of the availa-
bility of this resource. In the first case, the enterpreneur us-
ing the resource in the less important employment may be unaware
of the greater technological productivity of the resource in
other branches of production and/or the higher prices obtainable
in the market for the other products. In the second case, the
enterpreneurs who are unaware of the more important productive
contribution that such a resource can make elsewhere may mis-
takenly believe that the price of the resource is too high to
make its use worthwhile in these more important employments.
In general then, the misallocation of a resource
can be equated with widespread (if uneven) ignorance of the
gaps and errors in pertinent information_ some market parti-
cipants may know all about one piece of information (for ex-
ample, the availability of the resource), but have incorrect
information about other pieces of information, such as its
I1-5
highest price. Because no one simultaneously knows both these
pieces of information, no one is aware of any true (perfect
knowledge). possibility of improving the existing allppation of
resources. An appraisal of the efficiency of the market pro-
cess, therefore, involves an appraisal of the way the market
process disseminates the information necessary for the discov-
ery of superior opportunities for the allocation of resources.
This is valid for both a "static" economy where tastes, produc-
tivity and resource availability are constant and a dynamic econ-
omy where resource availability, productivity, and consumer
tastes are free to change. The efficiency of the market process
in both cases is a question of its ability to transmit to the
relevant decision-makers those pieces of information necessary
for the "correct" allocation of resources in terms of the mar-
ket conditions.
in effect then, inaccurate information leads to in-
put market distortions: resources (commodities, capital, labor)
are allocated (used) for tasks that under better (perfect) in-
formation would ndt have been undertaken. The larger this ig-
norance, the larger these distortions. In a way ignorance can
be equated to imposing a "tax" on input factors, thereby lead-
ing to economic costs throughout the economic system, with the
consumer of final goods ultimately paying the imposed cost of
inaccurate information.
A reduction in ignorance, i.e., improved information,
conversely can be equated with lifting this "tax" on input
{
factors. This latter topic and the assessment of the economic
costs of such "taxes", has been widely dealt with, most recent-
ly -- and most extensively -- by D. Wisecarver (127].
	 (see
References.)
With regard to agriculture in particular, estimates
of crop acreage and yields, leading to forecasts of total pro-
duction levels, are essential for efficient planning in all
phases and segments of agricultural production, processing
and distribution. Accurate forecasts permit precise planning
for more efficient transportation and processing of commodities
and can help identify potential shortages while there still is
time to "hedge" against them. Reliable final yield and acre-
age estimates provide the information necessary to coordinate
the supplies and demands for farm machinery and storage ser-
vices.
Inasmuch as commodity prices fluctuate by large
amounts within any one crop year, or even one month, one can in-
terpret this directly as the inverse to the total supply the
market believes
	
rightly or wrongly -- to be available this
month, next month and n months hence. And since commodity
prices fluctuate quite violently (see Figure 1.1 for wheat),
these expectations or beliefs of the market seem to fluctu-
ate quite widely -- if not randomly.
Since commodity markets -- Ni b a well organized
futures market -- are as close as the economists' model of pure
competition -- with the en--uing possibility to empirically
Dollars
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Figure 1.1 Wheat Price 'Movement,
1972-1975
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apply and test some of the theoretical insights of current
economic theory -- they also are an ideal place to model and
measure the effect and value of information and improved infor-
mation [201.
It is the working hypothesis of this study -- in-
vestigated and measured in subsequent chapters -- that improved
information on agriculture crops (wheat) will enter over futures
market prices to the spot market prices with a general smooth -
ing effect of commodity prices -- spot and futures.
To state our hypothesis in graphical form, we plotted
in Figure 1.2 the winter wheat spot price, by month, for 1972,
with information and sources of information as they were. The
major single event in that year was, of course, the "Russian
Wheat" deal for about 10 M:MT (of a total world small grain food
crop of about 700 MMT in recent years). We contend that im-
proved (earlier, more accurate) information about potential of
a sizeable Soviet demand for wheat imports in world markets
would have led to upward price movements earlier, say in May
and June, while the deal, when completed at those new terms,
would have led to a lesser price increase after this wheat
transaction. The reasons for the latter effect are many, among
them: (1) The possibility that at higher spot prices in July
the Soviet Union might have bought less wheat (due to total
budget constraints), (2) that at higher spot (and futures)
prices in May and June, more would have been stored in these
months, or less exported, (3) that consumption of wheat for
•	
s
Fir
s
1st Prediction, U.S. Attache:
U.S.S.R. Deficit IOMMT
1st Public Report: 5MMT Purchase
1st Public Report of
5	 Winter Wheat	 Total Purchase
Prices $/Bushel.
Spot Market
4
3
I	 U.S.S.R. Wheat Purchases
°0.95MMT = Bunge, Cargill
Z	 o	 l . BMMT = Dreyfus s , Cook
O	 0.3MM`P = Cook
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some uses would have receded already in May and June, rather
than only later.
In the context of the above concepts of waste and
resource allocation, the reasons for losses or waste owing to
imperfect specific crop information are straightforward.
• Accurate forecasts allow governments
and private operators to efficiently
utilize existing storage, transporta-
tion, processing infrastructures and
facilities.
w Timely and accurate forecasts of sur-
pluses or shortfalls allow Government
and private operators to better plan
domestic and foreign transactions and
policies with regard to trade, price
supports and inventory holdings.
e Inaccurate crop estimates result in
distorted and more volatile prices
that, in turn, lead to waste and, if
monetary values are a good measuring
rod of satisfaction, lower levels of
social welfare than would be the case
if perfect information were available.
(10, 11, 13, 351.
To see how this might occur in production, consider
the following hypothetical, but illustrative, example pertain-
ing to the production of wheat. A farmer, having raised a win-
ter wheat crop and, in the presence of a forecast for a record
wheat harvest, might choose not to harvest some of his wheat,
but insteaO choose to plow some of it under for a summer
crop because the incremental cost of harvesting the extra
wheat was greater than the revenues the market was willing to
pay him at that time. The wheat crop forecast of a record wheat
harvest served to reduce the market price structure (the set of
1-11
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present and future prices) of wheat since increased supply
interacting with unchanged demand will depress prices. If the
forecast was a gross overestimate, the farmer's correct decision
would have been to harvest all of the crop as prices would have
been higher in view of the true state of the world. From the
consumers' point of view, prices for wheat ultimately would be
forced above those that would have prevailed had the farmer not
reduced supplies by plowing under part of his crop. Though
occurring at different times, losses to both the farmer and
the consumer.could result from inaccurate crop forecasts.
1.3
	
	
Attributes and Statistical. Analysis of Agricultural
Information
The "information" in the title of this study refers
specifically to the production of wheat in its aggregate quan-
titative aspects. The use of remote sensing satellites such
as LANDSAT for the measurement of crop production implies a
further narrowing of concepts. 1 However, to fix ideas we
shall consider information about agricultural production in
terms of the ongoing and future activity of crop forecasting.
This is a somewhat broader viewpoint than the "measurement of
crops" because it requires that the time-dependent aspects of
agricultural information be taken into account. In relation
to the dynamics of the market processes, it is clearly perti-
nent to have a time dimension to agricultural information.
l Recognition of Present--day '_imitations of the applica-
tion of LANDSAT to crop acreage measurement narrows the
field even more.
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The attributes of information which are considered
here are: availability, timeliness and accuracy. As previous-
ly analyzed, 2
 these represent a convenient and comprehensive
summary set of parameters in the context of economic studies
of the value of agricultural information. The availability of
crop forecasts and related agricultural information means: Who
has access to the information at a particular time? Is it
publicly available or privileged information? If it is public,
is access to the publication unrestricted? if there are tem-
porary restrictions, causing a delay in the public's access to
the information, are they applied equally to all?
it has been observed that economic information, if
available only to a few, can lead to distorted prices and mis-
allocated reserves or waste. The distribution of information
among market participants defines the information structure of
the system. with regard to this structure, we will assume in
this study that all information is equally available to all
market participants and that improved information also will be
available to all market participants.
The timing of the release of the crop information to
the public is a closely related but separate issue. If the
responsible agency were to hold back crop information until
long after harvest, for example, the usefulness of that infor-
mation to economic agents would be substantially diminished_
*ECON, Inc., The Economic Value of Remote Sensing of Earth
Resources from sliace: An ERTS Overview and the Value of
Continuity of Service, 10 Volumes, Princeton, New Jersey,
December 1974.
yy{
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On the other hand, information released too hastily is usually
less reliable, since the very act of haste causes errors. There
clearly is a right time and a right speed to apply to the pub-
lication of economically important information. All of this is
built into the existing agricultural information system and
would have to be reevaluated for a new system based on sound
historical principles. USDA publishes its Crop Report at
3:00 p.m. an a Friday afternoon around the 20th of certain
months. Forecasts of wheat production are published monthly
beginning in June for all wheat, earlier for winter wheat.
Year-end estimates of crop production are carefully prepared
by USDA to give the public highly accurate information on major
crops soon after harvest. Final revisions may be introduced
into crop production estimates as late as a year after the
first December report. in other countries, final estimates
are available only two to three years following the harvest.
With these facts in mind, we must perceive that
time;-mess is a complex subject and that it is intertwined with
availability and accuracy in the sense that tirade offs exist
between all three attributes. in our study of the published
crop forecast information and its impact on the wheat market,
we will treat timeliness as:
(i) a built-in institutional factor in the
empirical data and
(ii} an explicit property of forecasts which
can be traded off against accuracy in the
somewhat oversimplified sense of Figure 1.3.
i
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A constant "shif^-"" in the lead time of a
sequence of forr!c ,_s corresponding to
a uniform improv._ -n of timeliness is
regarded as equiv --nt to a calculable,
but not necessarily uniform, improvement
in the accuracy of all the forecasts in
the sequence.
With these thoughts as a basis for our approach to
the quantitative treatment of timeliness, we leave the subject
for the present. A fuller discussion will be found in Chapters
3 and 4.
The third and most important attribute of crop in-
formation is its accuracy. A crop production forecast is accur-
ate to the extent that it is not in error. This much is obvious.
But how should we measure the errors in forecasts? The diffi-
culty arises because of the impracticability of ever knowing,
with perfect accuracy, the true harvest on a worldwide basis.
The final estimates for each country represent the best avail-
able knowledge at the time of the true harvest in that country.
These are not necessarily what is published, however! Empir-
ical weaknesses such as the deliberate falsification by gov-
ernments of their crop information are probably a fact of life
a.bout which there is nothing we can do. To the extent that
they exist in the data, the sta4istical model may underesti-
mate the improvement possible through a worldwide crop survey
system based on LANDSAT.
In Chapter 2 we will present our detailed analysis
of the accuracy of wheat production forecasting, both for
currently available information and for an unproved system.
To obtain estimates of the accuracy of current crop forecasting
1
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in each foreign country, we will use the final FAO production
estimates as representative of the "truth." For the United
States, the final revisions of all wheat production estimates, as
published in the USDA publication, Crop Production, will be
taken as surrogates for the true wheat harvests.
The measure of accuracy which we adopt, following
a widespread practice of economics and statistics, is the
variance of the error distribution. The use of the variance
provides automatic bias correction for the empirical case.
When modeling accuracy in a future system, we will assume un-
biased forecasts throughout but there is no need to do so in
relation to historical forecasts. Analysis will reveal that
they have frequently shown some bias in fact.
To capture the timeliness aspect of crop fore-
casting which is implicit in the data, we will measure
separately the accuracy of each monthly forecast and the
final estimate of the annual crop production in each country.
The June forecast is generally less accurate than the December
estimate simply because more is know about the harvest in
December. Thus we will represent the accuracy of crop forecasts
l	 1	 !	 ► 	 r
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for receiving and processing the data --- which has the poten-
tial capab-.lity for achieving a worldwide improvement in crop
forecasting will be outlined in this section. The point of
view adopted here is that, although the technical details of
the new system are not fully known, the system will be capable
of generating improved forecast information on wheat production
on a worldwide basis, expressed in terms of the parameters of
information quality already described: availability, timeliness
and accuracy.3
1.4.1	 Outline of Modeling Approach
There are four parts to this general outline of
the modeling approach:
(1) Using the Marshallian welfare concept of
the integral under the demand function
as in our previous benefits studies, we
separate the incremental consumer surplus
(S+C+D in Figure 1.4) from the incremen-
tal producer surplus (F). The direct cause
of consumer and producer surpluses is an
assut:ed downward movement in the cost of
of supply function as a result of reduced
uncertainty regarding future supplies.
This is the "production effect" which the
model uses to incorporate the many factors
of economic advantage accruing from a con-
tinuous and lasting improvement in crop
information. The direction of this effect
(i.e.. lower cosus) will be confirmed by
the empirical effort.
(2) Consumer and producer surpluses are calculated
as quadratic forms in the old and new equili-
brium prices and quantities before and after
introduction of an operational L,ANDSAT system.
3Of these, only accuracy enters our models explicitly.
The other two are represented in the empirical effort,
implicitly, and in the form of our assumptions.
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The net economic effects of improved crop in-
formation will be looked at in the context of
international trade. For th i s purpose, we
assume a two-country world: the '-r.ited States
as the exporter, and an importing unit called
"the rest of the world." The demand for wheat,
both in the United States and the rest of the
world, is estimated as a linear function. The
demand functions play a central role in the
benefits model; in particular, they determine
the equilibrium trade -- exports and imports
in this two-country world. Economic gains and
losses from improved crop forecasts are cal-
culated as incremental consumer and producer
surpluses in both the United States and the
rest of the wcrld but additional benefits to
the exporter (United States) can be derived from
increased trade revenues.	 (See Figures 1.5(a)
and 1.5(b) for a schematic explanation of this
effect.)
(3) The impact of improved crop forecasts on the
world wheat markets is modeled econometrically.
Using the best available data on grain price
movements,	 stocks and trade flows, this empirical
effort arrives at estimates of the economic para-
metersof the market process. 	 Equilibrium prices
and quantities are then estimated by the world
wheat market model for the existing state-of-crop
forecasting and avain for the improved system.
The equilibrium c, 'Ytimates are based on a sequence
of twenty-four ccn,secutive months of market re-
spouse to tie monthly-.crop forecasts of wheat
production on a worldwide basis.
(4)	 The net benefits to the United States are cal-
culated as the algebraic sum of all consumer
and producer gains and losses due to the im-
provement of wheat crop information. 	 Benefits
are also derived separately for consumers and
producers in the United States. 	 A similar cal-
culation also exists for the rest of the world.
However, the asymmetric aspects of the modeled
situation should be kept clearly in mind: 	 the
United States is only exporter. 	 Thus,	 in our
model., only the United States can obtain export
benefits due to increased or smoothed world trade
patterns in wheat.	 The rest of the world may ob-
tain import benefits as a result of the improved
crop forecasts. s:
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Two-period Gains and Losses to an Exporting Cou=ntry
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1.4.2	 Dynamic Analysis of International Trade
Effects
The methods of analysis outlined in the previous sec-
tion do not adequately convey the dynamic processes of the mar-
ket response to information. This study emphasizes the asym-
metric aspects of the trade effects which other studies have
previously failed to notice. There is an important difference
in the benefits when the trade effects are correctly modeled
as the following illustrative numerical example demonstrates.
1.4.2.1
	
Illustrative Two-period Example of
International Trade Effects from Improved
Worldwide Crop Information
For illustrative purposes, we assume two periods ---
crop years -- and two countries, one of which (U.S.) exports
to the other (rest of the world -- abbreviated to "R.O.W.").
Decisions to trade, and how much, are made only at the begin-
ning of each period. Harvest occurs within each period and the
world finds out any errors in crop forecasting as a result.
Errors of underestimation of the importer's crop can be par-
tially corrected in the following period by using the excess
stocks to offset imports. On the contrary, it will be seen
that errors of overestimation of the importer's crop cannot
be corrected in the same fashion. Consumption rates in the
importing country will have declined in on,e period and the
is no compensating increase during the next period. Inver
ies cannot become negative and this simple fact is at the
heart of the asymmetric behavior.
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Figure 1.6(a) presents the essential numbers for-
crop production, consumption, trade and inventory under perfect
information (E=o). The time chart shows the (linear) simpli-
fied patterns of consumption, crop production and actual supply
within the crop year. Inventories are assumed to start at
zero for this example and remain at zero under perfect infor-
mation. The economic advantages of trade — a net gain to the
exporter with no losses to the importer -- are depicted schem-
atically in Figure 1.6(b).
Continuing the illustrative example, we now consider
the case of a substantial negative error (E= -4) in the supply
estimates for R.O.W. caused by the underestimation of the R.O.W.
crop. Calculating from the same demand schedules as before,
the equilibrium trade in period one is now 2 units higher than
before (not 4) and in period two, after the error is discovered,
there is a positive inventory of 4 units in R.O.W. Using
this inventory, the R.O.W. reduces imports in period two to
2 units, giving a total two-period trade of 8 units, as
before, but with a different temporal distribution. For the
ca g e of the underestimation error, detailed figures are shown
in Figure 1.6(c).
The welfare effects are illustrated in Figure 1.6(d).
The underestimate of R.O.W. crop causes an error of E= -4
which is reflected in swings in the trade pattern, although
two-period total trade is unaffected. In this case, the United
States has a net gain from the error over two periods, so
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there would be a resultant United States loss if the error were
to be completely eliminated.
Following the analysis in similar manner for the
case of an overestimate of R.O.W. crop production in period one,
we assume (symmetrically) an error of B- +4 units in the R.O.W.
supply estimate for period two. The R.O.W. import decision, un-
der our strict assumptions, is to import only 2 units in period
one. When the harvest comes in, the shortage is discovered but
it is too late to do anything about it within the period.
Since there are no "negative inventories," the mistake is not
corrected in period two when we assume thin g s return to normal.
Total trade for both periods is down by 2 units and R.O.W. has
suffered ^.he shortages mentioned above.
The details of the overestimation case are shown in
Figure 1.6(e). Turning to the welfare effects, shown schema-
tically in Figure 1.6(f), we see that there is a net United
States loss due to the overestimate: this is associated with
the reduced total volume of exports (6 units as compared with
8) within two full periods. By eliminating overestimation
errors completely, one would accordingly establish a net
United States gain as shown in the diagram on the left of
Figure 1.6(f).
For completion of the example, it is only necessary
to consider the combination of economic effects from both types
of error. At this level of discussion, there is no reason to
suppose one type more prevalent than the other (if it were so
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this would not alter the trend of the argument), so we take
each error with one half weight. The full treatment of the
subject (see Chapter 2) would of course take into account a
distribution of errors. Nevertheless, the basic point is made
in this simple example that the expected value resulting from
eliminating both over and underestimation errors in crop fore-
casts is a net (trade) benefit to the United States. Figure
1.6(g) shows the whole sequence of welfare charts leading up
to the final chart on the lower right which presents the com-
bined effect for the United States: a net gain of 1 unit
over both periods in the average.
The example does not consider welfare effects for
the rest of the world, nor doer, it attempt realism in relation
to how price movements would occur over time: we leave these
and numerous other details to Chapters 3 and 4. Nevertheless,
the numbers presented in the example have meaning and are deriv-
ed from sound economic assumptions which are summarized in
Figure 1.6(h) for the sake of complr^teness. It has indicated
that the asymmetric economic behavior of importing countries
with respect to equal over and underestimation errors, re-
suits in two-period average net gains to the exporting country
(in our model this refers only to the United States). The
argument is valid if the decision period is a quarter or a
month and the same type of asymmetric trade effect -- only
with different absolute magnitude
	 will be observed. To ver-
ify this claim, a small computer simulation was run of the
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iasymmetric trade effect using random errors with two percent
standard deviation over 40 consecutive periods. 4 The net
average United States gain was calculated based on assumed 50
percent level for United States exports as a fraction of
United States production. With a conventional estimated value
of United States demand elasticity at -0.5, the result is $241
million if the R.O.W. is completely price inelastic (at equili-
brium prices and supply) in their demand for grain. When we
assumed that R.O.W. had the same demand elasticity as the
United States, the net average gain to the United States was
$123 million. The main point of this simulation exercise is
to demonstrate clearly that the effect is not due to the sim-
plified treatment of errors of estimation in the illustrative
two-period example.
4The detailed assumptions, data and results of the
simulation exercise are appended to this chapter.
We can regard the periods as years without violating
the assumptions of this exercise, if we are willing to
ignore the effects of long-term shifts in demand and
supply for 40 years.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER l:
SIMULATION OF ASYMMETRIC TRADE EFFECTS
ASYMMETRIC TRADE EFFECTS FOR OVER-AND UNDER-
SIMULATION ESTIMATIOT< ERRORS: SMALL COMPUTER
R - FLATLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM VARIABLE (0-99)
T - TOTAL ANNUAL FOOD EXPORT, EQUIVALENT MMT OF GRAIN, GIVEN PERFECT INFORMATION
M - MEASUREMENT ERROR, FRACTION OF T
I - INVENTOR`( - IN ROW, FRACTION OF T
At - CHANGE IN U.S. EXPORTS DUE TO IMPERFECT INFORMATION, FRACTION OF T
G - GAIN TO U.S. FROM INFORMATION IMPROVEMENT ON ROW CROPS
P - U.S. PRICE, PE!?FELT INFORMATION
Q#
 - U.S. CONSUMPTION, PERFECT INFORMATION
eU.S. - ELASTICITY OF U.S. DEMAND FOR CROP AT P * , Q*
BROW - ELASTICITY OF ROW DEMAND FOR CROP AT P*, Q#ROW
N
W
Q^
IN ANY YE^R:
G _	 (T-FT+AT)AP2
WHERE AP = - (AT *e Q eus<0
m AT ^R^}V
^ - ^' (-^' z 
^ eUSn h
NORMALIZE At = dT/T
ALL * (At+At )G -- eusQ*	 2
.z<At<O)
N
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DERIVATION OF GAIN FROM IMPROVED INFORMATION
ANNUAL GAIN OVER MANY YEARS
IN ANY YEAR:
G	 12P	 (At± At 
eU.S.
AVERAGE OVER MANY YEARS
G = T2	 (A + °z2)
eU,S,Q
<At<p}
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RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION FOR 40 SEQUENTIAL PERIODS
RU'.: MEASi:RE\1ENT INVEtiTORY CHAT GE IN U.S. TRADE
VARLABLE ERIt011 IN ROW at
R "%Iia==.021 I Brow =0 Brow = -0.5
13 -.0226 .0226 +.0113
10 -.0258 .0258 +.0032 +.0016
62 .0062 0 -.0320 ...0160
67 .0088 0 -.0088 -.0044
55 , 0026 0 -.0026 -.0013
78 .0156 0 ...0156 -.0078
64 ..0072 0 -.0072 -.0036
20 -.0170 .0170 +.0170 +.0085
91 .0270 0 -.0440 -.0220
36 -.0072 .0072 +.0072 +.0036
96 .0350 0 -.0422 -.0211
36 ...0072 .0072 +.0072 +.0036
39 -.0056 .0056 -.0016 ...0008
15. -.0208 .0208 +..0152 +.0076
27 ...0124 .0124 -.0084 -.0042
45 -.0026 .0026 -.0098 ...0049
25 -.0136 .0136 -.0110 -.0055
55 .00Z6 0 -.0162 -.0081
73 .012.1: 0 -.0124 -.0062
75 .0136 0 -.0136 -.0068 tii
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RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION FOR 40 SEQUENTIAL PERIODS (continued)
V:is:Lii'',LE fiJ-'Ifs'
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RC)'.': 1:EASUREt1EtiT II V ENT 0RY CHANGE ITN U.S. TRADE
ERROR IN ROW of
M(a-.02) 1 Brow =0 e row = -0.5
.0236 .0236 +.0236 +.0118
.0330 0 -.0566 -.0283
.0042 0 -.0042 -.0021
-.0156 .0156 +.0150 +.0078
-.0112 .0112 -.0044 -.0022
-.0296 . 0296 +.0184 +.0092
-.012=1 .0124• ...0172 -.0086
-, 0022 .0022 _, 010z -.0051
-.0376 .0376 +.0354 +.0177
.0036 0 -.0412 -.0206
.0218 0 -.0218 -.0109
.0376 0 -.0376 -.0188
-.0246 .0246 +.0246 +.0123
.0142 0 -.0388 -.0194•
.0006 0 -.0006 -.0003
.0312 0 ...0312 -.0156
-.0142 .0142. +.0142 +.0071
-.0016 .0016 -.0126 -.0063
.0016 0 -.0032 -.0016
.0118 0 -.0118 -.0059
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SUMMARY OF U.S. GAINS FROM ASYMMETRIC TRADE EFFECTS
a ti•J^L 1 J yr •"•J^ ♦./•
ANCILLARY ORDER OF MAGN ITUDE DATA:
a*	 100 MMT
P * 	 $160/MT
T	 = 100 MMT (I.E., 50 OF TOTAL U.S. PRODUCTION)
CASE 1.	 CASE 2.
eU.S, = 
-0.5 AT P* IQ*	
eU.S. ^ 
-0.5 AT P*,Q*•
e
ROW = 0 AT P ^ Q ROW
	
BROW — --0.5 AT P* , ROW
At	 = -- 0.0073	 Q	 --0.0039
A t
	
= 0,00051	 At 	 - 0.00013
= $241 M	 0	 = $123 M
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2. CROP INFORMATION
2.1
	
Wheat Production Forecasts: Current Knowledge
A full discussion of the methods of wheat production
measurement and forecasting would occupy a volume as large as
this entire report. The present section will only deal with
selected aspects of the subject: (i.) sources of forecast in-
formation on wheat, (ii) the causes of forecast error in the
United States, and (iii) analytical methods for deriving use-
ful statistics of forecast errors in the United States and the
Rest of the World today. The analytical requirements of the
present study of benefits from improved crop information lead
to a specialized technical point of view toward the statistical
analysis. The major numerical results are variances of monthly
wheat production forecasts for eleven major wheat-producing
countries before and after introduction of an operational
LANDSAT system. Since these statistics are an original con-
tribution of the present study, they will be presented in
Section 2.3 as part of the modeling approach. Accuracy of
wheat forecasts and their error distributions will be discussed
in general terms in the present section.
2.1.1.	 Back round: Crop Measurement and Reporting
The measurement of crops - at planting and at harvest
is necessary for planning and decision--making in agricultural
i
commodity firms, in governmental agencies and on the farms which
produce the crops. Crop production reporting at state or national
2-2
levels forms the basis for market and stocking decisions which,
in turn, influence prices and supplies of commodities. Service
industries, e.g., those providing storage facilities or trans-
portation for commodities need to know crop production statistics
for proper management of business planning. The farmer who is
considering whether to plant soybeans or grains in his acreage
is interested in crop statistics (prices, acreage, etc.) to guide
his decision. The administrator of a PL480 program, distributing
food products to assist countries with severe shortages, needs
to have estimates of crop production in those countries.
Crop reporting by USDA, as we know it today, has
evolved over the last 100 years. The scientific sampling of
U.S. farms, the use of regression models for forecasting and
estimation, and the development of computerised techniques for
processing the large amount of data collected, have all been in-
troduced to improve crop reporting in the Last twenty--five years.
A crop forecast, as viewed by the USDA Statistical
Reporting Service, 5 is distinguished from an estimate in that:
"forecasts relate to an expected future occurrence, such as
crop yields prior to actual harvest of the crop." Both fore-
casts and estimates of wheat production in the U.S. and Rest of
the World are useful in the agricultural community and necessary
for the present study_ The accuracy of wheat production fore-
casts in the available published sources will be reviewed in 	 II
5 Scope and Methods of the Statistical Reporting Service,
USDA Miscellaneous Publication No. 1308, November 1975.
i
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the following pages in order to prepare estimates of the ac-
curacy of the baseline crop reporting "information system,"
i.e., without the use of operational remote sensing of crops
from space. The sources of statistical data are listed in
Table 2.1. For the United States, the USDA publication Crop
Production (K) was used as a source both of forecasts, for all
wheat of annual U.S. production, and of final estimates of the
same quantities. Wheat production forecasts for foreign
countries were obtained mainly from the Grain Bulletin (F)
published monthly in the U.K. by the Commonwealth Secretariat.
Final estimates of true wheat production by country for the
years 1960 to 1974 were obtained from FAO Production Yearbook (A).
Although some uncertaintly exists concerning the true
final wheat production in many foreign countries, even long
after the harvest is complete, it must be stated that the USDA
is Jidely acknowledged to be the source of the most comprehen-
sive and accurate information on crop production. Thus it is
of interest to consider the goals and achievements of USDA as
a model of excellence. For the year-end annual crop production
estimates, the USDA goal on a national scale is to be within
+2 percent for major crops. Analysis  of actual forecast ac-
curacies shows that, for the period 1929-1970, only the Novem-
ber forecast for corn and the August forecast for winter wheat
met this goal on the average. However, improvements have been
k,
6 Gunnelson, G., W. D. Dodson and S. Pamperin: "Analysis
of the Accuracy of USDA Crop Forecast," Journal of
AL ricultural Economics, November 1972, pp. 639-645.
r'
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Table 2.1
	 Sources of Statistical Information on Crops
Code Source
A FAO Production Yearbook
B FAO Trade Yearbook
C FAO Monthly Bulletin
D IWC World Wheat Statistics
E IWC Review of	 World Wheat Situation
F Grai n Bulletin, Commonwealth Secretariat
G Commodity Research Bureau Commodity Yearbooks
H Foreign Agriculture Service Foreign Agriculture
Circular,	 FG 10-74 April
	
1974
1 USDA-Food Grain Statistics various issues
i IMF International Financial Statistics
K USDA Crop Production various	 issues	 from 1959 to 1975
L FAS World Demand Prospects fog Wheat in 1980 Report #52
M UN Demographic Yearbook
N Chicago Board of Trade Statistical Supplement
0 FAS World Grain Trade Statistics
N
.A
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made since 1970 in USDA crop forecasting, and it should be '
mentioned that the stated goals were not adopted until the 1960s.
The well known results of the 1972 analysis by Gunnelson et. al.
are summarized in Table 2.2. To supplement this analysis we per-
formed a similar study (for wheat only) of the forecasts pub-
lished in the Grain Bulletin for the U.S. in the years 1960 to
1974. The results shown in Table 2.3 are roughly the same order
of magnitude if one takes into account that our statistics com-
prise all wheat, whereas Gunnelson et. al., studied winter wheat
and spring wheat separately.
2.1.2	 State of Crop Forecasting: United States
There are several causes of error in U.S. crop pro-
duction forecasts 7 . The forecasts are based on estimates of
crop acreages in the United States and separate determinations
of crop yield, by crop reporting district (CRD). The forecast-
ing method relies on an assumption that weather, diseases and
insect infestation (i.e., causes of crop losses) will be "av-
erage" during the time remaining after the forecast until har-
vest. Departures from the average, which is taken with respect
to the most recent years for which data are available, inevi-
tably result in errors in the forecast. The various types of
error in U.S. crop production forecasts are listed in Table 2.4
below, and these must be considered within the context of the
7 The errors in crop forecasting to which we refer are
statistical in nature, not procedural. They do not
invalidate the usefulness of the forecasts.
KTable 2.2 Size of Average A:solute Percentage
Forecasting Error in USDA Crop Forecasts
by Commodity and Forecast Month, 1929-1970a
b i^
4C! 1V
L5
Absolute Error by Forecast Month
Commodity D ecember April.	 May	 Jenne	 July -August September October November
(Percentages)
Barley 7.1 3.1' 2.2
Corn 9. 2 5.9 4 .i7 2.8 2.0
Oats 4.9 2.9 2.4
Potatoes 5.5 4.5 3.2 2.6
Soybeans 5.6b S.14 3.7a 2.9c
Spring Wheat 10.7 6.7- 3.0 2.8
Minter Wheat d 11.5	 8.5	 7.6	 6.9	 4.0	 2.1
a Forecasting error equalu the cbsolute difference between..:he forecast and the December
revised estimate expressed as a percentage of the December revised estimate,
bPercentages computed from data for 1944-1970.
CPercentages computed from data for 1940-1970.
d Error percentages for December winter ,heat forecasts comvated from data for 1942-1970.
Error percentages for other winter whueat. forecast months computed From 1920- 1970 data.
Source: G. Gunnelson, W.D. Dobson and-S. Pamperin: An Anal sis of the
Accuracy of USDA Crop For.[ecastts, American Journal o-g
 Agricultural
Economics, November 1972.
r	 h3
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Table 2.3
	 Standard Deviation of U.S. Monthly Wheat
"Forecast" Errors*
(1959 -	 1974)
"Forecast" Month Standard Deviation of Percentage Forecast Error
May 8.78
June 8.11
July 3.38
August 1.98
September 1.89
October 1.35
November 1.35
December 0.68
January 0.68
February 0.68
March 0.68
April 0.68
Source:	 ECON analysis of Crop Production forecasts and estimates
for years	 1959 -1974.
*	 The published estimates of wheat production are not all proper forecasts
since some are published after harvest.
N
Table 2.4	 TVpea of Error in U.S. Crop Forecasts
FORECAST OR REPORTING TYPES OF ERROR SOURCE,ESTIMATE OF CYCLE
• MONTHLY U.S. CROP (1)	 FORECAST	 (BEFORE HARVEST)a
o RANDOMNESS OF NATURE
• MONTHLY o CROP MEASUREMENT ERROR
- ACREAGE
• ANNUAL U.S. CROP - YIELD
a TIME LAG BETWEEN MEASUREMENT
AND FORECAST
e FORECAST ERROR "PER SE"	 (EVEN
• MONTH14Y STATE OR '7ITH PERFECT INFORMATION)
REGIONAL CROP
(2)	 HARVEST MEASUREMEttT ERROR
• ANNUAL (AT HARVEST)
m  CROP MEASUREMENT ERROR
• ANNUAL STATE OR
.•	 AC112AGE
REGIONAL CROP
-	 Y1 ELI)
• TIME LAG UNTIL REPORTED
USDA/SRS ,practice
I
co
f:
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quantity to be forecast -- whether regional or national, monthly
or annual etc. - and the release or publication deadlines for
the crop forecast. Some errors are statistical in nature and
r
can only be reduced by increasing sample size or precision of
measurements, which implies increased cost of crop forecasting.
other errors, such as those due to "randomness of nature," are
unavoidable, a fact of life.
Basic types of error in the crop acreage stimates
are:
Sampling Error, which is due to the "unrepre-
sentative" character of the sample of farmlands
selected as a basis for estimating acreage
planted in the crop (of course the sample se-
lection process is designed to obtain as nearly
representative sample as possible)
Measurement Error, which is due to the imper-
fections of measuring the acreage selected for
inclusion in the sample
Difference Between Planted and Harvested_ Acreages.
The acreage planted is not the truly relevant
quantity since crop production clearly depends
on the acreage harvested, which cannot be known
at the time when most forecasting is done. Thus,
we must also record the difference between acreage
planted (the potential harvest acreage) and acre -
age harvested as an unavoidable source of error-
It will be reduced by monitoring crop acreage
right up to harvest, but it will not be completely
eliminated in all cases.
Although we have referred to the first three types of
error as basic, the use of a good sample and the choice of a
scientific measurement technique will help to keep errors of
sampling and measurement to a minimum. In the case of errors
due to the difference between crop acreage planted and crop
7
acreage harvested, analysis of the reasons for crop abandonment,
fa` 1
Y
h
I{
i
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e.g., sudden frost, can permit revision of the estimates when
those reasons are known. obviously this will not always be the
case.
In addition to the basic errors, there are also minor
or occasional sources of error which are as follows:
0	 recording errors, i.e., mistakes or mechanical
errors
o	 subjectivity in parts of the estimation program
®	 unavailability of some of the sample data, e.g.,
nonresponse in questionnaire mail-out.
Although these sources of error clearly exist, they are not a
serious problem, insofar as their effects can easily be reduced
to acceptable proportions. They will not be considered further
in the present discussion, since they are not relevant to the
issue of improved worldwide agricultural crop statistics using
remote sensing from space.
2.1.3.	 State of Crop Forecasting: Foreign
Agriculture
The agricultural statistics from other countries vary
enormously in quality, timeliness and comprehensiveness. In
many cases they are not based on scientific sampling and meas-
urement procedures and so cannot be considered in the same
framework of error analysis applied to the United States. Fur-
thermore, there does not appear to exist any reliable measure
of the accuracy of most foreign crop survey statistics since it
is hard to determine the true crop production even long after
the event. To make matters worse, the deliberate falsification
of publicly released crop production figures by some governments
3
i
^i
3t
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
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is strongly indicated.
Crop production forecast accuracies for individual
countries and regions were calculated using PAO final harvest
figures and a mixture of official and naive crop forecasts.
The FAO final harvest figures typically are reported two to
three years after the harvest. Using these "final" figures as
the actual production quantity, Root Mean Square (RMS) forecast
and revision errors were calculated. Specifically RMS errors
were calculated for each country for eleven months p.rior to har-
vest completion, the month in which the harvest was completed
and for twelve months after the harvest was completed.. This
was done using the 1960 to 1974 FAO Production Yearbook and
Commonwealth Secretariat's Grain Bulletin wheat data.
The production forecast figures consist of official
forecasts and naive forecasts. The official forecasts are
those made by official agencies, departments or institutions in
each country or region. Often these forecasts are made in the
harvest month. However, the marketplace does not have the
luxury of ignoring the likely or possible outcome prior to
harvest. In order to fill their information void, "naive" crop
forecasts were constructed for those months prior to harvest
and in which official forecasts are not made. The naive fore-
casts were constructed using a five year moving average of past
crop forecasts. This mechanism was used for two reasons. First,
it uses data available to the marketplace; second, it tends to
average out extreme harvests. Suprisingly, these forecasts, on
2-12
average are more accurate than the first official forecast for
many countries and are not fax off from the first official fore-
cast in any country except those few where the forecast is made
in the harvest month.
Insofar as the world market for wheat exhibits rela-
tively free trade, it is the world production and its forecasts
that are of ultimate economic concern. The world production
and its forecasts «!' course are made up of individual country
productions and _heir forecasts. This study uses the eleven
major wheat producting counLries 8 for which monthly production
forecasts are published on a fairly consistent basis in the
Grain Bulletin. The aggregate production of the ten non-U.S.
countries represents about 70 percent of non-U.S. world wheat
production.
The forecasts for these ten countries were combined
after filling in the gaps, 9 and then the aggregated production
figures were inflated to 100 percent of non--U.S. wor l d wheat.
The source data are shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. As a con-
venient shorthand we will refer to the aggregated forecasts
from the ten non-U.S. wheat-. producing countries as the "Rest of
the World" in the discussions which follow. Appendix A contains
the forecast data by individual country from which 'Table 2,6
was compiled.
8 U.S.A., U.S.S.R., Canada, Argentina, India, Spain, France,
Italy, U.K., Australia and South Africa.
9 By the method described in Section 2.3.
}
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Table	 2.5	 Monthly ane rinal Reports of Annual Production
of All Wheat Published by the USDA,
	 and Planted
;.nnual
	 Production
(millions	 of	 Li +35!1r14}	 ,
Planted 1
Acreage yi^,.L
Year (:•tillions) Jun.10 Ju1.10 Au9.10 Sep.19 Oct.10 DOc.10 Later Jan.1975
1959 56.7 1182 1155 1i19 1116 1117 1128 1127
,
1118
1960 54.9 1211 1347 1362 1368 1368 1?63 1357 1355
1,951 55.7 1343 1059) 1204 1210 1211 1235 12415 1232
1962 49.3 1058 1050 1063 I	 1096 1095 '	 1092 1094 1092
1963 53.4 1084 1111 1151 1234 1133 1137 1142 1147
1964 55.7 1213 1275 3285 1:.90 1286 1290 1291 1253
1965 57.4 1283 1354 1376 1358 1354 1327 1316 1316
1966 54.1 1235 1240 1286 1296 1296 1311 1312 1305
1967 67.3 1550 1596 1511 1543 1554 1524 1522 1508
1968 61.9 1230 1588 1606 1597 1598 1570 1576 1.557
1969 53.5 1161 1425 14')9 1457 1456 1459 1460 1443	 !f
1970 48.7 1076 1349 1357 1360 1360 137E 1370 1352
1971 53.8 1478" 1548 1601 1625 1628 16.10 1618 1618
.1972 54.9 1547* 1551 1543 1559 1559 15+;5 1545 1.545
1973 59.0 1745" 1719 1717 1727 1727 1711 1705 1711
1974 71.2 2053' 1925 1104 1792 1781 1793 ---- 1793
Publication	 for all wheat, discontinu-:'. 	 'p hi•:	 Nyarn	 iu	 forr.cast	 for went-r whoat gl:s
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2.2
	 The Potential of Remote Sensing Satellite for
Improved Crop Surveys
Investigators at the Laboratory for Application of Re-
mote Sensing at Purdue, the Center for Remote Sensing Research
at the University of California-Berkeley, the Earth Observations
Divison of NASA/Houston, the Space Technology Labs at the Uni-
versity of Kansas, and others have clearly demonstrated the
capability to identify major crops and measure their acreage
over large areas using LANDSAT imagery. Recently reported re-
sults 10 for 10,000 acre test areas in North Dakoata and
Saskatchewan show 99 percent of the area undar cultivation for
grains correctly classified. Better than 91 percent correct
classification was achieved in all other land-use categories in
these test sites. By using scientific sampling methods, these
crop acreage measurements could be extended to the entire crop-
growing farmland of a nation or the world, providing that:
i	 the sample areas can be observed essentially
cloud free at the time of overflight;
o	 the classification of agricultural land use in
the sample areas can be calibrated to some
known reference fields.
At the present time, neither of these technical problems has
been completely solved on a worldwide basis, but if they are
solved, there is a clearly demonstrated potential for obtaining
accurate estimates of crop acreages by satellite remote sensing.
10 D.D. Egbert, D.L. Dietrich and R.E. Fries, "Agricultural
Analysis of LANDSAT Digital Data From Williams County,
North Dakota, Using G.E. Image 100 System," NASA Earth
Resources Survey Symposium, Houston, Tune 1975.
iNIL
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The level of accuracy of these estimates applied to national
crop acreages cannot yet be predicted. However, the Large Area
Crop inventory Experiment (LACIE) program of three U.S. federal
agencies (NASA, USDA and NOAA) is designed to provide a pilot
test of this application.
:r
In addition to the potential for improved accuracy of
crop information, remote sensing satellites also promise to
supply more timely information. Currently the crop production
(harvest) figures published by F.A.O. are available for some
countries only at harvest time or even later. On the other
hand USDA publishes forecasts for the U.S. annual wheat crop
starting in June, and continuing every month until the harvest
is completed. The remote sensing satellite system appears to
offer a practical way for extending this pre--harvest forecast-
ing capability to other countries at an acceptable cost. The
early information on acreage of growing crops in foreign coun-
tries may potentially be even more significant than the improved
accuracy.
Design of a good sampling plan, one which can maintain
statistical reliability in spite of cloud cover or other inter-
ference with data acquistion from the crop--growing farmland
areas, is an unsolved but not especially difficult problem. The
present--day costs of data collection and processing necessitate
a sampling plan which budgets the area coverage carefully. Fu-
ture costs may be so low that a complete census of all agricul-
tural cropland becomes feasible, but this is not foreseeable
2-17
today. In sampling cropland areas in foreign countries, it is
possible that the governments of those countries will resist
the satellite overflights, but unlikely, based on experience to
date. More likely, the need to calibrate crop classifications
from satellite imagery with known reference fields in each sam-
ple area will cause some intergovernmental problems. In rela-
tion to this issue, technological advances will open some doors,
and for the rest, we must assume that cooperative solutions will
be obtained where necessary for the success of the system, since
all the countries involved in production or consumpttion of a
crop stand to gain from its application-
2.2.1	 Crop Acreage Measurement from Remote
Sensing Imagery
The crop acreage for a particular agricultural region
may be loosely defined as the number of acres which have been
planted for cultivation of the crop, and in which conditions
are favorable to the growth of that crop. As the season ad-
vances from planting toward harvest, the harvestable acreage
changes - gradually due to changing weather, soil and moisture
conditions in the region - drastically due to infrequent catas-
trophes, such as major floods, which destroy large amounts of
crops. The measurement of crap acreage for the purpose of
making crop production forecasts must ideally be done close to
harvest to avoid errors which would result from inclusion of
acreage which-was planted but is not harvestable. In practice,
the process of measurement is one of continual update of the
acreage "to be harvested," beginning soon after planting and
`	 r	 ^
^	 t
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continuing until the crop harvest is complete within the region
of the survey.
There is a certain amount of ambiguity in the defini-
tion of crop acreage as used in the estimates of crop produc-
tion prepared by responsible agencies such as the USDA's Sta-
tistical Reporting Service or the U.N.'s Food and Agriculture
Organization. This problem will be compounded when new remote
sensing estimation techniques for crop acreage are introduced.
In order to provide a meaningful analysis of the
errors of measurment for crop acreages it will be important
to use as a baseline, wherever possible, the concept of an
ideal measurement: the true acreage at harvest, which of
course cannot be known perfectly_ Nevertheless it serves as
a reference point for all other definitions of crop acreage.
Remote sensing imagery can be successfully applied
to the measurement of crop acreage providing:
w	 the fields of that crop can be identified within
the images (and are not obscured by clouds)
o	 th area of the fields on the images can be geo-
metrically calibrated
a	 the boundaries of the fields can be resolved to
sufficient accuracy.
The multispectral scanners imagery as well as some of the high
resolution photographic imagery available for large agricultural
regions meet these conditions to some extent.
2.2.2	 Accuracy of Agricultural Crop Measurements
Derived from Remote Sensing Imagery
The remote sensing of crop acreage can be performed
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at almost any desired level of accuracy if cost is not consid-
ered. To achieve a cost-effective operational system for meas-
uring worldwide crop acreage, one must assume a satellite with
sensors that have well defined capabilities; in particular,
the identification of the crops from the imagery is a key re-
quirement. With that in mind, we will discuss the accuracy
with reference to satellite-borne sensors similar to the multi-
spectral scanner on LANbSAT.
The crop production forecasts are the result of a
process of data collection, evaluation and integration which
is illustrated in Figure 2.1_ The errors in the final forecast
are a composite of errors of sampling, measurement and infer-
ence. In order to know the accuracy (by error analysis) of
the forecast, one needs to know the accuracy of all the com-
ponents.
Algebraic analysis of the formula
Production = Acreage X Yield Per Acre
i.e.,	 P = AY
shows that the relative errors for acreage and yield are
additive.
OP 
	
AA + AY
P	 A	 Y
This simple fact does not take into account the propagation of
errors through the forecasting model. However, the forecast-
ing contribution to error can be associated exclusively with
the yield component so that the acreage component can be
treated as a current estimate. Since the remote sensing in-
. u
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Figure 2.1- Illustrative Flowchart for Crop Forecasts
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puts are only on the acreage side at present, we will explain
the errors in terms of
a	 an unimproved part, the yield component, which
is assumed not to be affected by remote sensing
using LANDSAT for purposes of this assessment;
6	 an improved part, the acreage component, which is
affected by remote sensing using LANDSAT.
This assumption will result in conservative lower bounds for
the improvement of accuracy of crop production forecasts, and
any improvements of the yield component which develop will in-
dependently increase the overall accuracy.
The major sources of error in the crop acreage esti-
mates at harvest are measurement error and sampling error, as
discussed in Section 2.1. In evaluating a new technology (such
as LANDSAT) for obtaining crop acreage measurement, a trade-off
between the sampling errors and measurement errors arises. The
existing technology gives estimates with higher measurement ac-
curacy but much lower sampling fraction than the new technology
(for instance). The total error is, of course, the only one
that really matters. However, improvements may be achieved in
either of the two dimensions of the error separately. See
Figure 2.2 for a schematic presentation of these ideas.
These comparisons of crop acreage estimates from dif-
ferent sources are even more applicable to worldwide agricul-
tural crop forecasting. The scientific sampling of crops in
many other wheat-producing countries is at a far lower level.
than in the U.S. and Canada, if it exists at all. Hence the
achievement of a global crop survey capability with LANDSAT
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for wheat, based on a scientifically designed sample, will bring
a significant reduction in total error. This remains true even
if the measurement of individual wheat fields in the sample is
only moderately accurate as long as a consistent measurement
bias can be avoided.
In the published forecasts of harvest by the world's
largest grain producer, the USSR, there are apparently enor-
mous errors or falsehoods; witness the "surprisingly" large
shortfalls in 1972 and again in 1975. In cases like this, there
is a need for more objective crop reporting and the remote sens-
ing satellite, whatever other errors it may lead to in crop re-
ports does provide a source of objective measurements.
2.2.3	 The Accuracy of LANDSAT Crop Area Mensura-
tion As a Function of Field Size and Spatial
Resolution
Table 2.7 records a scatter of reported acreage men-
suration results by NASA principal investigators. Without en-
hancement by secondary processing usln; .4 "ground truth" data,
these range from 45 percent to 84 percent; after processing
they range from 95 percent to 98 percent. The lower accuracies
are a result of poor identification; using aerial photography
and SRS data the identification is significantly improved leav-
ing nearly pure mensuration error. The mensuration error for
crop acreage, isolated from identification error and other
sources of error, has been characterized in the NASA's Task
Table 2. 7	Remote Sensing Accuracy of Area Mensuration:
ERTS-1
Percent Correct
Average Classification of Fields 
Field
Prime Size
Source subject (acres) Before Second-- Before Second-
ary Processing ary Processing
Thomson rice 174 84% 98%
- ERIM
Malila and lakes 18 45% 96%
Nalepka
- ERIM
Morain wheat 96 - 95%
- U.Kansas
Von Steen soybeans 20 72 - 800 98%
- USDA and
cotton
Source:	 D.	 B.	 Wood,	 "Tine Use of The	 Earth
	
Resources
	
Tech-
nology Satellite	 (ERTS)
	
For Crop Production
Forecasts,"
	
Draft	 final report by Task Force 	 on
Agricultural Forecasting, 	 July	 1974.
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Force Reportll by the relationship
FAe = +2K 
where e = relative error of pure mensuration
a = pixel area (approx. 1.1 acres)
A = field size in acres
K = adjustment factor for secondary
processing_
This approach can be improved by considering the prob-
lem in statistical terms. The errors of remote sensing meas-
urement for crop acreage derive mostly from the misclassifi-
cation of area units or pixels. There are two types of mis-
classifiaction error in relation to the measurement of acreage
for a specific crop such as wheat: (i) failure to identify
wheat areas as wheat (nonrecognition), and (ii) the identifi-
cation of a nonwheat area as a wheat area (false alarm). A
binomial probability model 12 for the statistical errors in
remote sensing mensuration of an area A gives the following
results for the first two moments of the distribution of
relative error:
E (e)
	
	
sr	 (p2 - pl}
2 /A-
3
V (e) = A3/2	 (P2g2	 plgl)
11 D. B. Wood, "The Use of the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) for Crop Production Forecasts," Draft
final report by Task Force on A qricultural Forecastinq,
4t
	
r	 r
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where
	 e = the error of mensuration relative to a
s = shape factor = 4 for square field
r = length of the side of 1 pixel
p 1
 = probability of nonrecognition of wheat
P 2 = probability of false alarm for wheat
q l = 1 - P  , q 2 = 1 = p2,
From these it is possible to calculate an approximate 95 per-
cent confidence interval for the relative errors:
(E (e) -- (1.96)
	
[e) , E (e) + (1.36)	 V(e) )
Table 2.8 provides a sensitivity analysis for the relative
errors based on this confidence interval formulation. It is
important to realize that, even when p 2 = p  and the expected
relative error is zero (no bias in classification of wheat),
there is still a substantial possibility of significant error
due to the nonzero variance.	 With both p  and p 2
 at 10 per-
cent for example, the 2--sigma limits for relative error are at
5.3 percent, allowing for even greater relative error than 5.3
percent once out of twenty times.
The results of this analysis are not conclusive for
crop production forecasts, since they do not take into account
the variability of yield per acre, nor do they account for the
propagation of error through the time-dependent aspects of the
forecasting system. In our modeling approach, to be described
in Section 2.3, we will adopt another point of view with regard
_.
^^
Table 2.8
	
Sensitivity Analysis of Relative Error of Area
Mensuration	 for 100-pixel Scenes with Varying
Non-Recognition and False Alarm Error hates
P 1	=	 Probability of	 van-recognition;	 p 2	=	 False Alarm	 Rate
Parenthetical	 Firyures Are 95 1 Confidence Limits;	 Beneath
Them Are	 F.r.pectvd	 Values	 of	 Relative:	 Error	 T
S2 J
P 1 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.50
0.00 (010) (-1.0,	 1.4) (-1.7,	 3.7) (-1.7,	 5.7) (-0.4,	 10.4) (3.8.	 16.2)
0 0.2 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
0.01 (-1.4,	 1.0) (-1.7,	 1.7) (-2.2,	 3.8) (-2.11	 5.7) (-0.7,	 10.3) (3.5,	 16.1)
-0.2 0 0.8 1.8 4.8 9.8
0.05 (-3.7,	 1.7) (-3.8,	 2.2) (-3.8,	 3.8) (-3.6,	 5.6) (-2.0,	 10.0) (-2.2,	 15.8)
-1.0
-0.8 0 1.0 4.0 9.0
0.10 (-5.7,	 2.1) (-5.7,	 2.1) (-5.6,	 3.6) (-5.3,	 S.31 (-3.5,	 9.5) (0.9,	 15.2)
-2.0 -1.8 -1.0 0 3.0 8.0
0.25 (-10.4,	 0.4) (-10.3,	 0.7) (-10.0,	 2.0) (-9.5 1	 3.5) (-7.6,	 7.6) (-3.2,	 13.2)
-5.0 -4.8 -4.0 -3.0 0 5.0
0.50 (-16.21	 -3.8) (-16.1,-3.5) (-15.8,	 -2.2) (15.2,	 -0.8) (13.2,	 3.2) (-8.81	 8.8)
-10.0
-9.8 -9.0 -8.0 -5.0 0
N
1
N
..,^,,.•.^.., ^^= ^.?,.a-^,.-ter,..-.^..^. - -^ ^	 _ _._.- .....^:-.' 	 , _. "- 
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to the errors in crop production forecasting, which is more
suited to the requirements of the benefits analysis. The
discussion so far has provided a background of plausibility
for improved crop forecasting using a remote sensing satellite
system, since it is always feasible to combine improved acreage
information with current knowledge of yields per acre. The
development of a worldwide remote sensing crop survey would
supply timely and comprehensive information on growing crop
acreages, resulting in both increased objectivity and in-
creased sample coverage of the total cropland.
2.3	 "Information System": Current Version
As described in Section 2.1, the 1960-1974 USIA
Crop Production, U.K. Grain Bulletin and FAO Production Year-
book data on worldwide wheat production were analyzed for assess-
ment of the forecast errors in the current "information system."
The modeling approach of the present section requires as inputs
estimates of the variances of the annual wheat production fore-
_.
cast, published monthly, for the United States and the Rest of
the World. in addition, the variance of the final. production
estimate for each crop year is required.
Information on the size of the new crop of wheat
each year is generally available in Spring. Z3 We have chose:
to start the crop year on June 1 to synchronize the model of
13USBA published its first forecast of winter wheat pro-
duction for the U.S. in April until 1971, and in May
since then and the first forecast of all wheat in June.
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the information system with observed fact. The Grain Bulletin
supplies forecasts of expected future and present wheat produc-
tion in most of the eleven countries on our select _ist in its
September issue each year. Thus to obtain earlier forecasts for
non-U.S. countries -- ,dune through August -- it was sometimes
necessary to construct five-year moving averages of wheat
production in previous pears as described in Section 2.1.
Although the Southern hemisphere countries--Argentina, Australia,
and South America--are six months out of phase with the Northern
countries, the information available on their November-January
winter wheat harvest does not appear early enough in the pub-
lished sources to make a significant difference to our modeling
approach.
Table 2.9 shows the completed series of all wheat
production forecasts for the U.S. in 196CJ-1974: in months for
which new forecasts are published by USDA, these are converted
to millions of metric tons and used; 14 all other figures are
either continuations of the previous monthly forecasts or in
case of the early months, five-year moving averages of final
USDA production estimates. The "final" column contains the
final USDA production estimate of all wheat production, which
is published at the end of the year following the harvest. These
figures weze obtained, unlike those for other countries, from
the USDA Crop Production.
-'4USDA has generally expressed production forecasts
in millions of bushels.
i
fi
Table 2.9	 Foxecasts of United States All Wheat
Production in 1960-1974 and Final Estimates
of Same	 (millions of metric tons).
YENR JUNE JULY H1 tG SEPT OCT
C 3 3r.2 37. Z-
1 961 28 - 8 32. 8 C
19 29. 8 29. 8 2
0
.3:3- . 0 3. 4 . 7 - --j	 Ci 35^1 5 0 35. C,
19 6 51 '^34 3G . 1"11 37 . 5 3 -7 . 0 3. 6-1 . 9 3	 9
19 6. 16, 3 5-. - 0 51 . 3 3't-- . 3
1 C2 6 71 4	 2 4 41. 1 42.0 42.3 42.3'
1 33, 5 4'--'$ . 2 4'-', . 7 '-t 3	 51
C? 4 3. 5
G. 39 . 7 39 7 3c'. 6
1	 7 G 29,3 36.7 36.9 37.0 3,17 . 0
W I .14t 4 2 . 4 4 . 2' 4 4.3 -4 4 . S
,72 4 2 Y 4,2 4 2 0 42.4 42.4 4 2* . 4
7 4 6 s f 47-Cl 4
9	 t ff, 5	 9 5	 11 51-C 4E . 8 8. 5
Y E A R, F E FIPR F I 1-11 F, 1.
I 9 6 E_1 J 7. 37.1 37.1 37.1 3 C. .
3 ­3 e7-	 C, 3-:. 33 S' 3 . -J
29. 7 29 .7 2 9. 7
1 9 6 0 30. 9 30. 9
3 2 5. 1 35. i
1 96 36. 1 36	 1 36- 1
19 C. , J 5 . 7
4 qc-1,	 . 1 4 1 -11.5 41.5 4 1	 5 41.5 41. 0
19 
6
42.7 -:12. 7 4	 7 t 42.4
1 131 6. 1 ,- 2, 9 . 39 . 7 --j.7 -,Q:, --
-,f 7. 37, 5 7 . 5 37. 5 ^, G .ID
i-1 4. 44. G 44 . C. 4	 .
1
41	 J.
1	 7 .1 Ln. 4 4 G . t-^. 46.6 4 G
197 4 .1 Lie 4 a 4	 8, 4 .2 - -D 8
Source:	 USDA Crop	 rrOdUCti011.
Interpolation by ECON.
f.
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Table 2.10 shows the completed series of all wheat
production forecasts for the aggregated Rest of the World, i.e.,
all wheat-producing countries other than the United States.
The method for constructing the series was the same as for the
United States, except that two additional steps were necessary:
e aggregation of total wheat production for
the ten non-U.S. countries on the select
list
0 inflation to i00 percent through division
by 0.70 since these countries represented
approximately 70 percent of the total
non--U.S. wheat production.
From these data the forecast variances are calculated.
The sample years, 1960--1974, represent a period in which the
production of ,cheat increased markedly: about 36 percent for
the United States, 47 percent for the Rest of the World. It is
possible that, as the harvest size increases, the absolute fore-
cast will increase through the sample years, representing per-
haps a constant =elative (percent) error. If so, the estimates
of relative error will be somewhat better than the estimates of
absolute error, and vice versa if there is a tendency towards
constant absolute error. To explore these possibilities we
performed a simple linear detrending of the forecast -rrors and
recalculated the variances. The results show that there is no
significant trend in t:hc absolute forecast errors for the years
1960 to 1.974 for the United States wheat production, but that
for the Pest of the World there is a slight downward trend in
absolute forecast error over the fifteen sample years for cer--
a,-
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Table 2.10	 Forecasts of the Rest of the World All Wheat
Production in 1960-1974 and Final Estimates
of lame	 (millions of metric	 tons).
YEAR JUNE - i1 I! AUG SEPT OCT NOV
C. 0 17	 S I ? 8 . 1.3. IMS 02.8 178. 17 S.
C, !	 • I _1	 .1_1.1. 18:3, 2 1	 5 . C1 i 74. 9 1 72. 7 172.7
062 182.9 100.5 188.5 203.1 202.3 202.:--,
1963 192.2 189 .6 192.6 200. 2 ED I	 G i 9 ^?	 C.. .
1'_ i 6 4  1 -:.' 3 . 0 1_9.t; 1 90 .ID I:- 3 .-
19 G. 1 '-q 7 . 3 1':'l'. 199.8 200.1 20e. 4 207.5
037 207.j 212.4 212.4 212. 1 215.1 231 .'1
1 960 2 0 .6 213 . 6 218.6 22E.,. 2 22f- . 4 2:3 1 . •
19G9 242.8 2 4 2 . 242.8 24-'-3. 2 243.1 2 4'.-! . 1
1970 235.5 235.5 235,5 2 2 1-3 . 5 227.7 2 2 7. ':D
1971 250.8 2 5 0. 250.8 25 9 . -'? 2 G. 0 . '3! 260. 3
1972 253.7 254.7 254.1 264.1 264.7 264.7
1973 272.4 275.1 272.6 272.6 2ES-9. 8 2 6 9. '8
1?74 270.9 272.8 2•4.6 28-5. 7 275.7 27 5, 6
YEAR DEC jH11 FEE m r, of R F I NAL.
19GA 1 70.8 177.3 177,3 177.3 178.2 179.1-111
1561 172.T !72.7 172.7 172.7 174.9 175!. 0
196 2 202.t 203.3 204.1 204.9 204. 9 r_, 0
 7.	 -:,'
1963 200.6 202.3 205.9 205.9 20W 179.5
196; 193.8 193.5 201.2 201.2 202.6 220.-'
1965 207.2 205.2 204.8 i :-^ .1 -_- I. .	I -D 19, 1 1^ 15. 1
1966 208.6 21 G, 6 209.8 211.2 260 - C,1967 231.7 223.2 228.1 22:::...	 1 2'--':.:. 2 2 1 '.-j . -L;
IM 231.0 23!.4 220.8 2: --- -, 0 . r-^ 2 "-!: -, - , -j 21 E, 2, ,	 1.1969 246.0' 240 , tj 246.2 P45.2 1245.2 2 4 0. 2'1970 241.4 239.8 240.2 240.1. 'Poo. 1 240. 1`197! 259.1 259.j 257.5 257. 5 Z.7. 2 6 9. *---:1 912 265.1 2 66. 1 270.0 :-.,. 2 e:., '-.'j . 	 0 257. 5
1971 200.0 288.9 289.1 2 M 1 289.1 296.0,1974 275.6 269.3 269.3 269. 2: 269.3 273. U
Source: U.K.	 Grain Bulletin and 06 Production Yearbook.
Interpolation and Extrapolation by ECOO.
oRTANAL 
^ ^^cg POOR.
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tain months. There is also a slight negative bias in the R.O.W.
forecasts. These effects, while interestin g; in themselves, have
no further bearing on the present study. Full discussion and
analysis of this issue is available in ECON's working papers_
Table 2.11 shows the estimated variances.
In months such as November and January through April
no significant new information was presented for the United
States and the forecast variance does not change in these
months. Large forecast errors in March and April for the
Rest of the world represent dxastic revisions in some years of
the late estimates of the completed harvest. The two sets of
forecast variances characterize the current information system
for the model and represent the baseline inputs. In the next
section, we will discuss the method of estimation for the
"improved" variances and compare the results with Table 2.11.
2.4	 Information System: Operational LANDSAT With
LACIE Goals
The statistical properties of a future system which
does not yet exist in an operational form are necessarily some-
what speculative. The accuracy with which wheat acreage in the
United States can be identified and measured using LANDSAT
digital data is known to some extent from scientific research
over the past three to four years. But this does not yet allow
precise inferences regarding the statistics of crop production
forecasting from a hypothetical LANDSAT operational system. The
extent o'f uncertainty due to weather and crop stress, the effects
2-34
Table 2.11	 Estimated Forecast Error RMS by Month
Within Crop Year: 1960--1974
Month U.S.A. R.O.W.
MMT % of Actual MMT % of Actual
May 1 3.3892 8.7866 1 16.502 7.113
June 2 3.1295 8.1134 2 17.985 7.752
July 3 1.3047 3.3826 3 18.356 7.912
August 4 0.7661 1.9862 4 18-889 8.142
September 5 0.7313 1.8959 5 16.272 7.014
October 6 0.5234 1.3570 6 15.855 6.834
November 7 0.5234 1.3570 7 16.665 7.183
December 8 0.2633 0.6827 g 15.820 6.819
January 9 0.2633 0.6827 9 14.282 6.156
February 10 0.2633 0.6827 10 15.836 6.826
March 11 0.2633 0.6827 11 15.734 6.782
April 12 0.2633 0.6827 12 15.769 6.797
Source: ECON calculation based
	 or Fables	 2.5 and	 2.6
1	 .	 i
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of data losses and delays, the integration of LANDSAT data
with other agricultural data to form a new forecast -- all of
these effects exist and remain relatively unquantifi.ed. Con-
sequently, we must model the information system in a different
way to arrive at a set of crop production forecast variances
which are the required inputs to the benefits model.
The approach to be followed in the present section
will derive its methodology from the probability theorem of
A. Kolmogorov15 and its standards of achievement from the early
LACXE goals: 90 percent accuracy, with 90 percent confidence.
Without needing to assume a parametric form for the distribution
of future wheat production forecasts from a LANDSAT system, we
will use Kolmogorov's Inequality Theorem to derive a measure
of relative forecast accuracy from the "90-90" goal. The
theorem states:
Let X 1 , ... , X n be mutually iiidcpendcnt vari-
ables with cxpectatiol's 11k = E(X k ) and
variances c3 k 2 .	 Put
S k = X 1 +	 + Xk 	(2.9.1)
and
m}, = F. (Sk} 	 P  + ... + 11k	 (2.4.2)
s k 2 = Var(S k ? = 6 1 2 +	 + 
CF2	 (2.4.3)
15 SeeSection 9.7 of: "Probability Theory and its
Applications," Volume l., by W. Feller, Wiley, 1950.
E:
E^
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For every t'0, the probability of the simult-
tancous realization or the n inequalities;
^S k
 - m k I < ts n , k = 1, 2, ..., n
	
(2.4.4)
-
is at l.cast
	 1 - L 
7
` .
The information system will generate, within each crop year,
a sequence of production forecasts and estimates (depending on
the time of publication in relation to harvest):
1 , 1' 1
 ,	 , F'.
ri	 Where J; < 12
which may be indexed i = 1, 2, ... , 12, as in Table 2.11
from May through April. One more estimate F 13 , represents the
final revision of the crop production for that crop year and
may be published much later. However, we assume that this final
estimate represents "the truth" and that the market is essen-
tially aware of its value before the new crop information com-
mences in the second May. Now let
Xi _ F13-(i--1)	 F13-i for i = 1,2,3,...,12.	 (2.4.5)
We assume that the forecasts are unbiased, so that
	
E(I'i) ^ F13 and h(Q- }r i	 0
for i = 1,2,..,,12
	 (2.4.6)
r
V	 1	 I	 !
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and that the X,
z 
are mutually independent and have constantly'
variance 0	 Applying the theorem to the X's now gives the
following useful result:
p rob (rot k - 1, 2,	 , 12,
k
S	 X i 	=
 IF 13
-
 
F k I : 10.9545(j) > .90	
(2.4.7)i-1
by choosing t 2	 10 and n = 12 in (2.4.4), since s n = (no2}^
and (nt 2 ) w'
 ; 10.9545.
	
'I' 1;c stateiner.t can Uc interpreted as a
simultaneous 90 percent confidence intervals for the forecast
errors through the crop year.
The achievement of 90 percent accuracy by the fore-
casts F  means thatIF 13 - F k I 
< .l0 1 13 . To satisfy the in-
equality (2.4.7) for all k= 1,2,3,...,12, we must have:
10.95450 = 0.101 13 	(2.4.8)
While the value 0.9 percent of "true" production seems to very
small for 0, it should be rer4mbered that this relates to the
difference between consecutive monthly forecasts in our model.
The actual forecast variances are Var(S k ) as shown in Table 2.12.
The model implies two percent accuracy for the December fore-
cast (estimatve) of crop production, which i--'- already achieved
in the United States by the current USDA "information system".
A further step is necessary to provide the forecast
variances in absolute terms (metric tons) as required for input
16
	
2in (2.4.3), this assumption implies sk = k0 for
k = 1,2, ... , n.
,a
O ^^y
4lily
ttf
`	 Table 2.12	 Model Forecast Variances as a Fraction of "'True"
Crop Production
r,
	
Year
	 :_o* `h, V
	
) /F 13
	^;	 Yeaz	 Month	 Va^/F13
1 I	 Y	 1 I	 A pr il 0,00913 7 Y October 0.0242
2 Y	 3 :.'.arch 0.0129 8 Y September 0.0258
3 Y+ 1 Fc1:r.uary 0.0156 9 Y August 0.0274
c ..	 +	 i Jas::: _,r}, 0.10183 10 Y July 0.0289
15
I
Y 10ec0rsber 0.0204 11 Y June 0.0303
i
G Y rov_vber 0.0224 12 X tray 0.0316
Source:	 ECON, calculations and theory..
N
W
co
--	 -	
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to the benefits model. These can be modeled in a number of
different ways. We chose to simulate the fifteen years of
wheat production forecasting using the actual harvest figures
(F13 ) and the theoretical variances of forecast error, sk2 =ku2
= k(0.009F 13 ) 2 for k=1,2, ..., 12. The major advantage of the
simulation is that it permits us to take into account the his-
torical forecasts and to incorporate them into the model when-
ever they are better than constructed forecasts. In so doing,
we are simulating the way in which the market will react to new
technological sources of crop information: accepting when it
is better than current information, rejecting it otherwise.
Simulating the 180 crap production forecasts (12
each in years 1960 to 1974) with no bias — zero expected value
of error — and known a imposes on us the necessity of choos-
ing a parametric form of probability distribution. While the
Gaussian or Normal is a natural choice for error distributions,
it has the potentially undesirable feature of "allowing" neg-
ative forecast values. In actual practice this may never
occur since, with an expected value of the forecast = "true"
production = 40 MMT and s k = JK ( . 009) (40) < 1. 24'7 MMT, t.ae
probability of a negative value occurring in 180 randomly
chosen numbers is extremely small. So, without fear of im-
plausible values being generated, we will use a Gaussian dis-
tribution for the simulated forecasts With mean = "true" pro-
duction in the crop years and variance, s k 2
 = kx (0.009) 2 x
2("true" production)
	 Each simulated forecast generated by the
2-40
Gaussian random numbers is compared with the historical fore-
cast; whenever the error is smaller in the historical forecast
it is substituted for the generated one. Table 2.13 shows the
simulation results for United States and the Rest of the World.
Table 2.13 Simulated wheat Production Forecasts for 1960 - 1974 Using LACIt 9090 Target.
S imu lated Forecasts , for the Uliit e 4 States Simulated Forecasts for the Rest of the World
-
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3. A MODEL OF THE WORLD MARKETS FOR WHEAT
"The specific method of economics is the
method of imaginary construction"17
Introduction
The structures describing the world markets for wheat
first are presented in general terms. Here, our focus is on the
behavioral formulations and general characteristics of the model.
Particular structures for the equations and estimation results
then are presented.
Beore describing the model, an important convention
must be noted. The structures describing the behavior of the
various "players" are stated directly and are not derived from
presupposed utility and profit function. That is to say, rather
than postulate "utility" functions from which a utilit y
 maximizing
demand curve can be derived, the demand relationships are postu-
lated directly. Similarly, the supply side consists of relation-
ships that reflect profit maximizing behavior on the part of
suppliers.
The model is presented in four parts. The first part,
(Section 3.2) describes the demand block for the typical spot
market in a region. Included here are the demand for human con-
sumption, animal feed, seed, exports and inventories. Section
3.3. summarizes the supply side of the typical spot market. The
relationships for production, harvested acres and yield are pre-
sented here. The demand for, and supply of, futures contr-cts
17
Von Mises [124), page 235.
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is presented next. Unlike the spot markets, only one futures	 i
market serves "the world." Finally, an overview of the complete 	 j
model is presented in Section 3.6.
3.2	 The Demand Block for the Typical Spot Market
Following the tenets of economic theory, the current
(spot) demand for a good or service at any point in time (t) is
assumed to be a function, in part, of its own price, the prices
of substitutes and complements, and selected other influeneces
determined outside the model, "exogenous variables," such as in-
come and population. Denoting current prices P t and the "other"
variables by the vector, Xt , the demand relationship for wheat
in the spot market at time t,D t can be written
Dt = D(P t , X t ) + U 	 (3.1)
where U  is a random "residual" reflecting some combination of
the random element in human behavior and the combined effect of
omitted variables.
For wheat, as with many other agricultural commodi-
ties,	 "the demand for wheat" is in fact made up of five differ-
ent demands for wheat: human consumption	 (food),	 animal feed, t
seed,	 inventory and iiet exports. Each is described further
below.
3.2.1	 Human,	 animal Feed and Seed "Disappearance"
`f: Excluding invertory demand and exports	 (for now),
wheat demand has three parts: demand for human consumption,
r Ct,	 (food),	 demand for seed, Ft ,	 and demand for animal feed,
f3-3
Ft . Although each of these demands may be expressed in the
same general form, specified in (3.1) above, the arguments for
each type of demand contain many unique elements. For example,
animal population and cattle prices are not likely to enter the
demand structure for human wheat consumption, at least not di-
rectly. To be sure, these factors may enter indirectly through
various market channels and may be revealed ex p licitly in more
r	 -
general and inclusive "reduced form" relationships. H. ­jwever,
we present here "structural" equations and not "reduced form"
anes in order to be able to trace the impacts of information
improvement through the economy and identify the benefits to
specific market participants.
Moreover, the different demands may exhibit different
degrees of price responsiveness. Tnus, the total domestic de-
mand for wh p .: (excluding inventory demand), may be viewed as
three distinct but similar demands for wheat.
3.2.2	 Inventory Demand
The domestic stock of wheat, which gives rise to the
fourth demand for wheat, introduces stock adjustment dynamics
into the demand side of our model. 18 The domestic private stock
of wheat I t , is assumed to be a function of spot prices Pt,
discounted futures prices P t1T a--'justed for mr1 rginal storage
and decay costs P tr-, -nd last period's level in inventory.
18 Alternatively, inventory may be treated as a component
of supply.
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This Function is denoted
it	 Y9 P t T
	
Pt,T + (1 -- Y) It-1 + U 2t	 (3.2)
i t > 1 0 > 0.
where 1 0
 is the level of "buffer inventories," and 
Pt T is the
discounted and adjusted futures price and U 2 is a random
error.
The discounted and adjusted futures price is
__ (l-S) T
Pt-	 (l+r) T	
Pty- CT ,	 (3.3)
where S is the decay rate, r is the discount rate, C is the
marginal cost of storage, and T is the lead time of the futures
price.
Substituting (3 . 3) into (3.2) we get
T
_
	
(i-&)	 P	
- C - P + (1-Y) I	 + U
It	 Yq (I-(l+r)
	
t,z	 t	 t-1	 2t	 (3.4)
I t > I 0 ? 0 .
It must be noted that the buffer stock I 0 , when en-
countered, will lead to asymmetric economic behavior that, in
turn, will lead to asymmetric welfare effects.
Finally, it also should be noted that the total stock
of a commodity in a country, I t , consists of the sum of pri-
vate stocks PI t
 ples government stocks GI t . That is,
F,
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i t = PI  + GI t* (3.5)
i
. iy^
G
f
For our purposes, GI  is "exogenous" to tha model.
3.2.3
	 Exports
There is, of course, one further demand for wheat and
that is the foreign demand for exports. These exports consist
of private exports Z  and gove rnment exports G t . The latter,
government exports, are taken as exogenous to the mainstream of
the model. The former, however, are endogenous and must be de-
termined. In this study a behavioral export demand equation is
not postulated explicitly. Rather, the approach taken here is
to determine Z  from the accounting identity, 'Total Supply less
Total Domestic Demand and less Government Exports equals Private
Exports. That is
	
Zt = Gt - Ct - pt - St -- Di t .	 (3.6)
where Alt 
= I t - It-l.
Summarizing, the demand side of the typical spot mar-
ket consists of f-ve key relationships:
Export- Identity	 Z = G - C --F - E - Ait	 t	 t	 t	 t	 t
r(1- d }	
-rInventory
	 it = Yq !	 p	 --CT - P
Demand.	 1_{?+r)J
	
t,T	 t
(PI t-1 + GI t ) + uit
PIt > 10
As can be seen, the futures price is an important de-
terminant of demand for wheat as specified in this model. The
determinants of the futures price are deferred to Section 3.3
where the futures market is described_ The supply side of the
spot market is presented next.
3...3 The Supply Block in the Typical spot Market
In this section, we describe the production of agri-
dultural commodities in a country. Domestic production in
country, Qt , is decomposed into harvested acreage A t times
yield Y`t. In this study yield is determined outside the model_
Following Nerlove [89-911, at least in spirit, the
harvested acreage of wheat at time t, A t , is assumed to. follow
a "stock adjustment" mechanism. Included here is the desired
acreage harvested which is assumed to be a function of the
price of wheat, the prices of substitutes and complements and
the prices of factors of production, such as fertilizer, etc.
However, three sets of these prices may be considered: lagged,
anticipated and current actual prices_ Lagged and anticipated
prices must he . con .sidered so as to cap ture the influence of
past.'returns 'and expectations on potential or desired harvested
...acres,.i.Ce., planting 'intentions. Current.prices, relative to
past futuresprices, may capture the extent to which actual
"harvests.".. depart. fro.m.:the . ".pote'nt;ial". harvest acreage owing to
f
f
k
1
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uranticipated price developments that make it economically
undesirable to harvest all the acres planted. This latter phe-
nomenon is not modeled here and is one of the least significant
problems of quantification.
The relationship for desired harvest acreage is de-
noted by
A*t-h - A (Pt-h' Pt-h,h)	 (3-7)
where h denotes the time between planting and harvest.
The relationship between actual and desired harvest
acreage is of the form
At = aA* t_h +	 (l-a)	 At-l2•	 (3. 3)
Combining the above expressions, the semi-reduced re-
lationship describing acres harvested will be of the form
At = aA(Pt-h'
a
pt-h,h)	 +	 (1-a) At-12.	 (3.9)
Summarizing the supply side of the spot market, we
have
Production	 Qt At	 y 
Yield	 Yt	 - exogenous
Acres	 A	 =Harv'es ted	 t a A	 (P	 ,	 P	 )	 (1	 - a) At-h
	 t-h, h	 t-12
3.4	 The Futures Market
Unlike the spot market where separate demand and.. sup-
ply relationships are specified for each country, only one. world
futures market for wheat is postulated.	 A .mul.ti:-=market .
i
S
3-$	 ii
parallel of the spot market is not justified by the facts?
sThe Chicago market is the dominant world futures market and 	 j
our model reflects this institutional fact.
However, the futures market, L:ke the snot market,

t3--10
these prices are described.
3.4.3	 Price Adjustments
i As Hicks points out [463, there-are "sufficient tech-
nical rigidities" in the process of production to make it cer-
tain that a number of enterpreneurs will want to hedge their
sales. Supplies in the near future are largely governed by the i
decisions taken. in the past, e.g., the amount of acreage sown. i
"
	
	 The same thing sometimes happens with planned purchases as well,
but "it is almost inevitably rare" since technical conditions
give the enterpreneur a "much freer hand" in the acquisition
of inputs (largely needed to start new production) than in the
completion of outputs (whose process of production has already
Legun). For these reasoms, one can expect a "tendency for re-
lative weakness on the demand side" of the futures market.
[53, p. 1371..
As Labys and Granger point out [701, this reasoning
suggests that the short hedging and long speculation represent
the "effective" supply of and demand for futures contracts,
respectively- in this study we define the difference betweenj
'
	
	 the effective supply and demand for futures contracts as effec--
give open interest. Open interest "is the number of futures
-
a
4
	
	
contracts covere..a :by.offsetting contracts or fulfilled by deli-
very-"
k
	
	 In our model, the "natural" unbalance between the
forces- of demand and supply in the futures market is assumed:
to. influehce . the rate- of .chan.ge. ..in. prices.. In: particular; it
r	 ..	 ^
r
I
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is assumed that the rate of change in the futures price in the
aountry that hosts the world futures market, i
AP 	
- 
P t
	-- 
P
t- I T	 is a function of the difference between,
the "Hicksian" supply and demand for futures contracts:
	 That
is
AP
	
_ PI(L	 _ H	 l	 + U 3t,T.	 t,T	 t,T	 P,t	 (3.12)
where UP,t is a random variable.
At the heart of both the demand and supply side of
the futures market is the anticipations mechanism determining.
SP t, 	This mechanism,	 its relationship to crop forecasts and^'^
expectations are discussed next.
3.4.4
	 Anticipated Spot Prices,
	 Crop Forecasts and
Expectations
Extending and building upon the empirical insights of
`	 others, the market expectations mechanism underlying the anti-
cipated spot price is assumed to be rational in the Sox-Jenkins
sense [101 and dependent on some combination of futures prices
and .crop production forecasts.
	 Specifically '. the anticipated
spot price of a commodity for time t, SP 	 is assumed to be
t,ti
determined in part by a distributed lag on future prices
n
dlk'pt--k,T
	 (3_13)
k=o
a distributed "lag" on annual world crop harvest forecast
f ,
in
i_ _	 i
K3-z3

n{jJ. IH	 <	 .2^^:t ---	 t	 ( 3
7-1
_	
3
The relationships between the endogenous and exog en-
ous variables are illustrated in Figure 3,1. where the linkages
between the various components of the model are presented.
	 The
arrows indicate both the linkages and the "direction of caus-
ality-"	 As can be seen,
	 the model is si.muitaneous . .	 That is,
one cannot solve for any one dependent variable without solving.
for, or fixing, all other dependent variables.
With this general structure as a..backdrop,
	 th.e, .world .:_ .
wheat market model will now be discussed in greater detail_
3_6.	 The Full Market Model..
In the remainder, of this chapter, we firs t _review the
major issues which have . concerned us in the development o f the
model.,	 Secondly, we select semi--reduced form equations to be
used in the estimation procedures.
	 in .Chapter A., we. link
model to the objective function to be used in the estimation. of
'.benefits_
	 Haze., 'the we lfare values for consumers, producers
and inventory holders in each country are . -shown along with re-
and . to tie mo d.e:ls e c f.i edp	 with their a ggregatio:n across coun-
tries and over time_
3.6.1	 Model Overview
- .A brief recapitulation of the model is in order.	 As
can be expected, the optimal
	 ,	 	 price and f lour depend on the de-
mand and supply situations of various countries. 	 Prior
W.
.
C
rap Forecast	 .
s41 .t flc,]giny
Futures Contracts
1. Human Population
a 2. Animal Population
lij^ 3.. Price Index for
E
G Other Human
p 1. Government'5tack E-^ Land	 PeKm Specu lator's v„^ Consumption4
VV
Lagged i'uCUr e	 Cor► t racts u d. Price Index forg 2.. Private Donestic
U.—
w
Other	 Feed
Inventory Within 5. Price Index	 for
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^
Occay: Rate
^
^- Inventory ud G. Price	 index
	
far
ceI
4: Interest Fate E u. Craps-Other Than5. Cost of !lclding E Whea
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information regarding the various supply situations enters the
' system as "crop forecasts."
	 These forecasts, in general, have
error terms whose distributions depend on the state of the
_
'world.s forecasting capabilities.
	
Thus, the optimal
	 §g	 P	 P	 Price and
flow, as well as the corresponding welfare pertaining to import-
In .g and.axporting countries, are functionally related to the
croprespective
	 forecast c apabilities of the various countriesP	 P	 P
R
t involved in world trade.
Since the price and flow of wheat, or any other com-
modity, are conditioned by the availability of other substitutes
(e.g.,	 corn,	 rye,	 oats,	 etc.),	 it is necessary to take into ac-
count the nonzero cross-elasticities of wheat with respect to
the prices of its substitutes and complements. 	 These factors
are treated in the model as exogenous and appear in the various
C_ -
} demand and supply equations.
The spatial equilibrium in the model arises from our
aggregate treatment of the world as being divided into two re-
gions:	 the United States and the Rest of World. 	 This neces--
sary simplification reduces "trade" to United States exports
and R.O.W.	 imports.
Owing to the nature of this study, "time" also is an
important dimension in the model. 	 This is essential for a num-
ber of reasons...	 First,.wheat can be carried from... one period to
the next--depending on the inventory holder's reaction to mar-
ket anticipations. 	 These anticipations can change from month
to monthand so can the :inventory holders 	 positions.	 These
E `	
^.
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changes, of course, influence welfare through price and
consumption.	 Second, the benefits treasured in this model, as
in reality, depend heavily on the accuracy of market anticipa-
tions which, in turn, is a function of crop forecast accuracy.
The forecasts play a central role in the model.
	
They repre-
sent the best instrument we have for n4easuring the state of
information on the future supply of wheat to the markets.	 By
estimating the model with historical forecasts and then replac-
ing these by simulated forecasts which reflect the improvement
in crop information resulting from the ERS system, we have at
hand a tool for evaluating the economic effects of crop infor-
mation in the world wheat markets.
3:..6.2	 Summary of. the Model's . Equations
In contrast to the general structures described so
r. far in this chapter, the specific equations used in the-model
are all linear.
	
This choice was made to improve the estimates	
f.
!r: of ;coeffic.ien . t .s and to allow more of the modeling effort to be
concentrated on the dynamic aspects of the market process.	 The
r., welfare functions, to be described in Chapter : 4 are .quadratic 
j in the partial equilibrium prices and qua.nt-ities.	 Thus the mo-	 {;
'.	 ^ del could be characterized
	
y.	 n.-tnathe:matcall.	 as.(i)	 a. set off . li
ear time-dependent equations with linear constraints represent-
ing . the dynamics of the market process :for-each state .: of ` infor-
mation, and	 (ii) a quadratic welfare analysis of the equili.--
..: b.rium outputs of .(i) . .
In Table .3.1 we summarize the: variables' and their
rl
OW
&L---.-$
Dt : Total demand at time t
Zt: wheat exports from United States to zest of world at time t
Tij : Transportation cost of unit commodity from country i. to
country j
P.Ct : Price Index for other human consumptions
PFt : Price Index for other feed
P.At. Price index for animals	 (cattle, hog,	 sheep)
Pt: Prise Index for crops other than wheat
Pi t - Human population at time t
P2t' Population of animals demanding feed at time t
PtIT: Futures World Price for time t+T as of time t
H
t ' T .
Short hedging futures contracts for time t+T as of
time t
Lt,T: Long speculation of demand for futures contracts for time
t+T as of time t
lt' United States annual wheat crop forecast in period t
'02t - Rest of World annual wheat crop forecast in period t
St: Total supply at time
CPT.. ::.	 t. Consumer Price . Index at time
l
s
definitions. Mote that the superscript j was only used in
aggregating the world stocks, imports and crop forecasts. To
simplify the notation we omit this index of countries from the
table, although it could be applied to any of the variables
3
for which data can be obtained by individual country_
Table 3.2 presents the linear equations which express
the relationships among the model's variables as used in the
estimation of the value of information to the market. This
summary is still preliminary in the sense that the estimation
of coefficients by least squares regression techniques can lead
us to make reduced selections of variables for inclusion in the
final version of the model's driving equations. After describ-
ing the estimation strategy in Section 3_6, the details of the
estimated forms of these equations.follow in Section 3.7.
3,7
	 Estimation Strategy
Economic phenomena rarely are instantaneous in their
impulse--response characteristics, but rather build up over
time. Because these lag structures take on a.wide: range of
"shapes," their estimation requires a flexible method. Owing
to institutional and "technical" rigidities, e.g., Christmas
and weather patterns, some market behavior is likely to exhi-
hi.t oscillatory "seasonal patterns" that are insensitive to
economic factors under normal economic conditions. capturing
these seasonal patterns 3s important, especially in the context
of a monthly model where adjustments to past decisions are of
major concerti. Finally, meta-market 'aberrations,. sucIz as
E
. 3-22.
Table 3.2	 Relationships Among Variables
A.Y (	 )..
i
A.t =	 a A	 +	 (1-0t)At-h r h	 t-`L z (2)
! where a is exogenous
t--.h 
r h
h ,t.^h
where gh is exogenous
Af t qT
^^5 z
[. ^1 hr..
	 pt' T - pt." c'C (.4)
where q and T are exogenous
t P1t	 +	 GI t (5)
Q	 Ai
.,	 P	 E
p l.l.t 	qC r U	 qC r ^...,	 t qe r.	 PC
F
t
_	
Pq
	
-	 q	 •P	 + q
F rfl	 Frl	 t	 F r22t
•PF	 + q	 "PA 1 (8)
t	 E' r3 	t f
t	 ,
5
t E.r;	 tEr p 	 E rg
where . the q's are . a1.1 exogenous, to the model."
I	
bt Ct	
Et +. Ft (10)
P,	 r-^ b0	 t- L,T}	
QQ 	
1)	
1H C
t_ Q rT Lt-^. r T ^ (lJ_) ^
s
t
L2	 L 2.
t-'QrT 2^	 t-Q,; T
2
3J	 ]t.r T ^_	 1Q
-o	 Q j=1
IZ
	 i2
. Qr	
_o	
t-fir.-Cy.^.	 t-	 'C
2
s]. ?] t (13)
i
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changes in tirade laves, Qr 'official pro cedures, 	 can distort
temporarily or shift for all time the behavior of market parti-
cipants.
	 Failure to account for these aberrations also can
cloud the estimation results. 	 Accordingly every effort had to
be .made to identify those occurrences and remove or adapt to
their distorting . influence, ..
3.7.1	 Distributed Lag Estimation
Because the impulse-response profiles:. of economic
phenomena rarely are instantaneous but instead tend . to build
up ... over . time,	 lead-lag .relationships are common in economic. mo-
dels.	 This .i.s-especially true in models where the time units
of".measure are quarterly or shorter. 	 In this study, several
monthly equations.wth lead-lag relationships were postulated
and had to be. estimated.	 The method used to .estimate the:dis-
tribute I lag relationships was the Almon technique [2].	 This
method has practical appeal owing to the ` great flexibility with
which it can estimate vari -ous lag structures.
Some impulse-response profiles can' follow a aecreas-
ing geometric path after some initial impulse, while other lag -
structures may follow 'a gradual but . decreasing build--up followed .
by an accelerating decay-
	
The Almon approach can_ estimate
either of these" lag profiles ' and." many more. elaborate :ones :as
well.
wheFor example,	 let Y
.
	 wi X	 -i	 et ;
.
	re w
	
is
.^	
z
i=0
an	 ;" lag : weight" 'for X	 ..	 4.,	 l,.	 --	 rit.,. where the. unknown
length. of the lag; m, iS .known, Xt
-i. is -the value " of the
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f
i
explanatory variable in time 	 t-i,
	
and	 e t 	 is a random error
term.	 The Almon approach assumes that	 w 	 can be approximated
by a polynominal in	 i	 Assuming	 wi	 can be approximated
2
by 'a second degree polynomial, 	 i.e.,	 wi	 YO + Y li + Y2i
m,	 the above
	 rolat.ionship
	
can be written
sM	
M	 M
Y -	 X	 +' y	 iX	 + Y	 i2X	 + eY p 	 t--i	 L	 t-i	 2	 t--i	 tt i^0	 i=O	 i_ O
or
M
Y t 
_	 (YO	 Ylx	 + Y212)xt-i
	 + et"i=0
t In the summary of the empirical results to follow we present
both the estimated Almon coefficients Y o	 ,	 Y11	 and Y 2 ,	 ilong 4
I	 with the	 lag weights w O	 -	 Y1	 ,	 wl	 -	 Y1	 +	 Y l	 w.) = Yo
'2i	 2.
	
4
Yl	 +	 Y2	
,	 • ..	 , wm -
	
Yo + 
Ylm +Y2mZ ,
	
where appropriate-
s
i
j	 3'.7.2	 seasonal Oscillations
Loosely defined, a seasonal pattern in an econom--
ic7 time series is any oscillation that repeats itself an integral j
j
number of times in a period of one year.	 These movements are en-
!	 countered in almost every economic time series where the time
units of movement are short enough to reveal them.	 For the most
4
part seasonal patterns owe their presence to forces that are in-
sensitive to economic behavior. 	 Under normal. economic conditions,
the timing of annual crop plantings and harvests, for example,
are dictated laxgely by weather patterns.
	 Holidays and insti-- {
tuti.onal factors such as tax payment dates also influence the
'
intra-annual timing of economic activity. Because of forces
such as these, seasonal patterns are present in many of our
quarterly and monthly time series and their influence on our
estimated structures had to be accounted for.
Estimating seasonal movements in economic time series
is a field in itself with almost as many technical schemes as
there are time series with seasonal patterns, one method that
has enjoyed wide and persistent application in behavioral esti-
mating equations (as opposed to purely naive time series esti-
mating equations), and the one employed by this study, is the
zero-one dummy variable approach [a]. This mcti:od includes
variables that take on a value of one for a specific period
(e.g. month) of the year for each year in the sample and take
on a value of zero otherwise. The number of seasonal dummy
variables is one less than the number of time periods a year
is divided into. For example, a quarterly equation would use
three (3) dummies. The "missi.°19" or 4th seasonal dummy is
buried in the regression. intercept term and the estimated sea--
sonal dummies are in fact additions to or subtractions from
i the intercept term at the appropriate time of the year.
To illustrate the approach, consider the quarterly
regression equation
Y t = a + bXt + S l	S^	 S4 + et
3
{ where y  is the depeadendent variable, a is the intercept, b is
the response coefficient on the behavioral explanatory variable
Xt , S i
 is the coefficient on the ith quart.er's seasonal dummy
I
I
1
I	 ^	 1	 I	 I	 l	 I
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and et
 is a random element. The explanation of Y t then would
for the lst quarter,
for the 2nd quarter,
For the 3rd quarter,	 and
for the pith quarter.
An analogous scheme is used for monthly equations where 11
dummies would be used.
be
Y t = a + S 1 a• UXt
Y t = a + S 2 + bXt
Y t = a	 + bXt
A
Y t = a + Sq + bX
3.7.3	 Aberrations and Structural Shifts
Changes in institutional factors and natural
calamities can lead to aberrations and/or structural shifts in
economic behavior. Unusually poor harvests owing to bad weather
conditions in 1963--1964 and changes in the operating rules of
the market place in 1972 are two such examples that were en-
countered in this study. Because these factors can distort
a
economic behavior but cannot be modelled in a behavioral sense,
econometric models are built around, and adapted to them.
Typically, and as was done here, these influences were accom-
.	 a
odated by the use of dummy variables.
Far aberrations that have a temporary effect on the
market, zero-one dummy variables are used to "explain" the
market during those points in time. Here, the dummy variables
take on a value of .one during the .period of the aberration and
take on a value of zero otherwise. The estimated coefficient
on these dummy variables Is: interpreted as a measure-of the
}
3
i
L
V	 I	 I	 I!!
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aberration and "filters out" its influence on the estimating
equation.
Structural shifts or changes in the normal behavior
of the market also can be handled with dummy variables. Here,
for example, multiplicative and additive dummy variables can
be used to capute shifts in the slope and intercept of a. re-
gressin equation, respectively, after some institutional change
has: taken place_ Such an esti.matina relationship would be of the
farm
Yt = a 0 + a 1 + b 0 X t t b 1 Y t = et
where a l and b	 tl are coefficients on dummy variables that: only
appear on and after some point in time. Prior to that point y
in time the estimate of Y t
 would be f
Yt = a g 	D+ bYt
On and after that point in time the estimate of Y t
 would be
Y t
 = (a^ + a 1 )	 [bS	 b1);fit
The U.S. equations are presented first. These in-
clude, Human Demand, Peed Demand, Seed Demand, Commercial
Stocks, and Acres Harvested. The Rest of World equations are
presented last_ This block of equations contains the estimated
equations for Short Hedging, Long Speculation and futures . Price
Adjustments.
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3. 8	 Pstimation Results: The U.S. Block
_	
9
The equations estimated for the U.S. were Wheat
Demand for Human Consumption, Wheat Demand for Animal Feed,
Wheat Demand for Seed, Commercial Stocks and Wheat Area Harves-
ted. Each is summarized below.
3.8.1
	
Wheat Demand for Human Consumption
The equation estimated for human wheat consump-
tion is presented in Table 3_3. The equation was estimated using
quarterly data from tha first quarter of 1961 to the fourth
quarter of 1972. Because the dependent variable did not exhibit
a trend over the estimation period, the relationship was not
estimated in first difference form.
For the most part, wheat demand for human con-
sumption is an intermediate one, e.g., demand by bakers to pro-
duce bread. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect this demand
to adopt to market stimuli somewhat more slowly than final de-
	 e
mands for immediate consumption. The lagged dependent variable
reflects this characteristic and has a "stable" response co
efficient of .2417, implying a finite adjustment to some past
market impulse- Because the demand for wheat for human con-
sumption is an intermediate demand, it also is reasonable to
expect delays between the.purchase of wheat, say by a baker,
and theh sical processing of the commodity. A two quarterP Y
	 P.	 g	 Y	
lag on price. i.e., a midpoint lag of five months, is not
outside the range of reason for a delay between spot purchases,
delivery and utilization by processors and wheat product pro-
ducers. The coefficient of --.2498 on the price of wheat has	 gg
a
1m
Table 3.3	 Human Demand for Wheat in the U.S.
(t in quarters 48 values used for estimation)
Dependent Variable Vt	 Ct/pit U.S. Per Capita Human
Demand for Wheat
Independent Variables V Lagged One Period1
P Spot Price Lagged Two
t-2 Periods
Wt Constant Dollar Per
Capita income in the U.B.
Dummy Variables for 4thD651 Quarter 1 64 & 1	 Quarter
'65
D1,D2,D.4 Seasonal Dummies
i
Estimated
Equation:	 Vt =	 7.1..3_8 + 0.2417Vt_1 --
-
0.2498P t-2 -	 6674W
-1.9) ((6.6.)
j
(2.1)
i
j	 +96D644 - 11OD651 + 23DI. + 17D2 - 39D4
(6.4') (--5.8:).'	 (2.6) (.2'!8)......(--6:.2)	 .
fR2	0.83
D--W = 1.56 `

ETable 3.4	 Demand for Wheat and Annual Feed in the U.S.
(t = quarters	 ;	 34 quarters from 64/3 to 72/4 used)
Dependent Variable
vt=AFt/02t First Difference of FeedDemand per Animal
Independent Variables Vt V 	 Lagged One Period-1
W- AP t_2 First Di.ffernce of Wheat t-2
Price Lagged Two Periods
Dl,	 D2 .... D7 Seasonal Dummies and
"Special" Time-dependent
Dummies
Estimated Equation
Vt
 = 0.00 -	 0.50Vt 0.0000043W-1 -- t-2
(3.02)	 (-2.93)
	 (--1.96)
-0.0002D1 + 0.0015D 2	- 0.0002D3	+ 0.0001D4
(--1.87)	 (6.84)	 (-1.63)	 -	 (0.38)
-0.0005D5 + 0.0007D6 - 0.0006D7
(-4.66)
	 (3.68)	 (-3.05)
R2
	= 0.96
D--W = 1.95
t
i
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ticities of demand of --3.048 and -4.579, respectively. These
elasticities are well within reason, as there are plentiful sub-
stitutes for animal feed.
The dummy variables capture a seasonal pattern that
appears to have shifted in 1968. The dummy variables 'D l , D3,
D 5
 and %he constant C capture the seasonal pattern from April
	 i
1954 through April 1967. The dummy variables D 2 , D 4 , D.6
 and D7	 r	
'9
capture the seasonal pattern from January 1968 through April
1972.
The "t" statistics on the estimated coefficients,
	 ,€
with the exception of one seasonal dummy variable, imply stable
F
and significant estimates at the 90% confidence level or better.
The overall equation fits the data well.: the R2 is very high as
	
{
is the F statistic, and the Durb .i'n-Watson statistic is.almost
perfect.
3-.8.3	 seed Demand for Wheat in the Uni ted States
The Seed Demand for Wheat equation is presented in
i
Table 3.5. This equation was estimated using annual data from	 }
1962 to 1971. Because of trends in some of the variables, this
equation also was estimated in first differences.
seed demand is a derived demand and as such is like-
ly to include an adaptive portion as well as direct or delayed
.responses to prices. The coefficient on lagged seed demand im-
plies stable adjustments to past phenomena.influencing the de-
.mand.f.or seed, and the one year length of the lag conforms with
physical crop harvest patterns.
e	 .
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Table 3.5 S eed Demand for Wheat in the U.S,
:. (t = years t=1962. to	 1971. 	 used ..for .estimation) S
-^
Dependent Variable AEt First Difference of Seed Demand
a
in D.S.
Independent Varlab:les, Ap p First Difference of Spat Wheat
Prices S
APt
r 1
First Difference of Futures
Wheat Prices
AP 0- First Difference of Average
Price of Substitutes
AEt_1 First Difference Seed Demand
A.
Tagged One Period
Estimated Equation
ry:
' AEt _	 204.8AP	 + 117.4AP 149 .9aPCt + 0.296AE11 _1
(2..24) (1.29} (-1.21) :	 (1.06)
R2	 = 0.61 r<	 :..
D-W = . 2.12
r
A..
t _ 4
i
The positive coefficient on wheat futures prices is
;f
what one would expect: farmers will plant in anticipation of
rewards and wheat futures prices are an indicator of these re--
wards. Obversely, the negative coefficient on the futures
prices.of alternative crops reinforces the evidence that far-
mers will shift away from wheat production and therefore from
seed demand as say future soybean prices become more attractive.
The positive relationship between seed demand and current wheat
price is difficult to pin down. it may be a reflection of the
market's reaction to anticipated future rewards.
The spot price elasticity of demand in this equation,
using 1972 data, is +.1065 in the short--run and -x.1512 when 1
all auto--regressive feedback is accounted for. The futures
price elasticities of seed demand also are positive and about
r	 half the size of the spot price elasticities. Together they	 j
i
suggest seed demands that are moderately responsive to prices.
P Although some of the "t" statistics are strong, mul-
3
ticollinearity is present between the price variables even in
their first--difference form. Nevertheless, the aggregate equa-
tion is a close fit with an F statistic significant at the 10%
level and an acceptable Durbin-Watson statistic indicating lit-
tle residual first order serial correlation.
3.8.4	 Demand for Commercial Stocks in the United States
The Commercial Stock equation, presented in Table
g	 3.6, was estimated using quarterly data from the last quarter
of 1961 to the last quarter of 1972. Because the dependent
is
Independent Variables Ut=Pt-Pt -
	
Spread Between Futures and
I' 	Spot Prices for Wheal.
PI t-1 I
 Pit Lagged One Period
D1,D2,D4	 I Seasonal Dummies
Estimated Equation
Pi t = 0.898U t + 0.898PI t-1 -- 44.ODl - 57.7D2 - 25.2D4 + 61.4
(0.58)	 (13.7)	 (-2,4)	 (-3.2)	 (-1.4)
R2
 = 0.84
D--W = 2.12
.	 . . :
	 m
i
4	 inventory holders are relatively insensitive to changes in the
s°
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variable has a downward trend in the first half of the period
and an upward trend in the second half of the period, and be-- ^-i.
cause the explanatory variables do not exhibit smooth and pro= l
nounced trends over the sample period,
	 the equation was not
estimated in first difference form.
The significance of the lagged dependent variables
attests to the strength of the stock adjustment hypothesis
The coefficient on the lagged dependent variable :corresponds to f
stock adjustment coefficient of about -.102 which.implies a
stable stock adjustment	 (leading to a finite limit)	 to past k;
z	 :
market stimuli.
The difference between the futures and spot price
r
of wheat enters the equation with the right sign but with a
very low "t" statistic. 	 However, the introduction of the var--
iable did raise the R Z and lowered somewhat the " t" statistics
on the other explanatory variables in the equation,_
	 These
results appear to reflect the cumulative effects of modest col-- 3'
..	 linearity between the price spread variable and the other expla-
natory variables.
	 The seasonal dummies capture a stable sea-
sonal pattern and the RZ ,	 F statistic and.Durbin-Watson statis-
tic together portray a strong overall equation.
s
is
The elasticity of demand-for commercial stocks, with
respect to the difference between the futures price and the spot
4	 price,	 is .0597 in the short--run and
	 .5697 when all auto-regres-
sive effects work themselves out.
	 These results suggest that V
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Spread  between futures prices and .spot prices, in the short--run
but relatively sensitive to changes in this price spread in th e
long-run.	 These results seem quite reasonable when one recalls.
. that many inventory holders also are hedgers and likely to be t
risk averse.	 Finally, zero marginal carrying costs were esti-
mated in earlier ECON studies and these results are assumed to
apply .,here. J,
3.8.5	 Area Harvested in the United States
T'ne equation describing United States Area Harvested;
for wheat is. presented in Table 3.7. 	 This equation wa.s esti-
mated using annual:da.ta. 	 The equation. was estimated in stack {}
adjustment form from 1963 to 197.4.
Y
The results indicate that the area harvested for
wheat is not highly responsive to futures prices.... First,..
United States Government farm programs are designed;, in part,
to safeguard the .financial integrity .
 of the farm sector. 	 In
part, this is effected through a sail bunk program and our
a regression estimates no .doubt r,ef.l.e.c.t these
	 "c.ons.traints." .
Second, in all but one or two years in the sample, ' futures =:
i
i,
prices were quite stable and. the regressions.aannot..h:elp.
but be bent toward ;this. history.
The coefficient on lagged area harvested. of -.4651
5 implies a-stable and fairly rapid "stock adjustment" as histor-
.z	 .j,
INy'
ji
'^c:nuarF^iYn+^Rt^±Fft'n++•.^.w--t....0
	 . _ _.__. _ ....u..,..P... ^ ,.,..^.....^_.._....a^..,	 .._.^._»4_	 _	 _	 f	 :	 _ -	 _	 _.-
I
rc
Table 3.7 Area Harvested for Wheat in the U.S.
(t	 years	 d^•ta from 1963 to 1974 used in estimation)
i
l
1
3
.3
Dependent Variable	 AAt	 First Difference of Area Harvested
5
}
Independent Variables 	 Pt,-c	 Futures Pxice of Wheat
At-1	 Area Harvested Lagged One Period
;a
D67	 Dummy Variable
Estimated Equation
AAt = 5015 + 25.55P 	 0.465At_l + 3640D67
(1.2)	 (4.6)	 (--2.4)
	
(2.9)
R
2 = 0.74
D-W = 2.57
f
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ically has been the case. The dummy variable for 19+7 was-in-
cluded to filter the effects of market aberrations for that
year.
Although the Durbin-Watson statistic suggests some
possible negative serial correlation, the estimated equation is
strong with an R 2 of 0.74, F statistic of 11.18 and strong "t"
statistics on the behavioral explanatory variables.
3.8.6
	
The Rest of World
3.8.6.1	 Rest of World Demand
The per capita demand for wheat by the rest of the
world was estimated from 1961 to 1970, using annual data, In
Table 3.8, at first glance these results may seem hi gh. How-
ever, the aggregate rest of the world regards soybeans and rice
as stronger substitutes for wheat than the United States an6
these differences in tastes, no doubt, are reflected in these
results. The findings are further supported by the cross-
elasticities of demand with respect to the price of substitutes-
Here, the coefficient of +1043 and the price of substitutes im-
plies short and long-term cross-elasticities of wheat demand
h
with respect to the price of substitutes of +7.62	 and x-5.41,
respectively.
3.8.7
	
Rest of World Area Harvested
!	 The
i
Rest of World Area Harvested equation is given
in Table
	 3,9, The equation was estimated in "stock adjustment"
form from 1961 to 1970,	 using annual data. The overall equa--
tion fits the data reasonably well with an R 2 of	 .34	 an,	 F sta.-
Y
iE
Table 3.8	 Rest of World Demand for Wheat
(t in years; 1961 to 1970 used in estimation)
(ROW)
Dependent Variable Vt J Dt/.alt Per Capita Rest of WorldDemand fbr Wheat
Independent Variables Vt--1 Vt Lagged One Period
Pt Pt-/CPI Deflated Price of Wheat
-1 1	 t-1 Lagged one Period
PC*-,
- P` C t- /CPTt Deflated Average Price of1- I Soybeans	 anal .Co.rn ,Lagged...
One Period
Estimated Equations
Vt _ 70.41VtM1- 683.4Pt
-1 + 1043PCt
-l + 3510
(-1.9) (-3.7) (3.0)	 (4.6)
R2	0.56
D-.W = 2.45
iTable 3.9	 Rest of World Area Harvested
(t in years:	 1961 to 1970 used in estimation)
Dependent Variable AA First Difference of Rest of
World-Area Harvested
independent Variables At--1 At Lagged One Period
P Price of Wheat Lagged
One Period
Estimated Equation
AAt = -0.34A t-1 + 3838Pt-1,-^
€
+ 60935
(1.7) (1.7)	 .
R. 	 = 0.34
D--W = 1.99
t'
is
.
I
i, y
i.
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tistic significant at the 10% level and an excellent Durbin--
Watson statistic. In addition, the arguments in the equation
j
have coefficients of reasonable size and signs one would expect
	 3
a priori.	 7
The lagged futures prices last year lead to more
acres harvested this year. In terms'of elasticities, the short
and long--run futures price elasticities of wheat demand are
.03179 and .088, respectively. These elasticities are higher
than in the United states as one would expect. Much United
doubtStates production response to prices, no 	 takes the form
of improved seed and fertilizer---alternatives that are not with-
in reach of the lass affluent rest of the world_
3.8.8	 The World Futures Market
The world futures market was analyzed in three equa
b
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the special events and seasonal cycles reflected in the dummy
variables	 (not shown in Table 3. 10)	 the main effect explaining
the futures prase first differences arec
a posative. partial 	 correlation	 (. 0.20)	 with(al	
.'
the futures price first difference lagged
one month . (t - statistic	 2. 32)
.	 (b),	 EL negative partial correlation	 (--0.33)	 with
the first differences of U.S. crop forecasts
(t - statistic = --1. 37)
,.	 c)	 a in egative. partial 	 correlation	 (--;_,089).	 with
the first difference of R.O.W_	 crop - forecasts-
(t = statistic = -1.30)
. These partial correlations are in the right.direction and
1j' are moderately significant.	 The overall "fit" expressed by
2R.	 = 0.38 is not too bad for a first-difference equation.
The same equation when not estimated in A's gave an R2 = 0.96,
but the .lagged futures prase was so dominant
	 (t -statistic=  20)
that.the difference form was . held preferrable.	 It is interesting
that the price adjustment responds more vigorously to . U.S. crop
fo .recast . than to R.D.W.
	 forecasts.	 This could be a result of
the aggregation of many countries in the R_ p .W. or it could
s	 reflect. the greater .. degree of confidence the .market shows
toward U. S.,
	for.ecast	
_
E
3.8.10	 Long Speculation and Short Hedging	 J f
i
The supply and demand for futures contracts were
analyzed in relation to the quality of crop forecast informa-
tion as discussed in Section 3.4.4. The estimation results
are shown in Tables B.9 and B.10 of Appendix B. Whi?.e the
statistical fit was quite satisfactory, these equations were
not used in the model since they did not add substance to the
theory already developed in the price adjustments equation
(Table 3.10).
i
1
'	 a
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4. THE BENEFITS FROM IMPROVED WORLDWIDE
	 ?	 1
WHEAT PRODUCTION FORECASTS
4.1	 Introduction
The value of information can be measured using the
economic theories of consumer and supplier surpluses. 21 Let us
assume Figure 4_1 illustrates a typical demand curve for a com-
modity. At any point in time, a consumer is faced with a budg-
et constraint that places a limit upon the amount of goods and
services he can command (in the market)_ The consumer, there-
fore `
 views his consumption of any one item as a decision to
forego other alternatives or opportunities that are available
r
to him. Hence, the consumer's "problem" may be viewed as one
of minimizing his "opportunity costs." Anything that can re-
duce the opportunity costs of actions (decisions) provides eco-
nomic benefits. As shall be shown, this is precisely the role
that information plays and is the means by which it ultimately
obtains its economic value.
Returning to Figure 4.1, the demand curve illustrates
the amount of an item a consumer will buy at a given price or,
`i
obversely, the price a consumer will pay for a given quantity.
r:
owing to diminishing marginal utility, the consumer may be will-
ing to pay price P l for the first unit consumed, but pay only
21 To minimize semantic issues we adhere to the most com-
monly used terminology, although we may have serious
reservations about the implied meaning of the terms
consumer and supplier "surplus." The substance --- by
whatever name -- when correctly dealt with over time,
is quite real in whatever economic system.
I
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Assuming money is a firm
I
measuring rod of utility, the existing market price is P e and
consumption isQe , then the shaded area below the demand curve
continuum and above the market price depicts the consumer sur-
plus (or negative opportunity costs) received by the consumer
by paying price Pe on all Qe
 units. The full money value to
the consumer is the entire area under the demand curve up to
the quantity purchases. The cost to the consumer, however, is
only P
ee
_ The difference between the full money value and the
amount paid is the surplus.
If the market equilibrium price and quantity were Pl
and Q1
 respectively and shifted to P 2	raand Q 2 s shown in
i.
Pigure 4.2, consumers would reap the "benefit" or incremental
consumer surplus indicated by the shaded area. The area de-
fined by (P1 -P 2 )Q l are ben,.fits to the consumer simply from the
drop in price on his already existing level of consumption (Ql),
if no additional units were purchased in spite of lowered price.
The shaded area corresponding roughly to 1/2 (P1_P2) (Q2
-QI) re-
presents the incremental surplus. to consumers from additional.
purchases (AOQ) owing to the more attractive price.
The above discussion applies only to consumers' bene-
fits. Suppliers' and society's benefits, however, need addition-
al consideration but may be viewed in a similar fashion...
g
3
Price Unit Consumer Benefits front prase
-crop on existing level of consumption Ql
Consumer Benefits from increase in
consumption due to price drop
Pl
AP
PDemand
2	 I	 ^^
In the earlier example* of the wheat farmer, the op 	 ;
portuni:ty cost of plowing under his field was the net revenues
<	 i
-	 q
foregone by the action. if, as the example contended, the mar--
.	 '-^	 •^
aket prices were relatively low (owing to a forecast of large
3
crop), then, the opportunity costs of the plowing--under decision 	 j
would be zero or even negative (i.e., the farmer would not make	 4
as much profit if he decided to fully harvest). But, as the
example would go on to show, the actual state of the world was
not a bountiful harvest and the market price was higher than
expected when the farmer would have sold his crop. Thus, the
realized or ex-past opportunity cost of plowing-under was posi-
tive and the farmer should have harvested and brought the wheat
3
to market. The value to the farmer of the "better" or more
E
-	 Y
accurate information is his net revenue obtained from the change 	 i
in decision due to the information.
In Figure 4.3, DD is the aggregate demand function
7
for a commodity and the initial market supply/demand equilibrium
is such that Q I is demanded at price P 1 . At the point (P.1'
the following conditions prevail: consumers are enjoying a net
benefit (or consumer surplus) of A, and suppliers are enjoying
a net benefit of B + E, the so-called producer or supplier sur-
plus 140, 453• This latter "surplus" is the difference be-
tween total revenues obtained from selling Q 1 at price P1 and
the cost of supplying those items represented by the ,.area b e:lovr.
*See Overview volume of this report.
E,
s
F:
Certainly, the consumer reaps benefits from the low- {
Bred prices, since the sum a•f A, B, C, and D is greater than A
by itself, i.e., A + B + C + D > A.
	
The change in producer's
>	 ibenefits; however, is not necessarily positive since B + E
E + F.	 The result depends upon the elasticities of the sup-
i
ply and demand curves.	 The net benefit to society would be B
+ C + D + F = B or C + D + F and also depends on the elastici-
ties of supply and demand.
:. For any given set of supply and demand relationships,
we can measure the surpluses accruing to consumers, suppliers
and society assuming, of course, that money is an adequate yard-
4
stick to measure satisfaction. 	 Assuming further that this "yard-
'; .
stick" is equally valid for all countries, benefits to other so-
cieties can be measured by adding up the benefits to the indl-
vi.d'ua:l members of the group.
By the same taken, consumer and supplier surpluses
can be used to measure the benefits or losses to consumers, i
suppliers, soaxeties.and groups of societies from changes in
and/or demand relationships. There remains an important topic
F	 Y
for discussion: at which level shall consumer and producer
surplus be measured? Directly where the distortion (a form of
tax) occurs, (in this case misinformation on wheat crops) or
indirectly through the distortions this misinformation (tax)
causes in the cost and level of consumption of final goods.
The first approach is best exhibited by Albert Rees
and Arnold C. Harberger (37, 38 and 971 in their work on the
effect of unions on labor costs (Rees) and the measurement of
waste and tax effects (Harberger). Herein the authors proceed
to measure the economic loss (costs) of distortions, waste and
taxes directly at the level of the distorted input markets
themselves. Basic to the work of both authors is a treatment
of economic costs of waste and taxes (or misinformation in our
case) as a simple money measure of the "deadweight" loss that
the distortion imposes on the sum of the areas analogous to
consumers' and producers' surplus, i.e., the demand and supply
functions (schedules, correspondences) of the intermediate good
are used directly for measuring economic loss. In our study we
follow this approach: we estimate demand and supply functions
for wheat (food, feed and seed) and the distortion misinforma-
tion causes to the system. We do not esti.mate . the demands for
bread, noodles, whiskey, etc. and then aggregate economic
losses (.costs).
k
-	 3 t
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The second approach uses the more abstract concept
of a social welfare function to measure the aggregate loss of
welfare by input market distortions. This second approach has
4
been used in work by Harry Johnson [63], Albert Fishlow and
Paul David 
.[28], sagdish.Bhagwati and V.K. Raraaswami j9]
in his work on the economic costs of input markets
distortions, Daniel Wisecarver [127] shows that the first ap--
proach yields equivalent results to the second approach in
z,
	
	 most cases. In the cases where the two approaches yield dif-
ferent results, the first approach is more conservative, i.e_,
understates the cost of distortions (misinformation) when com-
pared to the second method. Fot_ this reason -- as well as our
agreement in principle --- we use the first method in this study:
given the derived demand curve for an agricultural crop (wheat),
the economic loss (cost) of inaccurate information is correctly,
completely and most readily measured by the relevant area be-
E
tween the demand and supply functions for agricultural crops
(wheat). This proposition is founded on the most recent eco-
nomic literature.
4.2	 Benefits as Negative Losses
In the previous section, consumer and producer sur-
pluses were shown to be a quadratic function of crop forecast
errors. We will adopt the rule of referring to the error con--
.
p.onents in the welfare measures as the "welfare loss," assum-
ing of course that their net welfare effect is negative- A re-
T ....	 _
as
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ducti.on in this "boss" is a natural measure of "gains" or "ben-
efits" to the various market participants. it is this notion
of benefits that we will use in this study.
The measurement of benefits, as defined in this study,
can be described in terms of the incremental changes in consum-
er surplus: (CS) and producer surplus (PS)_ We define first the
appropriate integrals of demand and supply functions:
Xt
CSC ^P (U - P 	do ,t
and	 o
Xt	
11
PS T ,^P -MC (ur )
J 
dY^
,t
o
respectively, where P (X) is the demand curve, MC (X) is the
marginal cost (supply) curve and P t is the equilibrium.price at
which supply equals demand at time t.
i
In the partial equilibrium analysis of this study, X 
i
F
will be the same in bath calculations and represent the quantity
supplied to the . world wheat markets in one period (a month). at
time t
i	 I _ I	 I_	 1
ACS	 AVG	 (CSC -
 CSB ) * 1.2
t=1,2,...,24
APS =	 AVG	 (PS S -- PS B ) * 12
t=1,2,...,24
	
t	 t
The precise method for averaging will be detailed in the next
section. Combining the consumer and producer benefits gives
the annual national. benefits: NB = ACS + APS.
The above benefits calculation can be performed from
the point of view of the United States or from the point of
view of the wheat--importing countries (rest of world) using
the appropriate demand ::unctions and marginal cost--of-- supply
functions. Before considering the differing national viewpoints
regarding the economic effects of improved crop forecasts, we
need to consider in greater detail the mechanism by means of
which improvements in information can be translated into na-
tional benefits.
There are several types of benefits that can be iden-
tified in an economic context. In general, these benefits fall
into two broad categories: "distribution benefits" and "produc-
tion. benefits." These "rewards" are distributed between coun-
tries and the various economic players within a country in dif-
ferent proportions. in the following paragraphs we present
distribution and production benefits to consumers and suppliers
within a country and to exporting and importing countries.
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4.3	 Tomes ox Benefits
in the following paragraphs we present several. types
I
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Without regard to discounts, etc. the net welfare loss to 	 i
society owing to misinformation is the shaded area in Chart (d)
in the lower right-hand corner of Figure 4.4.E
in this admittedly simple world, the net welfare loss
indicated the potential welfare gain to society from perfect r
information at the outset. 	 A partial improvement in informa-
tion, of course, will capture only a portion of the original
welfare loss or potential welfare gain.	 This partial improve-
ment is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 	 in this figure the original
welfare loss or potential welfare gain is the shaded area bounded
by P 0 ,	 P Z ,	 Q l and Q0 .	 This loss,	 of course,	 corresponds to
some original forecast error probability density function of
the crop.	 Improved information is reflected in a narrower
or tighter forecast error distribution. 	 The reduction in
forecast error variation implies a new and smaller welfare loss
(the Residual Welfare Loss)	 bounded by Pp, P*	 andQ* 1  Off.
The difference between the original welfare loss and the resid-
ual welfare loss is the welfare gain, or "benefit" owing 'L-.o
improved information and is illustrated in the lower right
of Figure 4.5.
The above relationships have several implications that 'E
deserve special mention.	 First, the results are the same re-
22
This is similar to the H.ayami-Peterson 143] treatment
of the subject.
$ d'
PImproved Forecast Error PDF
on
Original Forecast Error PDF
f
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c;
ga.rdless of the sign of the original forecast error_	 Second,.
consumers lose from reduced supply variation, while suppliers
gain twice the consumer loss.	 This follows directly.£romt-he
;t
linear downward sloping demand function and the assumed sym-
metric reaction of consumers to over and underestimate errors
with regard to their consumption over time. 	 This loss was
noted some time ago 	 by Waugh [125] and can be shown easily.
With regard to Figure 4.6, consumer surplus over two
periods with perfect information would be 2(A+B+E).	 With Lm-
perfect information, resulting in quantity fluctuations between
Ql andQ2 , consumer surplus over two period.would be A +.
y
(A+B+C+E+F+H).	 Since B = C and E = H . the net .b.ene.fit to con-
sumers from perfect information would be -F.	 That is, con-
sumers would lose F in "surplus" from perfect information. 	 ob-
versely, consumers benefit by amount F from imperfect informa--
tion. ^
Y
With regard to Figure 4.6 once again, supplier
S
surplus with perfect information over two periods would be 2
- 3
(C+D+F+G). With imperfect information, suppliers surplus for
two periods would be (B+C +D) + (D+G.+I) . Since B + C and G = 1,
the net benefit to suppliers from perfect information would be
2F. That is, suppliers would benefit by twice the con sumer
loss from perfect information_ obversely, suppliers lose

t•	 f
1
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j
country like the United States will lose from improved world
crop forecasts rests on the assumption that societies offset
first period abstinence or starvation by indulgence and gluttony
in some future period. There are strong biological reasons
supported by recorded actions that deny the validity of this
assumption. Starvation in Biafra and Bangladesh was not "offset"
by overconsumption in the period after their starvation. The
obverse, of course, does not hold. That is, too high levels of
imports in one period can be carried over, in part, to some
future period. Under these conditions the benefits to an ex-
porter such as the United States from improved world crop infor-
mation take on a completely different character than suggested
,. 3
by the linear symmetric model. For an exporter, the trade and
"surplus" affects would lead to net benefits from a reduction
in crop forecast errors. This is shown in Figures 4.7 and
4.8..' The first diagram, Figure 4.7, shows the two period
effects of an underestimation error. As can be seen, the net
impact of perfect information would be a loss of AP-AX = aAX2
to-the exporter, where a = AP/AX. In the second diagram, Figure
4.8, the effect of an overestimation error is shown. Here,
perfect information would lead to net exporter benefits of
AP [X + AN/2].
Assuming that over and underestimation errors are
symmetrically distributed, the net effect to the exporter (the
expected value) is that they stand to lose from misinformation
E4-19
as long as the minimum level of exports X1
 exceeds the absolute
value of the incremental change in exports owing to misinforma-
tion.	 in fact, the minimum level of exports need only 1/2 the
ti
size of the incremental change in exports.
	 The net gain from
misinformation in the underestimation case is 
-equal to QP-QX
and the net loss from misinformation in the overestimation case
.`a
is equal to API. 	 + APOQ/2, 	 The expected net Joss or potential
benefit from perfect information is 2	 [X1 + OX/2] - 2P	 or
qP
2	 [Xl - aX/21.	 For this to be positive,	 it is necessary that
the minimum level of exports, X.
	 be greater than half the es.- r
timation error, AX/Z.
4.3.3	 International Production Benefits
A second major shortcoming of the linear symmetric
world trade model is it does not allow for "producer" or "buffer
stock" benefits.
	 Here, improved crop forecasts for the exporting
and imparting country can lead to net benefits from both importers
3
and exporters_	 These benefits and their impact on consumers and
suppliers within each country (exporter and importer) are showni
in Figure 4,9.	 In Figure 4.9 the benefits to importers and
exporters are shown with regard to a supply efficiency in the
r
exporting country owing to improved information.
	 As can be
seen., importers clearly benefit and exporters may al-so benefit
a'
ii
depending on the exporters' elasticities of supply and demand
And the relation to total sun
-Dlv to exhorts_
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The detailed calculation of the supply impact bene-
fits to the exporter will reveal that, over time, there is in
`i
fact a net benefit to the United States from improved crop	 -`
information through the supply effects postulated in this
study.
4.4	 The Benefits to the United States as Exporter
The analysis of the benefits to the United States
s
falls into three distinct parts: (i) consumer benefits,
(ii) producer benefits and (iii) net U.S. benefits.
4.4.1 For Consumers
In case the average period price is lower for the
improved (P 1
 ) then for the baseline (PB ) case, there is a
gain represented in Figure 4.10 by area <abcd>. The calcula-
tion of this gain - or the corresponding loss if the price re-
lationship is inverted	 can be done for each of the 24 months
over which the model has been implemented. The average annual
benefit for consumers is then:
24
ACS = t El (C5t I - CStB)/2
	
9
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	 .'A
to Importers and Exporters
w
whence
P$ Baseline Case equilibrium price in month t
PI t = Improved Case equilibrium price in month t
CB,t = Baseline Case U.S. domestic consumption in
month t
CI,t	 Improved Case U.S, domestic consumption in
month t
For a price change of opposite signr the algebra is the same,
reflecting a consumer loss_ This method of averaging reflects
the way in which price changes impact the consumers: there
is a direct gain or loss in terms of the welfare measure e.--
played here, i.e., consumer surplus_ The alternative method,
described below is preferra.ble if the results of the above
calculation are not sufficiently stable over the bane period of
the modeled effects.
4.4.2 For Producers
There are two components of the static equilibrium
analysis. Assuming a lower equilibrium average price as a
result of the improved information, there area
(i) "net efficiency gains" corresponding to the
increased trade at the lower price, represented
by	 area <ifj> in Figure 4.10
(ii) "offset trade lasses" due to the export price
being lower over the baseline range of export
quantities, represented by {-? area <abje> in
Figure 4..10. This component, however, is not
i
v^	 _

A..._.-.1-
	 __	 -
	 1
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the entire international trade effect which
will be treated separately below_
It is not meaningful to average these benefits in
the same way as for the consumers because of the equilibrium.
analysis of the producer surplus can only be derived from a
long-run downward shift in the .marginal cost-of-supply function_
We do not want to assume that the latter fluctuates from
month to . month to produce the observed or modeled prices and
quantities_	 Accordingly, the average price in the improved
case is compared with the average price in the baseline case
to obtain a valid measure of the downward shift in supply costs..
`The calculations, expressed in the same terms as were used in
4.4.1, are as follows.	 Average equilibrium pxices.for.bas.eline
and improved cases arcs'
24 :.
P 	 -	 PE/t/24t=1
24
* _
	 E	 Pl't/24PT	 y	 t=1
The average annual producer gains or losses: are the algebraic
sum of KEG and TOL given below:	 APS = KEG + TOL;
NRG = net efficiency gains = 	 (P l	- Po )	 {Ql -- Qo ) /2
TOL = trade offset losses:=.	
-CPB	 - P= ).	 {QO + QE ." CB	C )/2Y
where Po is the marginal cost of supplying the first. ton of
wheat
Af 4-27
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B
QH
	baseline world supply, c	 baseline U. S. consumption
Ql - improved world supply, CT	 improved U.S. consumption r
and the bar (as in OT} denotes an3nua? average.
4..`4.3
	 Net Gains. or Losses to the United States
With :reference ''to Figure 4.10, it is clear that the
mere algebraic combining of static consumer and producer gains 3
and losses: a-s described in 4.4,1 and 4.4_2 would result in a r
net value represented by area <ij >.= area <cdje>, since area
<abcd>	 is included in consumer and producer benefits with ;r
opposite sign.	 For the dynamic case, however, there is a
slight difference if we calculate benefits using the different
a
types of averaging described for the consumer and producer
benefit analyses.	 Nevertheless,. the combined effect is similar
to the one represented in Figure 4.10 by <ijf> - <cdje> as will
easily be seen by consideration of the numerical results obtained
with the computer model. 	 The net U.S. benefits are calculated
as the sum of ACS and APS given. in Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
}above.	 The algebraic addition, of the consumer and producer
benefits leads to the net U.S. benefits.	 Q,f course
 
if there
 
are
producer.losses they are numerically subtracted from the con.- -_
sumer gains.	 other benefits, such as -the trade effects dis-
cuzssed : :in .the . next  section,...may., ,not be; ad.ded., : :sin.ce they ,repre:--
sent different methods of subdividing the '-same 'total quantity.
4.4.4 Trade Benefits to the United States
Ad t'	 d' ff	 t ot o'	 f v' ew there are oten--L' xng a	 eren p in	 ,	 p
ti-al gains for the U.S. from increased international trade
which cannot be accounted for within the framework of Sections
4.4.1-- 4.4.3. The average price of exported U.S. wheat being
lower in the improved case than the baseline case, these are
conditional benefits, dependent on the strength of the world
demand for U.S. wheat. We present the calculations for these
potential benefits here as a matter of special interest, although
they cannot be added to the consumer and producer benefits since
that would amount to double counting. Defining
T.B = U.S, average annual exports of wheat in baseline
case
T l = U.S. average annual exports of wheat in improved
case
The net U.S. trade benefits are:
t p x	 Pol /Q z ) T12 - ( (PB S -- P o ) /Q$) T $ 2 ) /2
corres ponding to area <dnf > - area -^cme> in Figure 4.10.
These may be quite substantial, particularly if the average
price drop is small but the volume of U.S_ exports significantly 	
I
expanded. They represent increased trade revenues to the U.S.
even at the lower world price, as a result of improved wheat
crop information on a worldwide basis. of course, these bone--
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4.5
	 Estimated Long--term Benefits
Long-term net benefits to the U.S. and to the consumers
and producers of the U.S. are presented in Table 4.1. As can
be seen, long-term U.S. consumer benefits are about $287
million a year, assuming stable population and constant tastes.
	 s
Under similar assumptions, long-term annual rest of world con-
sumer benefits are likely to achieve a level of over $4.3
billion a year*. The U.S. producers show long-term supply side
net efficiencies owing to improved crop information (reductions
in risk). These gains amount to $280 million a gear. At the.
same time, wheat prices are lower by about 10 cents per bushel
on the average. When United States total production is considered,
this price drop leads to producer "offset" losses of $394 million
a year on the average. The combined effect is a net producers
loss of about $113 million a gear. Both the United States and
the rest of world also reap net trade benefits. For the United
States these are about $334 million a year. The net U.S. long--
term annual benefits to the nation from a LAN:DSAT system with
r
worldwide crop coverage are also listed in Table 4.1.	 They
are a simple arithmetic sum of the benefits to consumers and pro-
ducers, provided the trade benefits are not included separately
(they have already been accounted for). For the United States,
t
is	 *Base.d on the ratio of rest of world consumption demand for
wheat to U. S. demand.
t:
I`
^s	 r
s	 _
Table 4.1	 Average Annual Benefits to the United States.
From Improved Wheat Information
(in..mi.11ions of 1975 dollars)
Tyj2es of Benefit Benefit.
U.S.	 Consumers'	 Gains 287.69
U.S. Producers' Net Efficiency
Gains 280.12
U.S. Producers'	 Offset Losses l --393.78
Net Gains to U.S. Economy 174.03
Trade Gains for U.S. as
Expor.ter Revenues 2 333.91
Due to the lower average prices, which apply to all produc-
.Lion.
`]Mon--additive with the other benefits. 	 Due to 26k increase
in trade.
t
}
r;
{
i
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the total net benefits from these information improvements
are about $174 million.
The benefits to consumers, increased proCuction
efficiencies, foreign trade and total benefits to the United
States and the rest of world are calculated according to the
methodology expressed in earlier sections of this chapter and
using the results of the world wheat market model as described
in Chapter 3.
It is important to note that the information improve-
'	 ments occur mostly in the rest of world: all economic
effects in the United States and elsewhere reflect LANDSAT in-
formation improvements as reported in Chapter 2. Again, the
information derived from LANDSAT data is assumed to be made
available to all countries at this time, i.e., on a nondiscrim-
inatory basis, similar to present practices of the Statistical
Reporting Service of the USDA.
The results bear out some of our hypotheses and
expectations expresed in Chapter 1. United States consumers
r
benefit from public information improvements in the rest of	 +
world, wheat export trade benefits to the U.S. economy are
positive and so are the net efficiency gains in the United
States. These benefits all measure benefits to particular_
user groups.and are not fully additive. In total, the United
States gains from improved public information in free world
trade. The rest of world might also gain from improved infor-
i
1
f ,-	 f
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oration, although these effects cannot be quantified with the
same precision as for United States at present. 	 Of particular
interest is that the trade gains of the United States economy,
are positive and so are the trade gains of the rest of world,
confirming a rather old notion that both parties gain from
trade, where here the gain to both parties is due to improved
7
Rublic information on worldwide crops.
8
The quoted annual benefits are the expected values
from public information improvements of a LANDSAT type system.
These have to be compared to the expected "annualized" cost
of a three--satellite LANASA`I' system of about $60 million.	 The
benefit numbers are subject to further verification and are
more sensitive to changes in economic and technical parameters
than are the relatively certain costs. 	 The long-term benefits
listed herein may be realized by 1965 or 1990.
3
i
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Table A23 . SUN ary of : statlstical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for th	 United States
14S
Forecast Residual
Bias RSSII RS S T slope of Variance RMS
:Month MMT} 2(MMT) ,
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MIT) 2 Regression (MHT .)2 (MMT)
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Table A25 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for Au-strala
MS
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS1 RSSi Slope of Variance RMS AMS
Month ( MMT) 04MT32 ( MMT)2 Regression	 ( MMT) 2 ( MMT) (S of Actual)
May -0 8 . t, 89 179 4141 64. 04- 2' 0.3570 1 1 . 92' 465 3. 3536 825.1 08
3une 1.0296 171.1254 69.9315 0. 4:08 10. 8066 3.2873 24.6129
July -N^	 ,6-8 ,08 44"1	 8. 	 3 72, 7 6 1 6 0^ 4 322 10.5858 3.2536 24. 360 1
August -2,} 106..8747 S. 19'8 0.4697 11.191345:3 25.047 1
&e t. mt er' .^ ^^	 .^ 5 99. 0 3 w^ .46 	 k^5 . 4
. 4 84Z 
^ 1 1^y .	 ''43 :fir ^p^p^ _^ ^^{ . 1 +6^ 21,{OctOb'eX "'k . t}	 ' ►fir 1-	 -	 .wr 5%5066 10. 7886 5:.^r 846 24 .5923
November 44 ;1 ,	 .14W.2623 87.9 59 0. 6 183 8. 8215 2.970 1 C.2. e3 76
December -	 , 3	 1	 :..' 1 r . 6909 101.'369 0.6:;64 ^'. 65'29 '..'664 20.7124
January -.O 2002 138.8078 121.99„8, 0.8789 4.7568 2.1810 16. 2*96
Februa ry.4^ ` 19. 14 12.49i5 0r979 .476 1.863 1.948=
Maxcb 0 X002.. '	 137. 5400 131. 6302 0.9570 3.3146 1.8206 13.6312
,April , x. 0191 166.0650 165.5823 0.9971 0.3046 ' 0.5519 4.1 32-4
.Source:. ECON
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Table A27 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for France
M-S
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS, RSSI Slope of Variance RMS RMS
month (MMT) ( M-MT)2 (MMT )2 Regression ( MiMT )2 (MMT) C S of Actual)
14OLY - 8 70 6 16 8 140.E646 0.@353 -2?8.3b 2. 29 1 83 ---,2-14.:-."	 C.1
June 168. 39r... 140-6646 0.8353 8.3627 2.8918 14. 2,22C
July - J . 43 ,00 141.4?44 15 4 .9094 1.0950 4.353 4 12 " 0 ;36 5 10. 3D '- '' -"'5
August --1.;l- 9 ' 18 8. 3t-8 0 185 a 2 1 	 7 0. 9832  .3930 J. . '_'42 0 9	 Z-, 6
September - 0 . t-,	 5 9 208.6480 210.9110 1.0108 i.0013 1. 0006 4 V-55
October -0.6006 254.8763 238.3321 0. 9 1-1 51 r-11.2578 0.5077 2.514r:
November -0.5529 6. 6 21 239. 230 -3230.9, 0.2426 0.4926 .4395
Do. cember -0.3051 2 5 --1 . 0551'. t 7`s` E-3 9, 0. 9 -3-96 0.2149 0.4-636 2. 295 1`4
January - 0 - 2 C-I 9T' 2 3 6 .69,IE, 230:7220 0.9748 0. 1X112 0.31.- 2 1,
February -4:	 ,_,2',.,,,i 2 '-'-" 6. 1 7 7 8 2 30,  5 4 F-
5 
i C1 - 9762 0.0897 0.	 9 1-5 1AH
March - 0	 ;"? 0 9 T 2'^^ 5. 7 96 1, 2'. *. 0 . 4 1  2 0.9772 0.0814 0 1 2 ^ 5'31 1.4j2C
Apri l  -0. 20C12 233.9038 229.49 0 9 0.9 -811 Q. 0811 0. 2«4;"` 1.410C'
Source;	 ECON
(D
Table A28 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for India
MS
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS, RSS I Slope of Variance RMS "S
Month ( MMT) ( MMT) 2 (MMT)2 Regression (MMT )2 (MMT) (S of Actual)
Ma y ' 634.0051 690.8967 1.0884 '24^6697 4.5669 21.564t
June 3	 D 5 658. 66 4^'-- 7 17.4123 1.0892 2'2-403 7 4. 7 333 2 0.5503
July ."33, 9 C. 7 Cy.	 8 5	 .3 730. C-56 14 1.076.3 22.0182 4.6924 20.3727
August 0 2 ? E^ G 30	 15  O'DA 65, 9 8 . 55_';5 1.1090 22,3923 4.7846 20.7732
September 5,3.•J41  0516 1004. 1.0220 52 9 3 1.8786 8.1565
October Li	 42` 9 - Ll 9.' 4. 0 6 6 7` 996.110 3 •1.03 32 3 . 3 409 1. 8278 7. clk:M
November ' -.0. 4 136-111, 9 7 4 . 57 8 '15 ' r' 1 0 02. 6 21 w+ 1.0238 3. 1 C-83 1.7800 7. 7280
December -0. 37 1 ;3 *D 8 5. 2 6 E, 1001-1 . 0259 1.0241 3.0227 1.?386 7.5484
January - 0 T52'D 9 0	 4	 C1 94 "' 6. 9 2 66 4 1.0741 1.7921 1 ..33.  8 T, 5.61,21
February - 0	 5.: 1 '-',4 9 6 ,-,, . 4	 8 10 0!:_^	 F-1 8, ,33 1.0443 1 . ^1 711 1.23 0 8 5. 7 7 *0 1
March )6	 4308z -1331605.00 t.0443 --111., 1. 3-13N 5 .7781
April -0 54 4 .62.43:08 10 0 5. 08 1.04 4 3 1.7 711 1.3308 5.176 1
Source: ECON
1P
Table A29 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
'1
ry
to
for Italy
HS
01 Forecast Residual
Bias RSSI PSS
1
Slope of Variance R14S RMS
Month ( MMT) ( MMT )2 (MM T )2 Regression ( MMT ) 2 ( MMT) of Actual)
May 4 - C	 3'.:-,'3 7 1	 -21 5 1 9. 4`7 5 t!
June 5 58-04 3	 2 9 22 : 3 0. 3837 1. 525 1 1. 23 5 0 9.4555
July C	 17j	 i ^24 --^	 . 1 f	 -13 Q.4768 -.5I . 4815 1.219'2' -19.3352
August 0 4 6 G."r; C1 . e. 2 7 8 1.27 42 1.12 88 S. 64277
September 0	 3 ,.-- 1 1 i 4 0 . "'? 98 9 •1.1749 1 . 08 ,1319 G. 2992
Octobnr 3".  8 3 ^1 4 7' 0. ?775 1.046.7 1.0231.
November 41. E .`17;7533 'rD ,8--(" 2L3, 7 0 . 9347 1.0317 1 . 0 1 5t *'f 1 7	 7	 1
December 9 . 0 9'.."'. i 'E', . 4 3 1 0.9267 1.0212 1 . 0 1 F-15
January 0. 9:6 7 5 0 . 0 ­72 1 0.26 85 2 . 0`--',5 15
February Ef. 000r' 21. 7441. 2 1.	 4 1E3 8 0.9680 0.0549 0. 1 .79 4 _'
Mar ch !:],	 i	 7 . .99 3	 1-5, 0.9498 0.0266 OA631 1 . 2,
April 0	 Ci: P'I',4 5 2-1 .'l 7 1	 1. Fj 3 .1- 0. 9,lµ,' 5 "' 0.0046 0. 0 C"r", S 0.5} 90
Source: ECON
Table A30 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for the Republic of South Africa
MS
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS, PSSI Slope of Variance RKS RMS
Month ( MMT) (MMT)2 (MMT)' Regression ( MMT )2 (MMT) of Actual)
May 2CI	 . 47 2.	 6 8. 3 1.3-020 0.1056 0.3249 19.1465
June
--0 . 2-4	 9 2. 2030 8:60",KI 1.302 0 G.t056 0. 3249 19.1 465
July -0.	 A,4 ^ 1" 2.	 00 6 8 1.3020 0. 105G -42490. Z 19. 146^5,-
August (1	 '42.4 --T j 2.	 6 1. 3020 0.1056 0.3249 19. 14 4M5
September U 24 J'9 2. 8 6 @'*-, 1. 2020 0, 1056 0.3249 19.1465
October 9 ---2 8 1.'--30  2 0 0. 105G. 0.3249 19-. 146-5
November 0	 ` 6 2.	 j3r^4 3 2 8 2 1.2 842 0 A739 0.2719 16. 024 3
December -0. 1 1:1407 : "^ .	 T 3 9P 1 1. 0287 0.0837 .	 9 20 22 1-CI4417
Januar y - - ri . 2 09 3	 8 ID I 1. 0432 0. F4808 0. 284 2 16. -504
February -.0. 4.^	 , 1-^	 24 0.9744 0. 0 ,434 CI . 20r-113 1 2 . - 2 7 42- 
March 0 	 13. 37-, 5. 0_.,04 4. _346. 0.9596 0. 0:323 0.1797 10. 5,S90
April C, . 1 , "1 15. 0 :;,t 0 14 4 . 18 ^'-I 4 6^ 0. 9596 0. 0323 0 . 1- 7 97 1 0 . -;:*, 6
Source: ECON
W
Table A31 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for Spain
MS
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS, RSSI Slope of Variance RUS RMS
Month ( MMT) (MMT )2 (MMT)2 Regression (MMT) 2 ( MMT) (% of Actual)
May C! 7, 6 12	 9 211 Vzi . 5 G'.	 5 0.19234 1.0102 1.0051 15, 4 1 ^37
June FIP.,', 1 9104 -1 1 .	 2. 3 7 11.4159 0.9667 0, -: 3 2 15. CI 7 8
July .,"Zi7 1u9467 0.4914 0.4 1 0.19C	 - 14.9085
August 0	 Ij C1 0 C." 4.5315 2.1185 0.4675 0.9425 0 . 9 0 1 14. 8e Sv?
September 0	 0!J7 9. 57 01 7. E:.+ 1 4 0 0 . 73 1:29 C1 . 61 2 3 21 -1
October 0A191 10.917 97 7.8197 0.7122 0. -5 9021 0. 7 6 ,D I
November. 0. ail i$. 12. 7520 8. i'.94 1 Fj - E. 50 4 0.6037 0. 7 -e-T 11 .9	 55
December F1 . Ci f 0. 1. 141 0. 7 -` 90 0. 412x_. 0 . ez-, 4	 4 9. 850'
January 0.0-,t-;r. t2 7929 9,88 5E, 0. 7 7 Z 7 0. 4-31 t 0..5 w.. 6k:   10 - 0 S^- 1;
February --0. o 	 91 1 4. 10 ,11. 4 10.6294 0. 7531-S. 0.4025 0 . 631 ,1 4 9. 1 ,7292-1
M arch 0	 6 1 4. 4 04. 3 1. 0 . 8 5 4 0.7535 0,3895 u	 1 9.
April 0. 000 11 1 4 11 . 1 ,4 T, 0, 75 1S 8 0, 16 .6-48  CI 60^C
Source: ECON
LL
Table A32 Summary of Stat istical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for the United Kingdom
HS
&V	 Forecast	 Residual
Sias	 RSSI	 RSSI
	
Slope of	 Variance	 RMS	 RMS
Month	 (MMT)	 (MMT )2	 (MMT )2 	 Regression (MMT) 2 	 (MMT) (% of Actual)
Play - 0. 7 ^- 17 1 "^ .	 9'22 1.2, 0854 0. 6154 1.0722 1 . -^ 1355 t 121. 21 5 15 1
June -0,8389 25. 7739 1 4 0. 5 r'36 0. 9919 0.9960 17.5582
July ,I 	- 12 6. 3247 14. Tj - (1 0.5611 1.0068 1. 0034 17.6865
August 2,:D 	 0 7': ; F1 15,5140 0 . 53'1  ':'- 6 1. 0075 1.0037 17. 695J
September -0. 1144 17. 1 71 15-9775 0.93-05 0.5007 0.7076 12.475   12'
October - 0 .	 ^FI!5 1 2 0. 0 7 5 5 1 1:4 ^	 i 3-1 .1, 0.9531 0 24 16. 0. 49 15 8. 6648
November 0 . 2 5 7 4 0 . 8	 4 1 'D . 5 5 'r-" 0. 9360 0,2363 0.4861 8. 5695
December 175. 2 3 9 ":) 21.5941 i9.97 87 0.9252 0.2225 o:. 47 1 7 3	 15 22-4
January 0	 1 1 -S, 2 1 2,6. OG57 2 1 . 99, 6:3- 0.8458 0 . 12 131 0.4617
February 2 -1. 4` C, )_4   22.6916 0.9113 0.0537 0.231 7 :,  4.C-5q,
March 0 0 145 24	 -3, 9 4'-.", 2'2 5 1,* 0.9260 0.02352 
 
0. 1 8'(1 7 ^^3. 3 :0	 -+
.April 21 3	 18	 7 22-,	 0: 0 4 0.9503 0.0340 0 . 1 ',:,4 3 3. 24'9,.-'
Source: ECON
mouth
MayJune
July
August
September
October
November
December
Jarwary
February
March
A.p.r i 1
7 9
6i 79
6.3
7.
- 5. 6725
- 5. 6 ^-17
b
-3 . ^ 31763!-
911 r_"" 4 (.
1911.6401
.
3975. 1902
4 4 4 1125 1
4 44 6 4 25'1
'-'804, 0539
0", 2 1 5
i
,i 5 ,A . 'c.-; K, 3
6. 4. 8 3
5 3 6 4. 2 87
r 05 6  90 6, 6
6 C. 71 . 1. 1 117'',* ',
3 8:22.3 1 el 81
3 8 2 2, :"3 1 4
3 , -11 8 1 '?2:1 2^ , '3
4 Q1 k',-- '. I - 3'"', ': 5,
41-126. 1"195
3819^ 337A
3 7 2'9 - r7 :3 7:2
9 0 1 . 0 6 C-11
490 1.  0 2 8
4 9 C' I , 0 2
5 2	 3
6 1,.37 4, 17 4
Forecast
Bias	 RSS,	 RSSI
(MMT)	 (MMT ,)2	(MMT)2
Table 433 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Historical Forecast
for the 'U.S.S.R.
Ms
Residual
Slope of variance RMS RMS
Regression (M14T)2 JMMT) Of Actual)
0.9772 393-602:3 19.839 4 1 r , 'D"c-,2 7'
0 . 9772 3093. 6023 19 . C-139 4 1 G,. 9 8 2.1
0.9765 389.3090 19. 7 3 0 ,,^t 1 6 	 G3
0.9 :055 400. 4830 21 0. 0 t 2
0. 9 :055 400.4830 20.0121 1 7. 1:_ 0
1, 00 :4 0 ;:85„ 9 6 19. h- 45: 3 16. S 16-5
0. 9807 399.5451 19.9886 177	 11 04
0. 880  7 G. 8,.'34 5 1 p .67P4 15	 47"	 8
0. 8 0 .,48. 8845 18.6784 15.9689
C1. GN7
3 A 0 .	 411	 885 16. 6	 -,'7G4 15.	 6	 1)	 1
0.8634 •313 3, 6 1 6 7 18-2652 15 n 	 • 	 5 1.
1. 0015 167.2786 12 . 93 , -:!, is I 1	 0
Source: ECOW
..........
10 C>
lid '05
ta
V
Month
Table A34 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecast
for the United States
MS
Forecast	 Residual
Bias	 RSS,	 RSSI
	
Slope of	 Variance	 RMS	 RMS(MMT)	 (MMT)2
	
(KHT)*	 Regression (NNT)' 	 (MMT) (• of Actual)
771
May I^D
	 9 5 L
June 4 1	 7 d 1	 1	 4 9 Fj 9945 1	 1393 1	 0 6, 76
July 4	 6 0I 449^ i	 .:-i 0.9-417 0 1 703 0. 41 2t, E=1=1;+
1.1
t_s 3
August 0 . k.r,	5 4ZO.	 6 1 4 2' -2 . CLI I . f 3"10	 ID "54 0. ^L3C_I F 1 16 4
September Ll 'J G 3 -1 4 4 2. ,-,1 Df -7 6 0.	 i 4 i-1 . r1 q , _ -
October 1;?	 1 "34 4 2 2	 7 1 'n'5 1 .	 IIIOIL 0. 1881 C	 433f 1	 124"
November Cj':.i:j`-. 74 n80,1 -14 15 2. t 11 ,-.3	 U 1 0. 9 6 7 G, Q. 1472 0	 -3. 6; 0	 9 c: 4
December I '1	 `7":	 i1,6. 12^ ­ 9430.-j 0 . 9 -13 1" S 0 . 0 4 58 - L0.5	 5--
January 0":"AO ^ , l	 14 , 51 0 4	 51. 1.0008 0:4 2 5 0, 2060 0. t^ 3
February -4	 '. I 431r-1.	 d Z-1 4 0.'a9.-13 ^ D. 0470 L1 . 21 0. 5C5	 8,
March .3 C3, I . P^ 5-	 - .4 4[ 1 . 99 2- 7 0 . 02, 83 0.160 1-1 0	 4 3,
April
0.7,
4	 1	 1	 61. 0. '-860 0  047 0
Source: ECON
tin
P.	 -A
Table A35	 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for Argentina
MS
Forecast Residual
Dias RSSI RS:S, Slope of Variance RKS RMS
Month ( MMT) (NNT)2 (MHT )2 Regression ( MMT)2 ( KHT) of Actual)
May L L; C. 1	 I Ci. 2 -.143 G 8 Q1
June 4 t I	 L-1 0 i:, 5 01 AI	 .2t
July 0 ,^ 1 9,^. 2 1. 9433 0. 1 5
August -86. (0d'I 8 7	 Li :1 1.0057 jC, . f-1'3 5 5 0. 1 S-33 1.975 5
September 1. , 	 1 '	 •1 1.011 _'  7 0. 0. 21 9 17^ 7 3. 1436
October 5. J 61 L:. : ,-i 6: '1 I. 0 iC1 0. 0	 19 0.1
Novembe r =1. 	 i. 9 7. *171 .4 9.2, .	 C-3. I "I 0. 9507 0. 0 21. 1 0. 161 4
December 0 . F-I 2	 CI ':-' 5. 1 1 8,'2' 1.0255 0. 0433 0.208 L 2.	 1 1^
January :71. i ' 570.9e	 , 0A J. 14 -^C	 A 1.5
February CI 4 7	 -4 1 : 1 .	 cl ! I :. 1	 6. 0 . 0 2 8 Gt 0 1. 71, 4 E
March 0 0.	 1 0 . 91835 0 . F, 15 4 0. 1	 1 1	 ; 0 13
April 84'. 3` 6 0.91:1199  ^ I` . 0098 P-1 :3. E.
Sources ECON
Ch
yi
^?^"p,•..^Wk!INMMY.`r'K#Ti,%'1f+1oMRF!.±M^:_S YT . .n-",: "n!c±,r'•,au'.e^.-iP.1KTas.^",^ed'Fw-'1V 5^!p.-.e'.rn+r'ITT[.V"?sw^:f+i!a!{NRgaati^:YMSa^^'!'. 	 ^.	
.. .. ..	
-..-	 I..
3
7
3
II
Table A36	 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for Australia ^~	 -
MS
Forecast ResidualF.
Bias RSS1 RSS1 Slope of Variance RMS RNS	
r
month (KMT) (MMT)Z (MKT)2 Regression (MKT)t (1KKT) ft of ACtoal)
c. f
E
v,
Maytrii .... i;E 4 	^:1_[	 ^- 1 ^	 .. '^^^11.1.. j1	 i1 ^1	 w	 t"1 t't ^' '^ i^i 14-. 9	 5^1 {i
t
^
1
June
'Y
+^.I
	
1,„ 1	 ,' ^t :.
	
^i .	 ^.
, : ;Ti,	 .>	 >:^
^..
	
-	 -	 1'1
: r` ^..	 .,	 •_ k^. 96'52 ^%EiII	 '.:'.^t- 0. 48 ,4 8 3. r,.	 i
July ^_i	 ^a	 k	 : 1^^	 :.`^j	 3 i	 :,{r:. ,';°,=; '1. 914,39 4	 . k^	 .s 0 4^..-569 1. •_^^-	 ^`I1
August k:Ea
	
l	 ..'r 7.6-	 ^^4.:^ 1, h5	 041 ; ,q1. 0048 C.C1. IGC 6 0 4_3I20 -^. ~:__44
Septestber
_
y.^	 i i	 r '; 169.30 ;' ^< 1 ^_a^, , 6,=; L 3, C1.9963 k-	 1774 r'-' -
October 0	 1,-:4,,:1 159. x'6:;1 16 :1 . T`. &6 1. 027T 0.06, 1 0 . 25 =0 1.9, 1
November 0 0 :, 7^{^ tI_+ i1	 1'^'2,	
C' 164	 4•_1
1
1 1. 0218 fit.056 ^_0
.1742
t. ^.:367 1.	 fz`	 E
December 0	 1.	 1 1.. 1 1• L 9 1 40 01 1 k^ :1 n ^? , ' fwl l - '.713:r0 tit - 0304  1	 04• X55
- Janu.a:ry F[.	 ^ - . 0-11-I ^	 it	 { , 011.;1 1 6^1 C-4. ^1 X11- Q 0. ^938 0.0372 0. 19	 a}}A 1.4'1461
'	 February,]°
'1 ^^i
- 
l:	 IS 1^ ,., :_	 _	 11	 . ^l	 15 h1,	 ^„1	 I	 `1 ,^,',0 .	 r 1 ^=t . 04"7 1
k
L-1. 2171 1.625
'March .	 7 1	 ^i 1i_i l .^	 r1..	 _^^^u 1r,',^. 120 :7 n 'a	 ^' t_i :^r^7.	 ti l • 1	 `^1 1	 . I t.	 ^^' J 5	 f
- Apr il - ^_^ .	 Sri ^;_^'"I' .. I	 .,	 !	 -.. L +.^1' '^ c	 I	 !.:. F ^^ 0 . "^ -E 65 0 . ^,;,'^ ^ .131_I 0 n 1 3 i 1 • 0 27' •^ 
Source: ICON ----
summary	 Statietical : Analysis Of 
Simulates Forecasts
ofTable A37 for Canada
NS
r Residual i
rh ForecastSias RSSI RSS{MMT e
Slope o! Variances{M1^T}2
>^M$(lIMT}
1tM8
I; Q! actual)
(N KT) CHMT} Regres :sianMonth
391. 49
a ^:^	 7a	 .^i'^{ 1 • •...Vine
Jul
-w .-,^	 ,	 ', t=„. •.i ..f	 r-?
,.-,-,.^
1. 0 15 0
^:
^^	 L E Y I
k^N1'^.'_'1:1^ :..:_.,
August
_,
.' '	 ^"^ 1. 4^.^4^;a 0.; 1 9 0:	 4	 r ^•
=.
Se tembeF 419.^^^'t:_ 409 . 604 6 +^ i'r, N	 ! ^^^.^	 , ^.ti. . c 	
_
October r^	 S7fity.
i
_
-^ - •-,2 0.9932 0.1158 0	 4V-i4
^.y.,.^
1.52	 _rt
'November
4 17-07 9 7 --{{	 ^. 11 , r, 1-, r=iIIecem#aer 1 1. ^ ^^	 ? E,'`' F1 E: ; ,	 r`' 1	 1 0 .	 ; 1,;j ^ ^^ . 0^,,^ u . _ _
iFebruary
- f -0.0867 .; r
a'a , .^,ri:• T;
 1 i 00 N 1`51.' 1.	 i';^
39
. ^i1 ,: i ^7
30.01 00
-
0. 1 001   0	
,7 7Ji 4 ,+7 E.March krN 032 1 406, X856 -I^^:^.^I.9021 ^.^ r'^
April
SPpr-co c Scow
e
-
r ems.
CD
...	 nub.
—nJi14VfL^Cl.., _	 ._.!'f 	 -. . ._-_.:_ .. 'l,ii&w: #`c`a	 .. _.	 = Yw4.e.: ..mr'	 iItlS{i	 _—ii i :eL@^.u/d1• Y —	 -d'
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Table A40	 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for Italy
Ms
Forecast Residual
Bias RSSI RSS1 Slope of Variance ROSS RMS
month ( MMT) (MMT)2 (MMT)' Regression ( MMT ) 2 (MMT) Of ACtU&I)
May 0622 1	 55 7 2 ,-.., 1 1	 Fj 12" 3 9 1. 024'" 12" 0. -512 2. C. 3 8 9
June 0 5 -2-Ct. 9112, `: 1 6 x:1. 	 4'2" 71 0.9	 312 k1,09310 0. 3051 2	 60
July 0 185 1;` . 'r'   5 1. 0540, G. I C150 0.3240 2. 4 S CY?
August 0 4 0149 224 O^C . 1 -1.9439C 0 0.1 415 0	 78 _
September 0	 C1 -5 0 6 1.	 1 b" 8^ 6 19. 8	 16 1. 0:3 6, 2 0 03:92 C1. 19 :81 1.5167
October 'j	 0 1,	 Z. - "I I . 4 6,1"! --.A-- 2 0. 9 7 G 5 -0,9('71 0.0457 0...2137 1.
November C,	 1 "j . L.":	 J. 20,6792 20.6U4 1.0004 0 . 0 3 0 2D 0.1741 1.3-331
December 0 . 0 "'.3 i	 t-,4 0 E! 20.59M 1.0097 -1.0225C -1.1501 1.1490
January - 0. 01: 2	 x 2` 8 1 2"1.5F  11 7 0.9654 0 . 0247 0.1573 1 . 2045
February 0 . 0 1.4 IC; 20. 82 ^ :- 2 2 Q-1 . 925 Cj 1.0049 0. 4.048 0.0693 0 . 5'-::0 
March [. 1 .	 () 4 20 2' 1 . C1 4 5 2 1. U4 4:1 7 0.9998 0. 41-0,41 0.0642 0. 4'^ t IS
April 0. 0 1 . 2 l.. :3.2 '-D 0 1 . .[9 C 1 -J 0. 99;  8. 0. @024 0.0488 0.3( .35
Source: SCOM
Table A39	 Summary of Statistical Analysis csf Simulated Forecasts
for India
HS
Forecast Residua l
Bias RS.Sl RSS I Slope of Variance RKS RNS
Month ( XMT) (KHT )l ( MMT )2 Regression (MMT) 2 ( MMT) of actual)
May 0. 0	 6 -i' 4 0 ^ .4 ,J t, C).	 513 2 , 9'Z1
June 1 7 0.	 05 4 11 i	 4 : 15 0.954 4 C1. , 4 7 '15:0 C1. C4 -
July 5 1	 21 . 482 1 11k ,:^ -'5 1 0. 9548 0. 2894 0. 5371 9 2.
August 0, 2 .1 C	 -1 8,19 1 o	 ^5	 2^ 1. CYN-i2 0. 44 -F 1 el, C I- - IQ 8 b -2. 5F
September 0	 C^ 1 6.	 7' 1 0 7"' . 0 8 1 .20 101'2.324S 0.9947 0.465 6 0. e-c-.24
.
.1 . 9.-,:,,
October 0 1 . 1 4	 9 - I	 :. C.'110 9 . ^ '1	 - 61^ - 9:6 -, 300. 0C 0.
November S0	 0 5 !6 G^ , i 10	 6 9	 15 10:88.142: ­^', -`ate  5 3` 1Q.0t E 9 0.1300 0. 564^--
December " I . j j .,-, ^.^ 2.	 16 '1 .^ j;'€Y=1 0 . 9905 0. F19 C1 7 0 L
January -0. 1 C1 	 5 . i D 1 -'4 8 10 7^?	 32- 4 0 9971 6 0. IA 453 O^3811
28
1.6547
February - r	 I15Li	 ,	 ; 1 1	 9 47 11'"J	 -.	 -'	 f-'^N':. 11 - L C	 4 5410	 4.
March
5 Li 	 j,	 0 2 0 1C. 10	 5 4 i--'l^	 -1 L-1, ^21 , - 4 3 0 04 4 C1. 2*0 11 7 13 1 0 :,< 
April 0	 0 6^ 0 -11..1 	 0, :_ I ". , - I '], 0	 0 2 '." 4 C! . 1 	 4 0	 7
Source: ECON
MS
Residual
RSS I 	 slope of	 Variance	 RMS	 RMS
{MMT )2	 Regression (MMT )2	 (MMT) (* Of kctU&I)
2, U	 ?-03' 0. 0-620 3. 6 5 E. 0
1, 4 4 0 .9740 -1-21^,Wll 0. F1463 727 62, 2
4	 0 1 0189 0 10 2 5 0. 0499 2. 9424C-
^t,	 ^:J ­ Ll'-	 -1 1. 0131 0  CI 2'5 0. 050,0 2. 9 4-;"
5,	 1 4 6 0. 98 ,1_1 0 1,	 0 Cl ,. 2 1 0. 0457 2. E--9 4 4?
0 9 9 8 71 0. 0021 0. VJ4555.
0 8 2 G:
.
0 	 999-C, f'D. 0020 CE) . 0 4 4 61 2. 62`9,-
Q .4. 4 6, 1. [1253 0. C1028 0 .	 4 :3. 1 4 52
5.0335 1 . 002`7 U. P1 1007 0. 0270 1 . 59 3' 51
5. 0154 1.0159 0.009 - 90. 02 9 ^ 1 . 7607
5. ID 13 1. 0174 0. 0 0 05 0. 62-122
-7I .
0.19901 0. 0:002 0. r-11 i 53 0. 9035
Table A41 Summary of statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for the Republic of South. Africa
Forecast
Bias RSSI
Month ( MMT) (MMT)2
May L., `5 1.
June ..35'
July Vii, I, I	 PI 1 6
August A . .. 9440
September Cj	 x;1 1 253 21	 4
October 0	 CI 5 4 5, i=1 9 '
November 1111	 0 11-i 19 0 . 3
December -0. 2, 6
January _0 a (10 5. 0 ell' - 7
February 4 4 . 9 3;,LI9
March 4^ 9 2i 0
April 0. 0C,14":
Source: 3Com
LI
Table A42	 Summary of Statistical Analysis Of Simulated Forecasts
for Spain
MS.
Forecast Residual
Bias RSSI RSS, slope of variance RMS RMS
Month (MMT) (HMT) (MMT )' Reg ression ( HXT)2 (MKT) (• Of Actual)
may -GAIS IS13133 10,0308 0.9829 W0193 0.1711 2.6240
June 6.0525 14.078 13,8004 0.92 33 0. 0362 0. 002 2.9174
July SAW 16.5325 14.63P5 0.8851 0. 0225 0.1498 2. 297 S.
August 0.0150 15.0527 14.2213 B.09?1 0.0373 0.031 2. 96 1`:
September -0 . 0/7 11.38A 13.1110 0.9796 0.0307 0 . 053 EMU
Octobe r 0.0248 13.3337 33.1830 0.9887 0.001 0.1267 1.94A
November - 0.0054 12.0745 015604 1.0409 0.0123 0.1110 I& Q21
December 0 ^ 0299 12.7329 12.3075 I.Ml 0.015 3 0.1237 1. AT'.
January - 0.0002 12. 9 3 69 33 . 0380 1.0078 0.0079 &0829 1. NOD,
February 00043 14.5411 12.8320 0.9492 0.0109 0 . 1046 1. 6039
March 0.0022 13.3460 13.2158 0.9949 0.0024 O,oq9@ 0. 750.---;
April &@196 1S.2320 13.2149 0.9937 0.0035 0.@507 0.905
Source: ECON
... ...... .
i
Table A43 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for the United Kingdom
I
MS
Forecast Residual
Bias RSSI RSS Slope of Variance RMS RM.S
Month ( MMT) (MMT )2 (MMT )' Regression ( MMT) 2 (MMT) of Actual)
May 2 1	 71e l 	 I	 I 0. 9 "76 '34
June P)	 7 2	 ^ 1 - 3 5 19 1. 0 11 11 C	 3 1 4 0.1 -3.125f
July 2 3 	 4:311 2 15 7 0 - 9481 0, 02 411 2. 7 , .4
August t. [1498 -^60, I-4C 2. 478:.
September G1 76 C1 ^ 1	 7 2	 ^2	 9
October 0 5 1 1.0119 0 0 ,09 4
November C i 6 3 2 21»	 I E, `4 F-1. Ell 18 0. 10 8
December 21 	 i"' '
	
"
t	 0 0. 99 !07 O.tMO6 "i.	 1 0 1 1. 18 1 1:117
January 0	 C.	 4 ,:^	 (.^^ ^j2-, o	 5 1	 1 ^i j 71 1. 0093 0	 0 1 C1 ":.D 1 0. 0454 0	 0 C,
-February
rj,
214 29 1. 0029 0. N14 C	 03 ` 8 6,1
March 1; IJ 5'^ U I
F1 D
April t	 46 1 0. 9952 b G. i;- 4C
Source: WON
iC
Table A44 Summary of Statistical Analysis of Simulated Forecasts
for the U.S.S.R.
Ms
Forecast Residual
Bias RSS, RSS 1 Slope of Variance RMS RMS
Month (KHT) (MMT)' (MMT)^ Regression (MMT) 2 (MMT) (S Of Actual)
May '1042, k. 0- 964 9 50'.- 4. C1 I 9 1 G; q
June 85 4 " . 99^A5 E Ll" . " 1 4 5 7 2	 LI 2	 St	 l: t`	 5
July 1369 C ., CI P 5 7 Ell	 i,	 '. ,	 ^ L'.	 ..)	 ^ 0.99211; 7 . 1 12'T5 6697 2,-:-5,-
August G	 0 21. 3 1 90,00. ^`-*64 4 r.2"'	 0 - ^ I - 6 6, 3 9	 1 1 4	 -j:E, 3. 8027
September k: -, 04: 89-,."Isl 9153.  1. e2"' 6;
c
0. 95,6, 15 7. 4184
8 0
2.	 2 '-3 7
- I	 4 G, =
3	 1
October - 0. 0 ,3 s--" :; 1 4	 15 9 IS 9 ir' .1 ,J -	 5 1 0.9804 4. 1- 6
.
November I rj ot) 8 8 2	 17 .3 1 0 . 9 947 5. M23 :^.4274 0 7 9
December 0 2, 5 9 6 3 :'	 8 :	9 iE3 7 '3 - 6 0 4 1 . 0097 313,211 5 6
8 t 4 G 4 7'. 1, . 0004 22. 3110 1. 5202 1	 2. 0 1January
;7	 C 6
.
9 1	 1 4 0, 9934 3.t7O9 OTC 1.524February
0. 1., 3, 518. 4 5    2.,,^ 8, 6":7, 8. S- I F5^ ^.,I i . 0154. 1.5765 1	 0 -1 1 4March
CI 0'.-D, C'.	 4 0. 84'76Apr il
Sources BCON
APPENDIX B
Empirical Result Data
:gym.... ..	 .....
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Table 8.1	 Hufean Demand for Wheat in thi a 'u w a l
V&]ORD	 Per Capita Human Demand in the U.S. g
VRD15DL•1	 Per Capita Human Demand in the U,S. Lagged One Period
VPNWL:2	 Con-sta!nt Dollar Cash Price of Wheat .Lagged Two Periods
VINCPBD	 Constant Dollar Per Capita Income Al
DRRfi` Dun^maraes	 or	 t	 Quarterummy .Variables f	 4h	 19fi4
>UM651 d 1	 quarter 1965an
VIA 
VD2	 Seasonal Dummies
VD4
C	 Constant
it* an of. De•,pendeant Variable is 65.0,3252
Independent
	
Estimated	 Standard T- Mean of
r'Variable . Coefficient	 Error Statistic Variable
VIt:^[^:^L l kr• . ', 1	 1	 i 1.	 1%	 W	 (0. l	 l.x^ 651	 lets rVJZ
t
-^,. _ -°:	 i . l r ^ ^_ 
----'---- ------._....{+; 
^-,^,°^^+._>. c, ^ 1vE°+r°t L;f --l.^^t?ll^l.•^^' )<T4.1^^cv:^^.^rJ
IV
 1r,C.k- Li a7t -,	 j^f.^^^..	 t ryeJ._	 .e'; / %	 ts`. ().U2ts^:7isf,
€
Li1J >tc.kµ •:^... e.^';u;•(1^.4	 14.4:e.s.`.i;/1-,44 64w	 1?2	 L, :5 040266_.333
-11 0 02U	 33;
Y : 1 i:' ,.	 -; 14	 :.,f'	 ^ ^,^,	 .	 i	 1 ^lbli- oUU;:f: 1 iil25tiU[►.R[,G a
..,	 :_'^,L,.t,4 Yr 4a	 ,kts`.+ c .1c>F 002'Sf)Gt C1CiU
F. ^--`bis•^ S	 •°-fii!t^e;.....i_,	 k.i.G./l e1.84btuAt^ 0l2to00a0(A0
_4.	 - l l:	 •	 .	 :'T.\, 0 1! .	 I ^ 4 1^.^^ .l ^S^N 140 1 . 1 f5 w^^.R'jV (IVVQV
R-Squared = 0.8614
R^Squared (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) 	 0.8329 m
F-Statistic	 ( 8 .	 39) - 30.2894 N
.. Durbin-Watson Statistic ( Adj. For 0 Gaps)	 1.56:2.6
Number of observations - 48
Sum of Squared Residuals = 7779.05
Standard Error o f the Regression = 14.1231
Table B.2 De1*4nd For Wheat as Annual Feed in the U.S.
Va1r ^;albles ,. + ,
FVrDMOT First Difference of Feed Demand Per Annual
FDIFDNOT First Difference of Feed Demand Per ' Annual	 Lagged One Period
'I FD2PMW First Difference of What Prise in Lagged Two Periods
€.	
^'t'
VD1
.. DVD1
IMAP VD2
DVD2
VD4 Seasonal Dummies for the periods 3/64-4/67 and 1/68-4/72
DVD4
C
DC
Mean of Dependent: Variable is	 0.0000
V AR lAULE t AiL F F 1 C 1 k NT b k"6m STATISTIC V A11;Ax11.€
F D IFUN43 T -sr. b01 s n!!44 0.17 ! 's'r %us -20.9278 b4 ! 0 0.000*.QOi09^
Fu2pm i! - 0*GVV 0043 3 O. 00000; 22 -1••sra'ab3!'.a3 -l.7 15b7b45
Vol
-0.uu'azU7u? p •Udo 13131 -l•d6b22770 0023b2,9410
UVD I U.u"18::4Tb 4.00a 2s:i1 4•b39804by 8.14TDy6T@
VWe U.GOO 104t i -1 •b2Z6hZb7 O•?_35 'r_^i410
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VDA -0.%J004 1,? I7 u.uUp 1 U:: kG -4.buG42a2Fi a•1b47Uyfi4
DVO4 sa •406ft4l 4i5 0.0001bw 10 0 & 3470ta 78
C U. L-Gtu P,41 1 1000000000
LOC -o . 066E.r . 127 n.Grfu 18 : 1 4 -3. :Oa7bba4a O,ssBR'3y2f.
i
i
x
t
F
d
R-Squared	 0.9697
R-Squared ( adj. For Degrees of Freedom) 	 0.9583
F-Statistic (9 ► 24) = 85.2627
Durbin-Watson Statistic ( Adj. For 0 Gaps) - 1.9480
Number of Observations = 34
Sum of Squared Residuals = 0.387844E-06
Standard Error of the Regression = 0.127123E-03
to
I
w
Cr^.^^.x!es!y?++c+x
Table H,3 Seed Demand For Wheat in the U.S.
First Difference of Seed Demand in the U.S.
First Difference of Spot Wheat Prices
Fir:Et Difference of Futures Wheat Prices
First Difference of Average Price of Substit-ates
First Difference of Seed Demand Lagged One Period
^C O
Variables...
FDSD
FDPMS
FDFAW
FDFAS
FDSDL
dean of Dependent Variable is 684.7000
VAR I AbL f, LUE F V 1 CAE NT L IMON STATIST IC V AR IAhLC-
FpWM 104 .ai227y46$ ^sl .c' Ib I1 75L .'3.243744 85 7.I5r999096'1
FOtAW 1 It * ;ab 7oM2 4 y 1.2bbG 4+74 10 kbbbsoo ba -2.b9374060
FpFAs -149 ► 8542?571 123 ab1477 Wfti4 -1 ►212426 39 -0.81250000
F050L OeV9^jS7013 b.217bbh b3 1.06471443 -21?.b9999390
R-Squared - 0.7374
R-Squared ( Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) - 0.6061
F Statistic .(3, 6) - 5.61711
Durbin-Watson Statistic ( Adj. For 0 Gaps) - 2.1239
Number of Observations - 10
Sum of Squared Residuals - 0.136586E 09
Standard Error of the Regression - 4771.20
m
E
A►
Variables...
VSC	 Level of Commercial Stocks
VFAWPMW	 Spread Between Futures and Spot Prices for wheat
VSCLI	 Level of Commercial Stocks Lagged One Period
VD1
VD2	 Seasonal Dummies
VD4
C	 Constant
Mean Of Dependent Variable is 273-3904
INDEPENDENT	 ESTIMATED	 STANDARD	 T_	 MEAN OF
VARIAULL	 COEFFICIENT	 ERROR	 STATISTIC	 VARIABLE
VFAWPMW	 oo545009760	 -5*48633294
VSCLI	 0&69020421	 13obBS68351	 276,70288086
Vol	 -4Zs&97752380	 17*95742798	 -2*44898701	 0o24444443
VD2	 ---57070Zs7463q	 17obbb93237	 -3e2-2603035	 0*24444443
	
-25o19372559	 -1*30074638
	 Goftbbo6bb
	
tai *35444641	 19*32029724	 3*17564678	 1000000000
R-Squared - 0.8575
R-Squared (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) - 0.8392
F-Statistic (5, 39) - 46.9303 to
Durbin-Watson Statistic (Adj. For 0 Gaps)
	 2.1225 et
Number of Observations = 45
Sum of Squared Residuals - 65846.4
Standard Error of the Regression - 41.0898
r'DAH	 First Difference of Area Harvested
VFAT	 Level of Wheat Futures Price
VAHL
	
Level of Area harvested Lagged One Pe
DUH67	 Dummy Variable
C	 Constant
:Mean of Dependent Variable is 688.4165
INDEPENDENT	 ESTIMATED	 SfN
VAUAOLE:	 COEFFICIENT	 ERROR
VF •AM	 25.54772949	 5.53797154
VAHL	 -0-4".7.7,4601
	
0.19673377
DUM67	 3640.33862305	 1243.90966797
C	 5015.21484375	 41.02.26171875
R-Squared • 0.8074
R7Sgaa-red (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) - 0.7352
F-►Statistic (3, 8) w 11.1817
Durbin-Watson Statistic (Adj. For 0 Gaps) - 2.5654
Number of Observations - 12
Sum of Squared Residuals - 0.112581E 08
Standard Error of the Regression - 1186.28
t
it
Variables...
Le B.5 Area Harvested for Wheat
b
1
in the U,S,
'
3
1
riod 1
14EAR OF
ii
-
STATISTIC VAR IABL-E
4,61319256 183,34915161
-2.36434174 20024.500000.08
I
2.92652893 0.083333301. i
1.22254848 1.00000000
I
i
!I
j
i
tip
i
j
t #
v►
' 	 111
Table 8.6 Rest of World Demand for Wheat
Variables...
ROWTDNS
	
Per Capita Rest of World Demand for Wheat
LROWTDNS
	
Per Capita Rest of World Demand for Wheat Lagged One Period
G	 PMWCPL
	 Deflated Price of Wheat Lagged One Period
PMACPL
	 Deflated Average Price of Soybeans and Corn
	
	 Lagged One Period
C	 Constant
'	 Kean of Dependent Variable its 3086.4285
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT ERROR STATISTIC VAR'1:A9LE
LROWTONS -0941239303 0.21422613 -1092603548 30'1Ywy4S74372
P140CPL x-683.3837890.6 164 014626001 -3,W71189204 1 w 67a75967
PMACPL 1043.29467773 52030297bb2 2e.961356:16 1.48441849
C . 3b10016284180 158.7203.6133 4063008595 1.00000000
R-Squared . 0.7090
R-Sq &red (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) - 0.5635
P-Statistic (3, 6) = 4.87308
Durbin-Watson Statistic (Adj. For 0 Gaps)	 2.4541
Number of Observations - 10
Sum of Squared Residuals - 158541.
Standard Error of the Regression - 162.553
Y
14
r
'k
f
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Fable B.8 Wheat Futures Price Adjustment
Variables...
FDFAW Change in Futures Price
FDLAGFA-W Change in.Fut.ures Price Lagged One Period
FDUSHF Change in U.S. Wheat Forecast
FDROWRF Change in R.O.W. Wheat Forecast
D643
D644
D645 Duey Variables for March through June 1964
D646
C Constant
Dl
D2
D3
D5
D Seasonal Dummy Variables
D7
D8
D9'
D1U
D2l
FDSPR. Change in Spread Between Futures and Spot Prices
toito
r-rr.rr.rrrr^	 ..	 ,.	
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Table 8.8 Wheat Futures Price Adjustment
(continued)
INDERENOENT ESTIMATED STAkOARO
VARIA9LE COEfFIGIENT ERROR
FOLAGFAM 0.19140504 0.09492625
FOUS"P -0.33331215 0024241602
FOACkmF
-0.09920432 0.069CS700
Sod
0643 -14.S09665F9 i.9tl466494
91
0644 S.4S0312t0 6.013.T{046
064S -24.20919600 5.92493069
C646 -29.88491621 6.23046674
L 1.43351341 1.10033614
C1 11.Tb9162t6 2.61949.734
02 -2.94069266 2.93914926
03 -1.9453211t 2.58491906
C4 -1041514902 2.58265305
OS -3.96366726 2.64404459
Ob -1.45161204 2005196141
01 -3.2614 1642 3.22145S14
04 L 049*.DL'34 20 52x34415
Q9	 y 2.31624506 2049739361
010 1.44571304 2052949006
011 -0.63S44516 2.51ST5.164
FOSMI  0.00942406 0.054 39791
R-SQUARED • 0.4777
R-$QUAREO 4'A9J. FOR DFGREtS OF FREEDDMI
	
0.3194
F-STAIIST1Cl 1941011 s 4.66163
	 -
011R61k-WATSCN STATISTIC I-ADJ. FOR	 0 OAFS1 -	 1.8109
T-	 MEAN OF
	
STATISTIC	 rARtABLE
	
202442656	 -0.20615701
	
-1+37495499
	
0.06194341 i
	
-1029603511
	
O.SS311696
	
-2.41084446
	
0.00126446
	
0*00612631
	
0.00626446
	
-4.062S4242
	
0.00326446
	
-4019041195
	
0.00926446
	
0.19492515
	
1.00000000
	
-0.66565539
	
0.08264434
	
-0.6:1012116
	
0.01244456
	
-O.1S25SIO2
	
0.002644$6
	
-O.S114061.5
	
0.06264456
	
-1.46669191
	
0.01204431
	
-0.51:101492
	
0.09090906
	
-1.01054096
	
0.01264456
	
0.41361006
	
0.06264454
	
0.92,746496
	
0.0/264454
	
O.S114S246
	
0.06264436
	
-0.33ZIOISI
	
0.04264456
	
0.09974426	 -0.06521126
WPM. 4F URtt.VA I I UNS - 121
SUM aF SQUARED RtSIDUALS	 3132010 r
STANDARD ENUO* OF TAE REGRESSION + 	 S.S6474	 O
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Table B.9 Long Speculation
Variables...
VLS
	 Level of Lang Speculation
SIGMA	 World Crop Forecast Error Deviation
VLAGLS
	 Level of Long Speculation Lagged One Period
C	 Co.nst sent
A00001
A00002	 Almon Lag Variables on Futures Price of Wheat
A00.003
Mean of Dependent Variable is 43040.7773
tNDEPENDENT ESTIMATED 5TAN[}ARD T- — lI^AN 0
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT ERROR STATI STIC VARIABLE
SIONA 5259.90234375 1701.32.006836 309165859 7.14731026
VLAGLS 0.94311857 0.04307560 21.89448547 43040-.44921875
C -36665.48437500 14289.343750.tO -2.56593132 1000000000
A00001 50.94000244 73.81562805 0.69009775 208.88495093
A00002
	
-85.33654785	 61.98852539	 -1.37664986
	
419.41286133
A00003	 126.58135986	 72.55676270
	
1.74458313
	
21.0.70773315
R-Squared - 0.8251
R-Squared (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) = 0.8176----
F-Statistic (5.116) = 109.469
Durbin-Watson Statistic ( Adj. For 0 Gaps) - 1.4631
Number of Observations = 122
Sum of Squared Residuals = 0.801904E 10	 to	 *.
Standard Error of the Regression = 8314.42
-^F'	 WA -PIP
Table B.9& Long Speculation
DISTRIBUTED LAG INTERPRETATION
COEFFItTENT STaD• ERRR
0	 50.94	 73082
1 -60* 72 	35*87
2 -8504	 61,99
3 -22 * 90	 35.91
4	 126 * 6	 72-56
T-STATISTIC PLOT OF THE LAG DISTRI BUT IQ ( 0 ) AND STAR. ERROR SANDIO
	
0 * 6901	 +
	
-1.693	 +
	
-1.377	 +
1-0,,6377
	
1.7
.
45	
----	
+
Mean Lag = 24.0907
Standard Error = 21.6556
Sum of Lag Coefficients = 8.56033
Standard Error - 28.5012
Table B.10	 Short Hedging
Variables,
VSH Level of Short Hedging
SIGMA World Crop Forecast Error Variation
VLAGSH Level of Short Hedging Lagged One Period
C Constant
A00001
A00002 Almon Lag Variables on Futures Price of Wheat
A00003
Mean of Dependent Variable is	 55938.0000
INDEPENDENT ESTIMATED	 STANDARD T- --REAW OF
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT	 ERROR STATISTIC VARIABLE
SIGMA 13304.07031250	 2818,14868164 4o72085381 7,14731026
VLAGSH 0o857342172	 0.05007131 17,12242126 5S851.51562500
C -90086.37500000	 2216t.01171875 -4.06508350 LoO0000000
A00001 -52.36065674	 135.75070190 . -0.38571185 208.88095093
A00002 -56.82987976	 113.58148193 -0,50034457 419.43286133
A00003 179.50952148	 131o08242798 1.36943913 210e70773315
R-Squared - 0.7413
R-Squared (Adj. For Degrees of Freedom) = 0.7302 -
F-Statistic (5,116) - 66.4949
Durbin-Watson Statistic (Adj. For 0 Gaps) = 1.6890
Number of Observations = 122
	 to
Sum of Squared Residuals = 0.251295E 11
Standard Error of the Regression
	 14718.5
.........	 .... 	 . 	 .	 .	 ..... 	 . ..
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Table B.10a Short Hedging
DISTRIBUTED LAG INTERPRETATION
OE FLCIENT MD. ERROR T-STATISTIC PLOT OF THE LAG DISTRIBUTION(*) AND ST80. ERROR BAN011
0 -52..36 135.8 -0.3857	 +	 *	 t
1 -84.70 64.08 -1.322	 +	 *	 + .
2 -56.83 113.6 -005003	 +	 *	 +
3 31.24 65.11 0.4754	 +	 *	 +
4 17905 131.1 1.359	 a	 +	 *	 +
Mean Lag - 36.378!9
Standard Error - 19.4753
Sum of Lag Coefficients = 16.8614
Standard Error = 49.7082
b0
i
APPENDIX C
THE ACCURACY OF LANDSAT CROP AREA MENSURATION AS A
FUNCTION OF FIELD SIZE AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION
The mensuration error for crop acreage, isolated from
identification error and other sources of error, has been char-
acterized in the NASA's Task Force Report * by the relationship
A	
(C.1)
e +2kc
where e = relative error of pure mensuration
a	 pixel area (approx. 1.1 acres)
A - field size in acres
k.- adjustment factor for secondary)
processing.
While this is a useful first-order analysis of the early results
obtained by NASA principal investigators, it is misleading to
apply the formula (C.1) to further expected performance results.
The implication in the Task Force Report that error can be re-
duced to zero by increasing the acreage under consideration is
false. Further difficulty with the use of (C.1) occurs in re-
lation to statistical significance of results. Actually, (C.1)
is a geometrical rather than a statistical relationship. A. sim-
ilar "inverse square root law" of area dependence can be derived
from standard statistical theory, which also offers confidence
*D.D.Wood, "The Use of the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) For Crop Production Forecasts," Draft
final report by Task Force on Agricultural Forecasting,
July 1974.
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limits for the cited relative error.
C.1	 tatisti	 for Acreage Mensuratio	 ror
The approach taken here, while rather simplified in
terms of the complex phenomena in •rolved in using LA.NDSAT-MSS to
mensurate acreage, is sufficiently detailed to permit a thorough
first-order review of the issues raised by the Task Force Re-
port's (TFR) discussion of the theoretical limits of accuracy;
and particularly to review use of Equation (C.1) in TFR. There
are two important issues at stake;
(i) What is the statistical. significance of the formula
for relative error?
(ii) What happens in the aggregate, i.e. over a large num-
ber of distinct fields of one crop?
in this appendix a new expression for relative error will be de-
rived from the Binomial probability distribution which includes
(C.1) as a special case; and a proof will be offered showing
that the relative error does not diminish towards zero as the
number of fields of one crop in the total acreage increases.
C.1.1	 Basic Description of the Binomial Model
The errors in acreage mensuration by use of ERTS-MSS
data are almost entirely due to the uncertainty associated with
!	 fborder pixels, as the TFR points out in detas.1.	 The pixels
Pixel = one picture element, which references approximatelyk	 1.1 acres on the ground.
r
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which are "pure" crop, i.e., reflect the interior of a field are
assumed to be correctly classified with 100% accuracy after com-
puter processing of the digital tape. Needless to say there
may be considerable work involved on recognition algorithms be-
fore this result is achieved, but for the time being let us
assume it can be done for t_he'major crops of interest and with
regard to any field of more than .10 acres. Next consider that
"border" pixels (see Fig. C.1) i.e. those which are located along
the field boundary and thus do not reflect " pure" crop of one kind,
are correctly classified with probability q1 = 1 - p l . In other
words, the error rate of type is failing to include the pixel
area in the field area, is 100p1 $.
 The false alarm rate, dr
4^.
type Ir error is similarly assumed to be a fixed ( but possibly
unknown) probability p 2 . Also q2	 1 -p2.
Interior Pixels
Field Area
of
rigure C.1 Pixe1 Grid over A Field
Area "A"
r
-.---Border Pixels
9
rC-4
C.1.2
	
	
Calculation of 95 Percent Confidence intery
for Relative Error
The expected error for a single border pixel is
p(ql + p2 ) - a if that pixel is in fact 100x$ crop. The para-
meter "a" will in general present a problem, particularly since
it will vary anywhere from 0 to 1 with unknown distribution.
To eliminate it from the model, assume (as does TFR) that the
average border pixel is a 50-50 mixture of crop and other
content-
a - .5	 (C.2)
t
4	 For the entire border area, there are
4
N N
	  vA/a	 (C.3)
Y
Y
1
r
t.
	
	 pixels, where 4 is a shape factor. For square fields, for in-
stance, P = 4. If the pixel area is written:
a = r2	 (C.4)
then the equation (C.l) can be expressed as:
N H
 = ji\(A/ r	 (C.5)
The number of border pixels classified (correctly or incorrectly)
as belonging to field of crop is a random variable with a bino-
mial distribution. Multiplying by the area of a pixel (r2)
leads to the following expression for the total error of acreage
mensuration:
f
C-5
(A - A) : NB r 2 (0.5 (ql + p 2 ) - 0.5)
- 0.5NB r2(p2 - Pi)
(C.6)
0. 5 V r XA (p2
 - pl )
where A means a statistical estimate of area A based on the
binomial probability model. Dividing (C.6) by A to get the
relative error:
^.	 w	 1
E ^A A Al = 2 p K (p2 - p l )	 ( C.7)
1
The above expression represents an expected value in the stat-
istical sense derived from the binomial model.
In the case of square fields the expression ( C .7) can
now be compared with the TFR error formula e = 2kK since (C.7)
yields a = 2r	 - pl). However, even in the event that
k - p2 - pl ( leading to numerical equivalence), the meaning and
Interpretation of the two .formulae differ substantially.
Using this same model,
	 it is possible to obtain an
approximate 95% confidence interval
w
for the relative error of
mensuration
	
^A - A
}A
Prob [ER-(1.96)1^V R
	 [
w
A n A^ < RR (1.96) VVR	 .95
s
e` 	 where	 ER = 2UrA 	 {p2 - pi)
Uri (C.8)V)t	 ^?T- {p2 Q 2 + plgl)
As an example, consider a square field (u 3 4)
	 of 256 acres and
assume a pixel area of 1.1 acres. Then with type I (failure-to-
recognize) and type II (false alarm) error rate of 5t and 10%
C-6
i
respectively, the 95% confidence interval for rotative error of
mensuration is: (.0069 7. .0260) _ (-.019, +.033); in other words,
	
from a 1.9% underestimate to a •3.3• overestimate. It is impor- 	 a
tant to recognize
(f)
	
	 that the expected relative error (0.0069) is small
compared with the 2-sigma limits (±0.026) in this
example, and
(ii)	 that the statistical model does not, so far, allow
fully for improvements that are possible with sub-
.
pixel. processing.
If, for example, the Latter uses 10(k Y 0.1) grey levels,
It may be possible to reduce the relative error to (.0007±.0026),
although this is, in a sense, double counting, because the sta-
tistical model already allows partially for the removal of un-
certainty in recognition of border pixels.
C.1.3	 The Statistics of Relative Error for
Many Fields
When the analysis used in this section is applied to a
large number (M) of fields with areas A 1 ,A 2 , ...,AM will. the
law of large numbers apply to cause a reduction of relative
error of acreage mensuration towards zero? The answer depends
on the geometric relationship of the fields. if two fields of
crop "A" share a common border, for remote sensing purposes they
are one field with enlarged area. The definition of "field"
in this context must exclude differences of ownership and other
differences not observable by spectral decomposition of reflected
f..
.1
is
s-
Consider M unconnected fields of identical area, A
each. In this case
1 M	 2
W (A)	 2
A
M
1 E (1^)	
VA '	
M10)
M i=1
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radiance. Thus Figure C . 2 does not represent the type of situ-
ation at hand. Rather, it is the case for mensuration purposes
that fields of one crop are (mostly) unconnected as in Figure
C.3. Fields of other crops, or other kinds of land use (such
as B in Figure C.3) will be contiguous with the crop "A" fields;
the border pixel prob l em acquires its precise definition in re-
lation to the specific land use patterns of adjoining fields.
Assuming a known distribution of field size repre-
sented by a distribution function F, the expected relative error
for total acreage is:
t.gt l - A total 0. Sur (P.?"Pl)E	 A total"A
_
where	 A	 jAdF(A) 
2	 (C.9)
t^na^ (A)
For example, if 50% of the fields are of area. A acres and the
other 50% are of area 2A acres, then expected relative error
would be 0.377ur(p x - pl)
which is intermediate between the single.-field error for areas A
and 2A.
9
a
i
Figure C.2 Many Fields in the Contiguous Case
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so that the RE given by (C.9) is the same as (C.7). Thus-,
in general, no improvement of accuracy can be expected by virtue
of a large total acreage if ,,he individual field size is nbt
increased.
The effect of comparing M fields of total area Atotal
with a single field is to reduce the 2-sigma limits for relative
error used in (C.8) to derive the 95% confidence interval by
a factor of %M, while leaving the expected value unchanged.
If the expected value is not zero i.e. p  + p 2' then the esti-
A
mator Atotal can be said to be consistent (c M--s0 as M
A
but biased (E(A) 4 A ) in the jargon of modern statistical theory.
Furthermore, it is also not asymptotipally unbiased
.
 since the
expected value of Atotal does not even approach Atotal as M in-
creases without bound. Practically this will not be important
in cases such as the example cited above in which the bias is
fairly small. For small fields it will present a problem and
it i. important to stress here that the problem cannot be made
to go away by assuming a large number of shall fields to be
available for mensuration of total crop acreace.
C.1.4	 A Sensitivity Analysis of Relative
Error for Small Fields
The expected relative error of area mensuration as es-
timated by (C.7) is open to another interpretation. rf the
number of pixels in a typical field is NP
	 A/a, (C.7) can be
Written;
e..	 SCs'.",i+]7'^.+45^`a^rYwew-.,-...^rv...^ 	 ..,^r..........,.....,-.-,—.....,. 	 ,., .....	 _..:: ._-r -^ -- 	 .r^xrtwrr*^+c°'44'AY. r, 	 -:-';•ylt^apq grltK" _ '1
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R - A
A
2(p 2
-P i
N 
2AE
N 
	 (C.11)
for square fields, where: p 2
 ¢ "false alarm" rate of error
"failure-to-recognize" rate of
error,
Who difference AE = (p 2 -pl ) between the two error rates is the
resultant of several opposing forces. It is not possible at the
level of detail of this discussion to decompose this parameter
further into its contributory sources, but it should be remarked
that, a priori, one might expect AE to be substantially different
from zero in many agricultural applications. This is because
some of the typical field borders will include land cover such
as roads and streams which are substantially easier to recognize
than the crops under investigation. Furthermore, AE will. gener-
ally be unrelated to the field size, A and the number of fields
in the total acreage.. As pointed out in the proceeding para-
graphs, N  is not a sample size in the usual sense: it represents
sampling within one field only, rather than sampling within the
whole crop acreage. Thus, to reduce relative error of mensu-
ration by increasing N  would imply reduction of the pixel area,
a, which can only be achieved by improved spatial resolution of
the MSS. Field area, A, is not a system parameter subject to
design specification since the system for ERS `top survey must
take the fields as they are. Table C.1 contains a sensitivity
analysis of relative error for "small" fields in the range 10
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to 100 acres with an assumed pixel area of one acre. ft is im-
mediately cie..: from a glance at Table C.1 that the relative
error is sensitive to the-difference between the two error rates,
as well as to the size of the field. But even when the error
rates of non--recognition (p l ) and false alarm(p 2 ) are equal,
the actual relative error for a particular small field may be
quite large as Table C.2 reveals through sensitivity analysis
of the 95% confidence limits for relative error.
Table C.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Relative Error
for Small Fields
N DE = Difference Between p 2 and p 
No. of Pixels
per Field 1% 5% 103 25% 50•
Percent Relative Error of Area Mensuration
10 0.6 3.2 6.3 15.8 31.2
20 0.4 2.2 4.5 11.2 22.4
50 0.3 1.4 2.8 7.1 14.1
100 0.2 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
Table C.2	 Sensitivity Analysis of Relative Error of Area
Mensuration for 100-pixel Scenes with Varying
lion-R*cognition and False Alars Error Rates
p l
	Probability of ;to n - recogmition;
	
p 2 U False Alarm Rate
Parenthetical F'iqures Are 95% Confidence limits; Beneath
Then Are Expected Values
 of Relative Hrrnr t
^z
pl 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.50
0.00 (0,0) (-1,0,	 1.4) (-1.7,	 3.7) (-1.7,	 5.7) (-0.4,	 10.4) (3.8,	 16.2)0 0.2 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
0.01 (-1.4,	 1- 11) (-1.7,	 1.7) (-2.2.	 3.8) (-2.1.
	 5.7) (-0.7,	 10.3) (3.5.	 16.11
- 0.2 0 0.8 1.8 4.8 9.8
0.05 (-3.7,	 1.7) t-1_3,	 2,2) (-3.8.	 3.8) (-3.6,	 5.6) (-2.0.	 10.0) (-2.2.
	 15.81
-1.0
-0.8 0 1.0 4.0 9.0
0.10 (-5.7,	 2.1) (-5.7,	 2.1) 1-5.6,	 3.6) (-5.31	 5.3) (-3.5,	 9.51 (0.9,	 15.2)
-2.0
-1.8
-1.0 0 3.0 8.0
OAS t-1`0.4,	 0.4) (-10.3,	 0.7) [-10.0,	 2.0) (-9.5.	 3.5) (-7.6,
	 7.6) (-3.2,	 13.2)
-5.0
-4.8
-4.0
-3.0 0 5.0
0.50 (-16.2.	 -3.81 (-16.1,-3.5) (-15.8,	 -2.2) (15.2,	 -0.8) (11.2,
	
3.2) (-H.B.	 B.8)
-10.0
-9.8
-9.0
-8.0
-5.0 0
Q
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